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With continued scaling of CMOS technology, power, thermal, and reliability 
issues threaten to significantly limit future performance improvements. The advent of 
microprocessors with multiple processing units creates a new opportunity to address 
these concerns through low-cost adaptive thread management techniques. In this 
dissertation we devise two types of dynamic management schemes, thread migration 
and power management, which leverage the inherent architectural characteristics of 
future microprocessors to dramatically mitigate thermal hotspots, variations, and hard 
faults. These techniques are applied both within the core, in clustered simultaneous 
multithreaded (SMT) architectures, and among the cores of unpredictably 
heterogeneous chip multiprocessors (CMPs). 
First, we investigate dynamic thermal management (DTM) in clustered SMT 
architectures. We propose novel thread migration algorithms that leverage the steering 
mechanism inherent in clustered architectures to cool hotspots more effectively than 
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) when executing thermally non-
uniform workloads. In addition, we create a DTM mechanism that combines 
intelligent steering with DVFS power management to achieve efficient thermal control 
across all workloads. 
In future large-scale multi-core microprocessors, hard faults and process 
variations will create dynamic heterogeneity, causing performance and power 
 characteristics to differ among the cores in an unanticipated manner. Contemporary 
CMP thread managers are oblivious to this heterogeneity, resulting in significant 
performance losses and excess power dissipation. We develop operation system 
scheduling and global power management policies, which significantly reduce the loss 
in power-performance efficiency. We further explore the scalability of these 
algorithms to many-core architectures with four to two-hundred fifty-six cores and 
devise novel, scalable runtime management techniques which achieve high 
performance with low overhead. 
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CHAPTER 1 
MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH OUTLINE  
While performance will always be a primary concern for computer architects, 
other design considerations have come to the forefront in the deep-submicron 
microelectronics technology era. First of all, power dissipation has become a major 
concern across product domains [21][92]. In embedded and portable electronics, high 
levels of power dissipation reduce battery life and increase package sizes. For the 
desktop market, high power increases production costs because larger, more expensive 
thermal packages are required. Finally, at the server level, high power requirements 
lead to increased datacenter operating expenses because of the added energy supply 
and cooling costs. 
Thermal management is another critical design consideration for modern 
microprocessor design. Chip overheating can lead to timing errors, reduced reliability, 
and even immediate thermal damage to the die. To some extent, thermal concerns are 
connected to power dissipation because increased power leads to higher chip 
temperatures and thus techniques for reducing power also contribute to addressing 
overheating. While average die temperature is strongly correlated to overall power 
dissipation, peak chip temperature and thermal hotspots are a different yet important 
matter [126]. 
A final area of concern that has recently taken center stage in general-purpose 
computer architecture is hardware reliability. While transient (soft) errors are the 
primary focus today, permanent (hard) errors and circuit variability are expected to 
become a major challenge in the future [13][14]. Hard faults and variability cause 
problems during chip production as well as over the lifetime of the processor. Faults 
such as open or shorted wires or improperly manufactured transistors can cause errors 
which impede the function of part of the processor, potentially rendering the chip 
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unusable. Manufacturing process variations can also reduce chip yield by increasing 
the number of dies produced which operate outside of specification in terms of clock 
frequency or power dissipation. Some chips with variability will be salvageable but 
need to be clocked at lower speeds or run at higher voltages to meet specification, 
leading to poor performance and power efficiency.  
Over the lifetime of the chip, faults can also develop as a result of component 
wear-out through a variety of mechanisms including electromigration, stress 
migration, time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), thermal cycling, and 
negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) [127][129]. Variations hasten lifetime 
wear-out, forcing users to replace chips before their expected end-of-life. Process 
variations can cause transistors and wires to be manufactured in a weakened state. For 
example, transistors could be produced with thinner than nominal gate oxide 
increasing their susceptibility to TDDB while thinner than nominal wires would be 
more likely to suffer from electromigration. Voltage and thermal variations also 
accelerate many of the wear-out mechanisms [127][129]. 
In this dissertation, adaptive thread management techniques are developed to 
tackle the challenges of power dissipation, thermal hotspots, and chip reliability, while 
simultaneously seeking to maximize processor performance. Two microprocessor 
design styles are studied, clustered simultaneous multithreaded (SMT) architectures 
and chip multiprocessors (CMPs). Clustered SMT processors consist of a traditional 
SMT front end, capable of fetching and decoding multiple threads, and a partitioned 
back end where the execution resources – the issue queues, register files, and function 
units – are divided among multiple separate pipelines or “clusters”. CMPs are 
comprised of multiple processing cores placed together on a single die. Both 
architectures were developed to run multiple applications simultaneously on a single 
processor while minimizing design complexity. A major theme of the proposed 
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architectural enhancements is that they exploit the inherent diversity in the behavior of 
the running applications to increase performance and reliability while reducing power 
and temperature at low cost and complexity. For both microprocessor design styles, 
we explore thread migration and power management policies. In clustered SMT 
architectures, these techniques are applied within a single processor core, while CMPs 
provide the opportunity to globally optimize application scheduling and power 
management across cores with low overhead. 
In Chapter 3, the focus is on dynamic thermal management (DTM) in clustered 
SMT architectures. The objective is to utilize the non-uniformity in heating among the 
simultaneously running threads to alleviate die hotspots without employing more 
heavyweight cooling mechanisms. DTM is a microarchitectural approach to 
maintaining acceptable on-die temperatures while reducing packaging and cooling 
costs [22][54]. Rather than designing the chip’s thermal solution (heat sink and fans) 
for the absolute worst case, a cheaper cooling package is provided and thermal sensors 
are used to detect situations when the chip temperature is approaching the permitted 
maximum level. To avoid a thermal violation, microarchitectural techniques are 
employed which reduce power by throttling chip resource usage. While prior research 
has investigated DTM techniques for single-threaded [22][38][51][54][80][81][82] 
[99][124][126], SMT [39][40][50][65][74][100], and CMP [39][41][47][74][100] 
[130] architectures, clustered SMT processors provide the opportunity to develop new 
types of low-cost thermal management techniques. Because threads running on the 
processor execute in separate back-end clusters, there are spatial variations in the 
heating of the back end. DTM methods based on the cluster steering mechanism can 
be used to migrate threads to eliminate hotspots with low cost. Moreover, combining 
steering-based thermal control with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) 
provides a comprehensive DTM policy. 
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Chapters 4 through 7 investigate adaptive thread management techniques to 
reduce the impact of hard errors and variations in chip multiprocessors. Future CMPs 
are likely to be designed as a collection of homogeneous processing cores connected 
by an interconnection fabric. Using homogeneous cores reduces the design complexity 
and verification costs. As semiconductor technology continues to scale to smaller 
transistor and wires, hard errors are becoming more common and variations are 
becoming more extreme. Prior research has studied resiliency methods for tolerating 
these faults and variability, allowing processors with unreliable components to remain 
operable [1][2][15][16][17][18][36][77][78][79][87][94][109][116][122][123][129] 
[135]. However, the faults and variability will leave these chips in a degraded state 
where broken components are disabled, clock frequency is reduced, and power 
dissipation is above nominal. Potentially, these functional but degraded processors 
will still be unusable because of their poor performance and power efficiency. The 
random processes creating these faults and variations will likely impact each core in 
the CMP differently, creating dynamic heterogeneity among the processor’s cores. 
These unpredictably heterogeneous chip multiprocessors (UH-CMPs) create a new, 
more challenging environment than prior studied homogeneous and designed-
heterogeneous CMPs, and will require novel, intelligent runtime management 
schemes. 
In Chapter 4, we show that current operating system scheduling algorithms 
will assign applications to the degraded cores in an ineffective manner, oblivious to 
this heterogeneity. Adaptive thread scheduling algorithms are then presented which 
match application resource requirements to core functionality, greatly reducing the 
impact of the hard errors and variations. Two types of algorithms are developed. The 
first, called the Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm, makes some simplifications about 
the nature of the assignment problem. Next, it runs the Hungarian Algorithm [25][93] 
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which calculates the optimal solution to the simplified problem and then it applies this 
solution to the original problem. The second approach is to use iterative search 
techniques from artificial intelligence which are known to be effective on complex 
optimization problems. Both algorithms are experimentally shown to be highly 
effective at maximizing power-performance efficiency in unpredictably heterogeneous 
CMPs. 
As architects continue to integrate more cores on a die, it is no longer sufficient 
to simply address power at the core level. Instead, power management becomes a 
chip-wide optimization problem which must balance the needs of individual cores and 
applications for maximum overall performance. The goal is to maximize the overall 
throughput of the CMP while ensuring that the total power dissipation does not exceed 
a global power budget. Chapter 5 introduces a new way of looking at global power 
management, called the Throughput-Aware Power Allocation Scheme (TAPAS), which 
is unique because it focuses on setting power levels directly, rather then via voltage 
and frequency control knobs. The dynamic heterogeneity of future unreliable multi-
core processors makes this environment a challenging medium for modeling the 
performance and power dissipation of DVFS. Consequently, TAPAS’ lower reliance 
on analytical models and reduced complexity makes it ideal for global power 
management on UH-CMPs. 
As the number of cores on a chip increases in future technology generations, 
the problem of intelligently assigning applications to cores becomes increasingly 
complex. In a chip multiprocessor running n applications on n cores, there are n! 
possible scheduling permutations that can be chosen. Chapter 6 studies the impact of 
scaling up the number of cores from 4 to 64 on the energy efficiency of the scheduling 
algorithms proposed in Chapter 4. We also characterize the influence of the number of 
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search iterations on the effectiveness of our iterative optimization algorithms across 
the different CMP sizes. 
Chapter 7 continues studying algorithm scalability but expands the focus to 
both application scheduling and global power management (GPM) techniques and 
shifts the optimization objective to maximizing total chip throughput. First, the need 
for coordination between the thread scheduler and power manager is investigated. 
Then, this chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of the scalability and 
performance of adaptive thread management schemes on unpredictably heterogeneous 
many-core architectures with up to 256 cores. Each algorithm’s runtime overhead is 
assessed using formal complexity theory as well as experimentally evaluated. The 
ramifications of core scaling on the sampling accuracy of the techniques are also 
investigated. A highly scalable Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm is developed which 
has dramatically reduces runtime overhead compared to the poorly scaling Hungarian 
Algorithm, but achieves performance comparable to an idealized zero overhead 
scheduler. Finally, a Steepest Descent global power manager is shown to have 
minimal runtime costs, even for 256 core processors, yet beat the performance of 
state-of-the-art GPM techniques based on linear programming. 
Possible opportunities for future work are discussed in Chapter 8. These 
include a) conducting a scalability analysis on the TAPAS algorithm; b) extending our 
runtime management framework beyond scheduling and power management to 
incorporate Complexity-Adaptive Processing [3][4]; c) augmenting our simulation 
infrastructure to more accurately model inter-core effects, such as cache sharing, off-
chip bandwidth, and the on-chip interconnection network, as well as modeling the 
impact of process variations and hard faults in these components; d) investigating 
adaptive thread management for multithreaded applications; and e) developing 
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degradation- and phase-aware runtime management algorithms that eliminate the need 
for time consuming sampling during the exploration phase. 
In the next chapter, an overview is given of prior work that relates to these 
research projects. This includes previous work on power-efficient computing in SMT 
and CMP architectures, global power management in multi-core processors, dynamic 
thermal management, tolerating hard errors and variations, and heterogeneous chip 
multiprocessors. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RELATED WORK 
A number of different research areas relate to adaptive thread management for 
power efficiency, thermal control, and reliability in clustered SMT architectures and 
chip multiprocessors. The first section of this chapter looks at prior work on power-
aware architectures, including efforts for SMT processors, energy-efficient CMPs, and 
multi-core global power management. The next section discusses research on dynamic 
thermal management, and again focuses on SMT and CMP systems, as well as 
clustered architectures which closely resemble the study in Chapter 3. The third 
section highlights different research efforts which tackle detecting, isolating, and 
tolerating hard errors as well as modeling and compensating for process variations. 
The fourth section discusses prior work on scheduling and power efficiency for 
designed-heterogeneous chip multiprocessors where the asymmetry in the cores is an 
architected feature. Finally, we discuss a few research efforts that have started to 
address unpredictably heterogeneous systems in parallel to our work. 
2.1. Power-Efficient Computing 
In the past fifteen years, power dissipation and power-aware computing have 
become critical design considerations for general purpose processors [21][92]. The 
development of Wattch, an architectural-level power model by Brooks et al. [23], 
helped spur numerous research efforts aimed at making microprocessors more power-
efficient. Here, the focus is on recent work on power-aware simultaneous 
multithreaded machines and chip multiprocessors as they most resemble the 
architectures studied in this dissertation. 
A few prior efforts address the energy efficiency of SMT processors. Seng et 
al. [118] examine the power efficiency of SMT machines and propose architectural 
enhancements to optimize energy usage. Li et al. [75] perform a design space 
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exploration to characterize the energy efficiency of SMT architectures and identify the 
root causes of multithreading’s power advantage. Another study compares the energy 
efficiency of chip multiprocessors and simultaneous multithreaded machines and finds 
CMPs to be more compelling [115].  
Other previous research uses the operating system to improve CMP power 
efficiency. Juang et al. [62] argue for coordinated formal control-theoretic methods to 
manage energy efficiency in multi-core systems. Li and Martínez [72] investigate 
heuristics that adaptively change the number of cores used and the chip voltage and 
frequency to optimize power-performance in parallel applications. DeVuyst et al. [37] 
study a CMP consisting of SMT cores and show that it can be desirable to schedule 
threads in an unbalanced manner on the cores in order to be most energy-efficient. 
Herbert and Marculescu compare the energy efficiency of per-core DVFS schemes to 
those where a CMP is partitioned into voltage/frequency islands containing groups of 
cores and show that the per-core power management is not always necessary [52]. 
Lastly, Miao et al. employ genetic algorithms to control DVFS to reduce energy 
consumption in CMPs [90]. 
Lee and Brooks [71] focus on processor core complexity and evaluate the 
power-performance tradeoffs of pipeline depth and width on SMT and CMP 
architectures. Ekman and Stenstrom [43] also look at core complexity, but study the 
power-performance tradeoff of issue-width verses the number of cores when running 
parallel applications. On the other hand, Li et al. [76] and Monchiero et al. [91] take a 
broader view and study how the overall design of chip multiprocessors is impacted by 
the key constraints of power and temperature. 
Most related to our work in Chapters 5 and 7 on global power management in 
CMPs is the research by Isci et al. [58] which introduces the problem of trying to 
maximize total throughput under a chip-wide power constraint by dynamically tuning 
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DVFS to workload characteristics. These authors develop the popular MaxBIPS 
algorithm which serves as the baseline per-core DVFS scheme in Chapter 5. Sharkey 
et al. [119] extend this work by exploring algorithms based on both DVFS and fetch 
toggling, and by exploring a number of design tradeoffs including the granularity at 
which the power manager is called and local verses globally managed techniques. 
Bergamaschi et al. also conduct further work on MaxBIPS and compare its discrete 
implementation to using continuous power modes [10]. The authors then develop a 
non-linear programming solution to solve the continuous power mode problem, which 
is not practical to implement in hardware but serves to confirm the effectiveness of 
discrete MaxBIPS. Kim et al. develop and analyze on-chip voltage regulators to allow 
for fine-grained per-core DVFS [64]. Using an offline DVFS algorithm, they find 
significant benefits for running voltage and frequency scaling at finer temporal and 
spatial granularities. Both the work of Sharkey et al. [119] and Kim et al. [64] 
demonstrate that fine-grained DVFS algorithms can have significant performance 
benefits and this motivates our development of TAPAS in Chapter 5. 
Sartori and Kumar [114] propose decentralized power management algorithms 
for homogeneous many-core architectures. Although they only evaluate their 
algorithms for systems with up to 16 cores, the algorithms are designed for larger 
systems. One technique uses per-core steepest descent where unlike our 
implementation in Chapter 7, each core searches its power states independently. They 
propose alternative approaches to DVFS such as setting cores to high and low power 
states at a coarse granularity and migrating benchmarks at a finer granularity to meet 
the power budget. In a similar vain, Rangan et al. [105], explore the use of scheduling 
on cores statically set to different voltage and frequency levels as an alternative power 
management approach to fine-grained DVFS. 
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Meng et al. [88] develop a framework for the combined optimization of 
multiple power management mechanisms and suggest employing a greedy search 
algorithm to quickly find a good setting for each power scheme. This greedy search 
method is actually Steepest Descent and in Chapter 7 we adapt this technique for 
scalable DVFS control in many-core processors. Bitirgen et al. also examine 
coordinated management, but apply a machine learning approach to allocate chip 
resources (one of which is power) to meet various performance objectives [11]. 
Finally, Wang et al. [137] propose a coordinated approach to global power and 
temperature management based on optimal control theory. They use multi-input-multi-
output (MIMO) control strategies and model predictive control (MDC) theory which 
are effective, but require matrix-matrix multiplication and either matrix inversion or 
factorization. These matrix operations are all high-order polynomial time algorithms 
that scale poorly and thus we do not pursue such methods in Chapter 7 when we study 
runtime management algorithms for many-core architectures.  
2.2. Dynamic Thermal Management 
Previous research on DTM techniques can be categorized into a number of 
different themes. First of all, a few studies pioneered the need for dynamic thermal 
management and proposed early solutions in this area. In 2003, Skadron et al. [126] 
released HotSpot, an easy to use architectural-level temperature model which 
generated much research activity. Recent research addresses thermal issues on 
processors with multiple threads (either through SMT or CMP). Finally, a few papers 
analyze DTM on single-threaded clustered microarchitectures. 
Huang et al. [54] were perhaps the first to propose the need for dynamic 
thermal management. They outlined a framework called Dynamic Energy Efficiency 
and Temperature Management (DEETM) which invokes the operating system to 
monitor chip thermal behavior and engage various techniques to combat high 
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temperatures. Brooks and Martonosi [22] further strengthen the case for dynamic 
thermal management and outline the basic components and methodology upon which 
all DTM schemes are based.  
Dhodapkar et al. [38] propose TEM2P2EST, an early thermal model at the 
architectural level. Lim et al. [82] use the TEM2P2EST model to explore a form of 
activity migration that uses a second low-power in-order pipeline when the main out-
of-order pipeline overheats. Heo et al. [51] examine activity migration in detail and try 
to determine which microprocessor components are best duplicated. They conclude 
that it is most critical to replicate the register files and execution units to get the best 
power/area tradeoff. We similarly focus on the back-end execution engine in our study 
of clustered SMT temperature management. However, the important difference 
between our research and these studies on activity migration is that we do not require 
spare, backup resources for our DTM mechanisms. The extra register files, ALUs, and 
pipelines required by these prior schemes are inactive most of the time when there are 
no thermal emergencies, and they add significantly to the cost of the chip. 
Skadron et al. [126] describe and use HotSpot (which thereafter became the 
standard tool for DTM research) to study a number of DTM techniques on a single-
threaded core. Skadron [124] extends that work by combining DTM techniques in a 
hybrid scheme. Liao et al. [80][81] examine the impact of temperature dependent 
modeling of leakage power and thermal run-away on DTM techniques. That work 
advocates considering the temperature and voltage dependence of performance and 
power and the need for tightly coupled management of power and temperature. As in 
our work on clustered SMT processors, Powell et al. [99] use HotSpot to study the 
asymmetric usage of back-end processor resources and devise algorithms to spread the 
power and heating more evenly. However, they examine a single-threaded processor 
with one cluster, and thus only explore intra-thread diversity in application behavior. 
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Furthermore, we go beyond utilizing asymmetry to show how DVFS and our steering 
algorithms, which are well adapted to different workload characteristics, can be 
combined to provide a comprehensive DTM scheme. All these earlier efforts focus on 
single-threaded processors. 
Other research looks at the more related topic of thermal management on SMT 
and CMP machines. Ghiasi and Grunwald [47] examine an asymmetric chip 
multiprocessor with a power hungry ILP intensive core and a spare low power, low 
performance core. Under normal operating conditions the high performance core 
executes a single thread. DTM consists of activity migration between these two cores 
which is done either proactively or reactively. Again, the need for a spare core results 
in a large amount of die area which is not used unless the workload is thermally 
intensive.  
Donald and Martonosi [39] examine the thermal properties of two- and four-
threaded SMT and CMP architectures. They find that these processors experience 
higher temperatures but have a similar heating distribution across their components to 
that of a single-threaded superscalar machine. Rather than using DTM, the authors 
propose to mitigate the high temperatures of the issue queue and result bus by 
changing the floor plan of the processor and by increasing the area of these units to 
spread out the heat. In another work, the same researchers investigate the possibility of 
exploiting varying application behavior to control temperature on an SMT processor 
[40]. Temperature guided fetch and rename policies are developed with the goal of 
restricting the flow of instructions from threads that are likely to heat the integer and 
floating point register files, which are deemed the hottest processor components. Like 
the work in Chapter 3, that paper tries to adjust the instruction flow in an SMT 
processor to mitigate the heating effects of a hot thread. However, both their policies 
throttle activity to reduce hotspots. Our static and dynamic steering techniques utilize 
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the differences in application thermal characteristics to eliminate hotspots, often 
without the need for throttling and reducing performance.  
Heat Stroke is a denial-of-service attack on an SMT processor in which a 
malicious thread highly utilizes a particular pipeline resource, creating a hotspot on the 
chip [50]. Hasan et al. assert that such a Heat Stroke attack harms the performance of 
other threads on the processor when DTM mechanisms such as stop-go or DVFS 
slowdown the whole pipeline in order to cool the hotspot [50]. They conclude that it is 
imperative to isolate the offending thread and restrict only its execution through 
sedation which has the same effect as our Thread Dispatch Gating. We likewise 
propose thread and cluster specific DTM techniques to avoid penalizing threads that 
are not causing thermal problems. However, while the goal of their work is to stop 
malicious threads from degrading performance, our hot threads are behaving properly 
but happen to use the processor intensively. Rather than simply restrict the execution 
of these threads, we propose steering-based DTM policies which take advantage of the 
variations in applications to improve the thermal behavior of the hot thread by 
intelligently steering its instructions to clusters cooled by less resource intensive 
threads. This approach does not punish hot threads but instead increases IPC by 
lengthening the time before performance-harming DTM must be engaged. 
Other research proposes HybDTM, a methodology for coordinating fine-
grained hardware techniques and coarser grain software mechanisms to provide more 
effective thermal management [65]. The authors evaluate their approach on a Pentium 
4 processor running Linux in single thread and SMT configurations. Like our work, 
their two level approach combines a low cost mechanism (an OS software technique) 
which tries to keep the processor as cool as possible and a higher cost mechanism 
(hardware stop-go) as a backup to prevent thermal emergencies. However, since they 
experiment with a real processor, they focus on making better use of features that are 
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already implemented whereas we propose new hardware DTM techniques for future 
clustered SMT architectures. 
Heat-and-run exploits the variation in application resource usage to manage 
temperature in an architecture consisting of a chip multiprocessor composed of SMT 
cores [100]. By pairing complementary applications in a multiprogrammed workload, 
processor core resources are maximally utilized and maximally heated. These more 
efficiently used cores can then be cooled using activity migration across the cores of 
the CMP. While heat-and-run focuses on how to schedule threads to cores to 
maximize processor use under thermal constraints, our work examines how to manage 
a given set of threads within the core to reduce the performance cost of DTM. 
Li et al. [74] compare the thermal behavior of a baseline superscalar processor 
to that of a two-way SMT and a CMP of two cores. They also compare the 
effectiveness of a variety of DTM techniques on these architectures, including DVFS 
and throttling of the fetch unit, rename, and the register file. Unlike our DTM policies, 
they do not employ mechanisms that adapt to application resource usage or exploit 
non-uniform thermal behavior to cool hotspots. 
Donald and Martonosi [41] employ formal control theory to perform DTM in a 
four core CMP environment. They compare chip-wide and per-core implementations 
of a basic stop-go policy (equivalent to Global Dispatch Gating) and dynamic voltage 
and frequency scaling and experiment with migration of threads among the cores. In 
contrast, our work investigates in more detail the DTM opportunities within a single 
SMT core and shows that there are effective alternatives to DVFS at the per-core 
level. While we examine how non-uniform heating within an SMT core can be 
exploited for thermal management, they look at single-threaded cores and treat the 
cores holistically. Future research could explore how our intra-core techniques and 
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Donald and Martonosi’s inter-core policies could work in tandem for even more 
effective DTM. 
Chaparro et al. [30] also examine thermal management using stop-go, thread 
migration, and DVFS in a chip multiprocessor of single-threaded cores. However, 
these authors evaluate a sixteen-core architecture, compare a number of variants of 
stop-go and thread migration between cores, and focus on performing sensitivity 
studies to understand the impact of cool-down interval length, emergency threshold 
temperature, frequency of DTM decisions, and the quality of the thermal solution. 
Stavrou and Trancoso [130] look at DTM in future chip multiprocessors, identify 
undesirable chip heating scenarios, and then develop a thermal-aware scheduling 
policy that factors in spatial information such as the temperature of neighboring cores 
on the die and the cooling efficiency of different locations on the chip. Again, the 
insight these investigations develop for inter-core DTM policies can be combined with 
our techniques for managing temperature within the core. 
Merkel and Bellosa [89] similarly look at preventing hotspots in a 
multiprocessor system. However, unlike most of the previous papers, they study real 
hardware and modify the Linux kernel load balancer, making it energy-aware, and 
schedule threads to even out power consumption of the cores. This work has 
similarities to our algorithms for DTM in a clustered SMT processor but their OS 
balancing algorithms operate between cores and at a much coarser granularity.  
Chaparro et al. [28][29] propose that clustered microarchitectures naturally 
reduce temperatures in the processor because they distribute resources and 
computation among the back ends. They investigate single-threaded clustered 
processors and develop some simple steering mechanisms to mitigate thermal 
problems. The also propose cluster hopping, a form of activity migration where 
instructions are only sent to a subset of the back ends in the processor. Unlike our 
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simulated microarchitecture, their clusters are highly over-provisioned for a single-
thread workload and thus unused clusters can again be thought of as spares. We study 
a whole new class of adaptive DTM techniques for clustered multithreaded machines 
which exploit workload non-uniformity and do not require spare or idle resources. 
Furthermore, we provide a comparison against DTM mechanisms such as DVFS and 
Global Dispatch Gating to demonstrate the benefits of our steering-based techniques. 
Finally, orthogonal research to ours explores the thermal benefits of front-end 
clustering [31]. The enhancements in that paper could be combined with our work to 
provide DTM for the entire processor. 
2.3. Mitigating Hard Errors and Variations 
Prior research on hard errors falls into several categories: (1) developing 
architectural models for manufacturing defects and lifetime wear-out and reducing the 
occurrence of these errors; (2) detecting the presence of permanent faults and isolating 
their impact; and (3) maintaining processor functionality despite the occurrence of an 
error. Prior papers on variations generally discuss techniques to model variability in 
microprocessors or mechanisms for reducing the impact of the variations. Research on 
each of these directions will be outlined in turn. 
Srinivasan et al. [127] were among the first to look at lifetime reliability from 
an architectural perspective. They developed a model called RAMP for studying the 
impact of microarchitectural design decisions and runtime behavior on lifetime wear-
out and proposed dynamic techniques to increase reliability. The same authors also 
looked at how microprocessor lifetime reliability will be impacted by technology 
scaling [128]. Kang et al. [63] develop a method for correlating changes in leakage 
power to increases in negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) degradation. Blome 
et al. [12] design an online hardware unit for the detection of gate oxide breakdown 
and use the unit to study this failure mechanism at the microarchitectural level. Feng et 
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al. [46] extend that work by using the wear-out detection units to guide the OS in a 
CMP to schedule jobs to intelligently manage lifetime wear-out. Paterna et al. [95] 
likewise try to slow the aging of multiprocessor system-on-a-chip architectures by 
dynamically controlling the duty-cycle of each core to balance their wear-out rates. 
Ramachandran et al. [104] compare two metrics for characterizing lifetime reliability, 
mean time to failure (MTTF) and a new metric, nTTF (the time to failure of n% of the 
population) and assess their value for microarchitects.  
Austin [6] is among the first to develop a technique, called DIVA, for detecting 
hardware faults at the architectural level using simple checkers at the commit pipeline 
stage. Chatterjee et al. [32] continue to improve the checker to make it more 
performance efficient. Bower el al. [18][19] extend the capabilities of DIVA, adding 
mechanisms to isolate the faults, correct the errors, and deconfigure broken units. 
Distributed built-in self-testing and checkpointing techniques are devised by Shyam et 
al. [123] for detecting and recovering from defects. Meixner et al. [85][87] consider a 
different approach to error detection in simple cores which verifies that the four 
invariants of von Neumann-style processors hold during execution. Yilmaz et al. [141] 
focus on techniques to detect delay faults which cause timing errors in functional 
units. Schuchman and Vijaykumar [116] likewise focus on developing means for 
testing and isolating faults in the core logic. LaFrieda et al. [69] propose using 
dynamically coupled cores in a chip multiprocessor to provide fault detection through 
redundancy in a far more efficient manner than traditional static binding of core pairs. 
In the research of Chapters 4 through 7, we assume the use the above techniques for 
detecting and isolating faults in our chip multiprocessor, so that broken units can be 
deconfigured while maintaining processor functionality. 
A number of papers develop schemes that tolerate permanent faults and allow 
the microprocessor to remain functional. Shivakumar et al. [122] are the first to 
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propose that the inherent redundancy in a processor can be exploited for hard error 
tolerance. Bower et al. [15][17] describe a new method of detecting and recovering 
from errors in processor array structures. Their mechanism uses spare rows in the 
structure which replace faulty ones that are mapped out. Srinivasan et al. [129] 
propose two methods to increase the processor lifetime: structural duplication and 
graceful performance degradation. Aggarwal et al. [2] study mechanisms for isolating 
faulty components in a CMP and reducing an error’s impact through reconfiguration. 
Joseph [61] leverages hardware virtualization to salvage degraded cores by migrating 
computation or emulating instructions that cannot be supported due to failures. 
Finally, Meixner and Sorin [87] describe a similar technique for automatically 
modifying software in a way that maintains its functionality but changes the 
application’s usage of the hardware to circumvent a faulty component. Many of the 
schemes for tolerating hard errors deconfigure broken components, keeping cores 
functional but operating in degraded states. The research presented in Chapters 4 
through 7 examines the next stage of the problem: making most effective use of the 
resulting heterogeneous CMP through intelligent thread migration and global power 
management. 
Significant prior research has looked at developing models for process 
variations in order to understand their impact at the architectural level. Romanescu et 
al. [111] make one of the first attempts to quantify how variability will affect 
microprocessor behavior. They then give an overview of their variations model in 
[110]. Humenay et al. [55][56] examine how parameter variations specifically impact 
multi-core chips. Das et al. [35][36] develop a process variations model to study how 
variability impacts yield and then develop a cache enhancement to shift more chips to 
high frequency bins. Bowman et al. [20] develop a statistical model for variations and 
an analytical throughput model for single-core and multi-core processors at the 22nm 
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technology node. They conclude that chip multiprocessors are inherently more tolerant 
to variability than a large monolithic architectural design. Lastly, Sarangi et al. [113] 
present their own model for process variations and a framework for estimating 
resulting timing errors. 
Other studies have gone further and developed solutions for variability in 
different microarchitectural components. Agarwal et al. [1] examine how process 
variations cause failures in caches and propose a new cache architecture that is very 
effective at improving yield. Ozdemir et al. [94] also look at improving cache yield by 
developing microarchitectures that can disable cache ways and horizontal regions, as 
well as a variable latency design. In [77], Liang and Brooks develop a methodology 
for selecting microarchitectural parameters in a way that minimizes the impact of 
variations on frequency and instructions-per-cycle (IPC). Liang and Brooks also 
develop variable latency register files and execution units to prevent variability from 
impacting processor frequency [78].  
Tiwari et al. [135] develop a technique to exploit the slack in faster pipeline 
stages and “donate” it to slower stages to compensate for variability in circuit timing. 
Teodorescu et al. [133] propose using dynamic fine-grain body biasing (D-FGBB) to 
adaptively change the voltage and frequency of a processor to meet yield 
specifications and maximize performance and power efficiency. Romanescu et al. 
[109] design architectural modifications that allow the processor to be clocked higher 
than some processor components can handle. They outline some microarchitectural 
changes to the register file, functional units, and first level caches that allow the 
processor to get around slower parts in these units. Liang et al. [79] show how variable 
latency units and voltage interpolation can be combined to provide a comprehensive 
defense against the effects of frequency variations.  
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2.4. Designed-Heterogeneous Chip Multiprocessors 
In designed-heterogeneous CMPs [7][9][45][48][60][66][67][68][73[120], the 
heterogeneity is architected into the system rather than the unplanned result of 
hardware faults and variations. As a result, the degree and nature of heterogeneity is 
quite different than in the unpredictably heterogeneous CMPs that we study. Kumar et 
al. [66] show how significant power savings can be obtained by dynamically assigning 
single-threaded applications to cores with different power-performance tradeoffs in a 
heterogeneous CMP in response to changes in the application’s behavior. In [68], the 
same authors focus on multiprogrammed performance and develop algorithms to 
schedule applications on cores that best match their execution requirements. However, 
since only two types of cores are used, the solution space is small and thus a simple 
sampling scheme achieves good assignments. Becchi and Crowley [9] extend that 
work to use performance driven heuristics for scheduling. Our reliability scheduling 
problem is far more complex: a huge number of unpredictably heterogeneous 
organizations can arise in terms of frequency, dynamic power, and leakage currents, in 
addition to architectural parameters. In a third paper, Kumar et al. [67] study 
heterogeneous architectures where the cores are not restricted to a few configurations. 
Their goal is to determine how much heterogeneity is necessary and how the cores 
should be designed to fit a given power budget. Here, they focus on the design issues 
rather than the scheduling aspect that is the focus of our research.  
Balakrishnan et al. [7] study the impact of asymmetry in core frequency on 
parallel commercial workloads using a hardware prototype. Li et al. [73] also study 
asymmetric multi-core architectures on real hardware, in this case SMP and NUMA 
systems with frequency heterogeneity emulated using clock duty cycles. Ghiasi et al. 
[48] examine heterogeneity due to cores running at different voltages and frequencies. 
While their work only adapts the cores’ voltages and frequencies, we investigate both 
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thread scheduling and global power management and the scalability of these 
algorithms. Furthermore, our CMPs are significantly more heterogeneous because we 
model leakage variation and hard errors in addition to frequency variability.  
Fedorova et al. [45] develop a reinforcement learning algorithm that schedules 
threads on heterogeneous systems to simultaneously optimize performance, enforce 
fair CPU sharing, and load balance among the cores. Shelepov et al. [120] design a 
static heterogeneous scheduling algorithm, which employs architectural signatures 
imbedded in the application binary that encode the memory-boundedness of the 
program, allowing the applications to be effectively matched to frequency asymmetric 
cores without online profiling. Likewise, Jooya et al. [60] study static and dynamic 
scheduling techniques, and show that a dynamic approach that finds favorable pairings 
based on tracking the history of the applications’ behaviors on the cores, outperforms 
static techniques. 
2.5. Early Work on Unpredictably Heterogeneous Chip Multiprocessors 
Recent work has begun to address the challenge of reducing performance and 
power efficiency losses in the face of hard errors and variability in chip 
multiprocessors. Sylvester et al. [131] are the first to argue for developing a holistic 
approach for managing unpredictable silicon where circuit-, microarchitecture-, and 
system-level techniques coordinate to tune performance, monitor reliability, and 
manage self-healing mechanisms. Roberts et al. [108] explain how unpredictable 
heterogeneity can develop in a designed-homogeneous multi-core processor, and 
propose and analyze the use of linear programming to maximize performance on a 
three-core processor with different operating frequencies. Independently and in 
parallel to our research described in Chapter 4, Bower et al. [16] highlight the need for 
intelligent runtime scheduling policies for unpredictably heterogeneous processors and 
discuss key issues that must be factored into any solutions. The above studies provide 
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a strong rationale for the need to develop adaptive thread management techniques 
specifically for unpredictably heterogeneous CMPs but do not delve deeply into 
possible solutions. Donald and Martonosi [42] develop an analytical model for 
studying the power-performance efficiency of chip multiprocessors impacted by 
variations and apply Amdahl’s Law to parallel applications running on these 
processors.  
Teodorescu and Torrellas [134] is the only work to our knowledge to consider 
both scheduling and power management via dynamic voltage and frequency scaling 
(DVFS) in a multi-core microprocessor with different frequencies due to process 
variations. They conduct a design exploration, propose a number of schedulers to 
satisfy different objectives, and develop a linear programming solution which 
improves on the MaxBIPS algorithm of [58]. The scheduling algorithms we propose 
in Chapter 4 differ from theirs because we consider both process variations and hard 
errors and optimize for power and performance simultaneously. In Chapter 7, we 
employ their VarF&AppIPC scheduler and their linear programming method, LinOpt, 
as baselines for our study of scalable runtime management algorithms. Finally, 
Herbert and Marculescu [53] also tackle power management (but not scheduling) 
under process variations. They develop a greedy DVFS algorithm that addresses both 
the frequency and the leakage costs of variations. In order to be comprehensive, we 
develop a representative greedy power management algorithm in the scalability study 
of Chapter 7. 
In summary, our work is distinct from prior work on unpredictably 
heterogeneous CMPs in that (1) we are the first to compare the scalability, 
performance, and power efficiency of a wide range of potential scheduling and power 
management algorithms for many-core systems with hundreds of cores; (2) we 
consider degradations due to both hard errors and variations, which adds an extra 
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dimension of complexity to the scheduling and power management problems; (3) we 
experimentally prove for the first time that coordination between the power manager 
and scheduler is unnecessary for many-core processors and explain the reasons for this 
result; and (4) we propose and evaluate new highly scalable scheduling and power 
management algorithms for many-core systems with degradations due to both hard 
errors and variability. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ADDRESSING THERMAL NON-UNIFORMITY IN SMT WORKLOADS 
3.1. Introduction  
Dynamic thermal management (DTM) has been an active area of 
microarchitecture research for the past several years. While many DTM techniques 
have been proposed and studied for single-threaded, SMT, and CMP machines, 
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) stands out as the most effective 
approach [30][41][74]. DVFS reduces both the voltage and frequency of the processor, 
enabling an almost cubic reduction in dynamic power as well as super-linearly 
decreasing static power, making it difficult to beat. While DVFS proves to be most 
effective when cooling a uniformly hot, CPU-intensive workload, it is much less 
effective when there are differences in the thermal behavior of the simultaneously 
running threads. Specifically, in an SMT processor, DVFS can penalize the 
performance of one thread in order to cool a hotspot caused by another. In workloads 
where one thread is very CPU-intensive and the other is not, or in mixed floating 
point/integer application workloads, engaging DVFS on an SMT core can often force 
the other non-offending thread to slow down despite the fact that it is not responsible 
for the hotspot.  
To illustrate this phenomenon, we examine an SMT workload consisting of 
two SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks: vortex, a CPU intensive integer application, and 
equake, a less intensive floating-point application. Figure 3.1 shows the baseline 
performance of the pair on the clustered SMT architecture we model (described in 
detail later) when no dynamic thermal management is used. In comparison, Figure 3.2 
shows the performance when DVFS is used to cool the processor. (In Figure 3.1, 
Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.12, performance is measured as billions of instructions per 
second (BIPS), averaged over 100K intervals.) The periodic performance degradation 
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in Figure 3.2 is due to intervals during which DVFS is employed. Figure 3.3 illustrates 
the temperatures of the hottest components of the processor during the DVFS 
simulation. Because of vortex’s intensive behavior, the hotspots are consistently the 
integer ALU and integer multiplier unit on its clusters. Dips in temperature in Figure 
3.3 from engaging DVFS correspond to the performance degradation points in Figure 
3.2. Clearly, equake is being penalized by DVFS even though its portion of the 
processor is nowhere near the thermal danger limit of 87ºC. This example illustrates 
how thermal non-uniformity among the simultaneously running threads can increase 
the performance degradation of DVFS-based DTM by penalizing a cool thread that 
runs on the same core as the hot one. A better DTM policy would intelligently manage 
individual threads and take advantage of the non-uniformity in temperature to 
eliminate chip hotspots. 
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Figure 3.1: vortex / equake – performance with no DTM mechanism. 
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In this chapter, we develop effective alternatives to DVFS for thermally non-
uniform SMT workloads. We propose DTM techniques that utilize the inherent 
steering mechanism in a clustered SMT microprocessor [34][44][70] to exploit 
thermal non-uniformity among the threads to cool the chip more efficiently. For 
workloads composed of threads with non-uniform heating characteristics, our best 
DTM algorithm, Counter-Based Steering, prevents all thermal violations with a worst 
case performance of 1% compared to 6.4% for DVFS.  
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Figure 3.2: vortex / equake – performance with dynamic voltage and frequency 
scaling. 
We also propose a “best of both worlds” DTM policy which utilizes the 
complementary properties of both steering- and DVFS-based algorithms. Namely, the 
steering-based mechanisms exploit the thermal differences of the running threads to 
reduce hotspots and avoid employing DVFS (and slowing down all threads) when 
possible, whereas DVFS is effective in cases where a set of “hot threads” are 
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uniformly heating the back ends (leaving little opportunity for the steering-based 
mechanisms to exploit temperature differences among the clusters). Moreover, adding 
steering-based DTM to DVFS requires only minor changes to the baseline clustered 
SMT organization. 
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Figure 3.3: vortex / equake – temperature with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. 
Our research makes a number of novel contributions to the field of dynamic 
thermal management. This is the first work to explore DTM policies for clustered 
SMT microarchitectures, a unique design that combines the benefits of both 
multithreaded and multi-core architectures. We discuss an overlooked drawback of 
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, which is that engaging DVFS on an SMT core 
will unfairly penalize threads that are not causing the thermal emergency. We show 
that this is a particularly large problem for non-uniform workloads and propose a 
novel thermal management technique to address this deficiency. Our algorithm 
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exploits the spatial non-uniformity in temperature within a processor core caused by 
differences in thread pipeline usage to provide very low cost DTM. Finally, we devise 
a new kind of thermal management policy that combines two distinct techniques – 
DVFS and Counter-Based Steering, each specialized for a particular class of 
benchmarks – to provide effective DTM across the full range of multithreaded 
workloads. 
3.2. The Clustered SMT Microarchitecture 
The clustered SMT processor, shown in Figure 3.4, is similar to that explored 
in [44]. The execution core, consisting of the issue queues, register files, and the 
functional units, is divided into multiple clusters with communication paths between 
the unified front end and the back ends, the back ends and the L1 data cache, and 
among the back ends for passing operand values. A traditional SMT front end is used 
to fetch, decode, and rename instructions from multiple threads, and a steering 
mechanism is employed to assign these instructions to back ends. While sharing of 
back ends among multiple threads is possible, prior research [44][70][102] has shown 
that the best performance and power characteristics are obtained by largely isolating 
the threads from each other by assigning them to separate cluster groups. In order to 
reduce the performance cost of inter-cluster communication of operand values, 
instructions from the same thread are usually assigned to a contiguous group of 
adjacent clusters.  
In our architecture, we found that the back-end clusters were the hottest part of 
the die and focused on alleviating hotspots in this section of the processor. This result 
is supported by previous research showing that register files and execution units are 
typically the biggest thermal concern [39][40][41][51][74][126]. However, in other 
designs the front end could also be a source of thermal emergencies. In [31], the 
authors explore partitioning the front end to control temperature and the architectural 
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enhancements they propose can be combined with our techniques to provide thermal 
control across the processor. 
 
Figure 3.4: A clustered simultaneous multithreaded microarchitecture. 
Clustered SMT processor designs may appear to go against the current trend 
towards chip multiprocessors containing many simple, perhaps single-threaded, cores. 
However, sequential code will not disappear altogether. Some workloads will contain 
high levels of instruction-level parallelism that is most effectively processed by wide-
issue cores, some applications may be extremely difficult to parallelize, and there will 
always be some programs that software developers have not yet parallelized. Clustered 
SMT processors provide the flexibility to address these sequential workloads – by 
providing a low complexity, wide-issue engine when needed – as well as supporting 
parallel workloads through multithreading. The partitioning of back-end resources 
greatly reduces the complexity of the design, as well as the power and temperature. In 
addition, there is industry precedence for designing wide cores with back-end clusters 
such as the Alpha 21264/21364, IBM Power4, and the SMT IBM Power5. Clustered 
SMT cores could be implemented in CMPs, along with narrower cores in an 
asymmetric configuration, providing a design that is performance and power-efficient 
across a large variety of applications. 
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Moreover, a clustered SMT microarchitecture provides a natural platform for 
addressing non-uniformity for several reasons. First, the clustering of the hottest 
components on the die, namely the functional units, register files, and issue queues, 
into multiple back-end clusters, permits threads, and even different instructions from 
the same thread, to be largely thermally isolated from other threads or instruction 
groups, yet run simultaneously. This is in contrast to a traditional SMT 
microarchitecture in which threads largely share these hot back-end resources. Second, 
a clustered SMT microarchitecture has a built-in communication mechanism to permit 
instruction operands to propagate to the cluster in which they are needed. This allows 
a thread’s register values to rapidly move from one cluster to another with low 
overhead and no additional support. Finally, the steering mechanism in a clustered 
SMT provides a simple, yet effective means for temperature management when a 
thermal emergency arises. If a particular thread, or a subset of that thread’s 
instructions, causes a thermal emergency in a particular back end, then those 
instructions can simply be steered to a cooler back end for some period of time. Other 
instructions, possibly from a different thread with less stringent cooling requirements 
at this moment, may begin to be steered to the hot cluster to make use of its resources 
while instructions drain from the prior thread. 
In this chapter, DTM mechanisms are evaluated for a two thread, four cluster 
microarchitecture. Each back-end cluster is dedicated to a single thread at any time, 
except for the temporary overlap that occurs when cluster assignments are switched by 
the steering algorithm. Nominally, each thread is allocated two back ends in the 
processor. This simplifies the microarchitecture implementation and allows our DTM 
policies to take advantage of the differences in the thermal heating profiles of the 
applications. Furthermore, we found that back-end resource utilization was very high, 
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indicating that having an additional thread competing for issue queue slots, issue 
bandwidth, etc. would not be beneficial.  
 
Figure 3.5: The floor plan of the clustered SMT microarchitecture. 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the floor plan of our clustered SMT design. The back-end 
clusters consist of integer and floating point issue queues, register files, and execution 
units, as well as a shared set of communication links and a register access window for 
inter-cluster operand passing [143]. The communication links provide a ring 
interconnect for forwarding register values to other back ends, which can forward two 
values in either direction along the ring each cycle. In addition, there are point-to-point 
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links between each back end and the front end for dispatching instructions, accessing 
the data L1 cache for stores and loads, communicating branch results, and updating the 
re-order buffer. Again, the links can send two results in each direction every cycle. 
The contention and power of all the communication links are modeled. We assumed a 
centralized, banked L1 data cache in order to simplify the architecture and to allow us 
to analyze steering policies without the affect of relocating threads away from their 
associated cache lines. We placed the data cache and the load store queue in the 
middle of the clusters on the die to permit a single cycle hop to the cache for loads and 
stores. 
Table 3.1: Simulated clustered SMT microarchitectural parameters. 
Unified Front-End Parameters 
Fetch bandwidth 8 instructions per thread 
Branch predictor type Hybrid of bimodal and 2-level 
Bimodal predictor entries 2048, 2-bit counters 
Level 1 predictor table entries 1024, history of 10 branches 
Level 2 predictor table entries 4096, 2-bit counters 
BTB entries 2048, 2-way associative 
Branch misprediction penalty 11 cycles 
Fetch queue size 16 entries per thread 
Decode/rename/dispatch/commit bandwidth 8/8/8/8 instructions per thread 
Re-order buffer size 200 entries per thread 
Back-End Cluster Parameters 
Integer/FP issue queue size 20 entries each 
Integer/FP register file size 80 entries each 
Integer/FP simple ALU 1 of each 
Integer/FP complex ALU  
w/ multiply & divide 1 of each 
Register access window 10 slots 
Inter-cluster communication links 2 point-to-point bi-directional links around the ring 
Front-end communication links 2 point-to-point bi-directional links to the front end 
Memory Hierarchy 
Load/store queue size 64 entries per thread 
L1 instruction cache 64KB, 4-way, 32B blocks, 8 banks, 1 cycle latency 
L1 data cache 64KB, 4-way, 64B blocks, 8 banks, 2 cycle latency 
L2 unified cache 4MB, 8-way, 128B blocks, 16 cycle latency 
Memory latency 100 cycles 
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The front end uses the ICOUNT fetch policy [136] to determine the number of 
instructions to fetch for each thread each cycle. The baseline front to back end 
performance-based steering mechanism statically dedicates two clusters to each thread 
[44]. As in [8], steering of instructions within the same thread to its two clusters is 
based on load balancing and the location of the instructions’ operands. The criticality 
of each source operand is also considered and ties are broken by sending the 
instruction to the cluster whose operand is predicted to be produced last [8]. Further 
details of the microarchitecture can be found in Table 3.1. 
3.3. Methodology 
In this chapter, the simulation infrastructure is based on the SimpleScalar 3.0 
architecture simulator modeling the Alpha ISA [24], augmented with Wattch [23], 
Hotspot 2.0 [126], and HotLeakage [142] for modeling dynamic power, temperature, 
and static power, respectively. The simulator has been further modified to support the 
clustered SMT microarchitecture and dynamic thermal management.  
We assumed a processor implemented in 70 nm technology with a clock 
frequency of 2.5GHz and a 1.0V supply voltage. We use HotSpot’s default parameters 
for the thickness of thermal package components including the die-to-spreader thermal 
interface material (0.075 mm), the heat spreader (1 mm), and the heat sink thickness 
(6.9 mm). The ambient temperature is set to 45°C [126]. The thermal hard limit, 
which is the temperature the microprocessor must not exceed to operate properly, is 
set at 87°C to be consistent with ITRS projections for maximum junction temperature 
for the 70 nm technology node [117].  
The convection resistance of the heat sink models the quality of the thermal 
package. It should be set so that with appropriate thermal management, the processor’s 
performance is not degraded severely under worst-case conditions, and so that DTM is 
not required in the average case. We used a convection resistance of 0.40 K/W for our 
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clustered SMT microarchitecture. One problem with HotSpot is that it inaccurately 
models the heat flow through the edges of the die [125]. As a result, the blocks near 
the edge of the chip, particularly the units of cluster three in the corner of the chip (see 
Figure 3.5), were disproportionately hot relative to their power dissipation. As 
suggested by [125], we addressed this problem by surrounding the die with a ring of 
dummy blocks about 1mm x 1mm which allowed floor plan units on the edge to cool 
more reasonably. 
Our leakage power model is based on the code provided for download with 
HotLeakage [142]. However, we have extended HotLeakage significantly, from the 
original modeling of the caches and register file, to include static power for all front- 
and back-end components of the processor. This extension is based on the leakage 
power estimation method presented by Butts and Sohi [26] which employs the 
following main equation: 
P  = V  · N · k  · Îstatic dd design leak 
Here, Pstatic is the static power of a block in the HotSpot floor plan. Vdd is the 
current processor supply voltage. N is the number of transistors in that processor 
component, calculated using the area of the floor plan block multiplied by transistor 
densities for logic and SRAM structures given by [117]. The multiplicative factor 
kdesign accounts for circuit design parameters such as transistor stacking, sizing ratios 
between the NMOS and the PMOS transistors, and the type of circuit being used. We 
used a combination of the kdesign values presented in a chart in [26] for each processor 
block, appropriately matching the types of circuits found in that unit. For example, the 
issue queues are assumed to be a combination of CAM cells for the wakeup 
component, SRAM cells to store instruction information, logic for the instruction 
select stage, and multiplexers for the write-back component and thus the kdesign value 
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used is the weighted average of these. On the other hand, the execution units are 
assumed to be pure logic and thus have a kdesign of 11. Finally, Îleak is the average 
leakage current of a single transistor for a given technology and temperature.  
We model temperature dependent static power by taking the temperature that 
HotSpot generates every 10,000 cycle interval and recalculating the Îleak current term 
for each block for the next interval. Since we use such a short interval, there is no need 
to perform iterative leakage calculations because temperatures can only change a few 
hundredths of a degree in that time frame. HotSpot calculates the starting temperature 
of the next interval, based on the current interval’s temperature and the sum of the 
dynamic and static power generated over this interval. 
When conducting DTM architecture simulations, it is critical to obtain realistic 
starting temperatures for the components of the thermal model and in particular the 
heat sink temperature [126]. This is achieved by fast-forwarding four billion 
instructions per thread, running each benchmark for 500 million instructions on our 
baseline architecture without DTM, and then using HotSpot to calculate steady-state 
temperatures for each block. As in [126], these steady-state temperatures are scaled so 
that no block exceeds the emergency threshold and then used as a starting temperature 
for the DTM simulations. Each DTM simulation also consists of fast-forwarding four 
billion instructions per thread, and then the simulation is allowed to run for 400 
million instructions in order to warm-up the caches and branch predictors and allow 
the DTM mechanisms to begin operating. With the simulation now in a realistic 
performance and temperature state, each benchmark is executed for 500 million 
instructions during which time we collect our results. Once a thread completes its 500 
million instructions, it continues to run without recording statistics in order to 
maintain realistic temperature conditions for the other thread and permit continued use 
of the DTM techniques. Overall performance is measured using the harmonic mean of 
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the IPCs for DTM simulations compared to a baseline run consisting of the same steps 
but which uses no DTM mechanism. The harmonic mean was chosen to prevent 
rewarding algorithms that unfairly constricted the performance of one application in 
favor of another. 
We compare our steering-based DTM policies to dynamic voltage and 
frequency scaling to illustrate their effectiveness against the most popular 
contemporary approach. DVFS scales the overall processor supply voltage and 
frequency until the temperature cools to an acceptable level. By reducing voltage and 
frequency, the dynamic power of the processor is reduced almost cubically due to 
dynamic power’s linear dependence on frequency and quadratic dependence on 
voltage. Static power is also reduced significantly because as described in the equation 
above, Pstatic is linearly proportional to Vdd and the Îleak term also has a supply voltage 
dependence [142]. 
Our implementation of DVFS only employs two voltage levels, the nominal 
and the low voltage level, as advocated by Skadron [124], who showed that for DTM, 
there is virtually no benefit to using multiple voltage steps. After exploring a wide 
range of low voltages, we found that 0.8V had the best performance and successfully 
prevented all thermal violations. At this low voltage the processor frequency was 
calculated to be 2.055 GHz by using the following equation [103]: 
frequency = k · (V  - V )  / Vdd t  dd 
Here Vdd is the supply voltage, Vt is the threshold voltage (0.18V) [117],  is a 
technology dependent constant set to 1.5, and k is a fitting constant set to 3.366 in our 
simulations so as to match our nominal voltage (1.0V) and frequency (2.5 GHz). 
The benchmark sets for our simulations were selected using the 18 hottest 
SPEC CPU2000 integer and floating point applications. Each benchmark is 
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represented as equally as possible in the mixes and care was taken to evenly combine 
benchmarks so that sets had different mixes of floating point and integer applications, 
high and low IPC applications, and hotter and colder applications to provide varied 
workloads for our simulations. One exception is that two low IPC, low heat, 
benchmarks are not combined, as that pair would lead to a simulation without any 
need for DTM. 
Table 3.2 outlines our benchmark sets and their type, performance, and thermal 
characteristics. It also shows the average number of clusters in thermal violation 
during the execution of the applications when no dynamic thermal management is 
employed. For example, a value of 50% means that on average half the clusters are in 
thermal violation during the run. In addition, the peak temperature reached during the 
run without DTM indicates how far the application pairs would exceed the emergency 
thermal threshold of 87°C. 
Table 3.2: Baseline benchmark set performance and thermal characteristics. 
Benchmark Pairs Average Number of Clusters in Violation
Peak 
Temperature
Type – IPC 
(INT/FP – High/Low) 
Temp 
(Hot/Warm)
Uniform Workloads     
applu / apsi 87.84% 94.41ºC FF-HH HH 
bzip2 / vortex 100.00% 92.74ºC II-LH WH 
eon / galgel 100.00% 92.70ºC IF-HH HH 
facerec / mesa 100.00% 92.68ºC FF-HH HH 
gzip / vpr 50.00% 89.84ºC II-HL WW 
     
Non-Uniform 
Workloads     
ammp / lucas 24.65% 87.84ºC FF-HL HW 
gcc / mgrid 100.00% 93.67ºC IF-LH WH 
mesa / parser 50.00% 94.91ºC FI-HL HW 
swim / wupwise 88.22% 90.55ºC FF-LH WH 
vortex / equake 50.00% 93.86ºC IF-HL HW 
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In spite of the diversity among individual SPEC benchmarks, the most 
important factor influencing the effectiveness of the DTM techniques on a benchmark 
pair is the uniformity of the threads’ thermal and performance characteristics. The top 
five pairs in Table 3.2 consist of uniform workloads where both benchmarks are high 
IPC and high temperature, or both benchmarks are integer applications which 
thermally stress the same components of the processor. We will show in Section 3.5 
that DVFS is the most proficient DTM technique for dealing with this kind of 
application mix. The bottom five benchmarks are mixed floating point and integer 
application pairs or two floating point applications, where in either case, one 
benchmark runs significantly cooler and uses resources less intensively than the other. 
We focus on these non-uniform benchmarks in the next section, and demonstrate that 
our fine-grain, clustered SMT temperature management policies are far more effective 
than DVFS on this workload type. 
3.4. Steering-Based Dynamic Thermal Management Policies 
This section explores a number of the steering-based DTM policies. All the 
mechanisms adhere to the same general framework. When not actively addressing a 
thermal emergency, the architecture employs the baseline performance steering policy 
described previously. Simultaneously, the DTM techniques monitor temperatures 
within each cluster every 10,000 cycles. If the temperature of a back-end component 
reaches the trigger threshold, then the dynamic thermal management mechanism 
reacts in some manner. When the temperature of the component drops to the stop 
threshold, the thermal emergency is considered alleviated. At this point, if the DTM 
technique involves throttling some active component, such as avoiding the sending of 
instructions to a hotspot, the technique is disengaged and processor operation returns 
to normal. Note that all of the proposed temperature control mechanisms successfully 
prevented the occurrence of thermal violations in the back-end clusters. 
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Our DTM policies can be divided into two general types. Section 3.4.1 
describes dispatch gating policies which reduce heat by decreasing processor activity. 
These mechanisms guarantee that a particular maximum temperature will not be 
exceeded but incur a high performance penalty. Section 3.4.2 presents heat spreading 
policies which seek to balance heat dissipation among the clusters to reduce the 
occurrences of hotspots. These mechanisms incur a negligible performance cost but 
cannot guarantee a safe temperature under all circumstances. Thus, they require a 
backup fail-safe mechanism such as dispatch gating. When the spreading policies are 
successful, however, dispatch gating is not needed, thus avoiding the performance 
penalty. 
3.4.1. Dispatch Gating Policies 
The dispatch gating policies all build on the following basic mechanism. The 
dispatch gating trigger threshold is set to 86.5°C, 0.5°C below the thermal limit, to 
give the thermal management mechanism some breathing room to operate and to 
budget for possible temperature sensor error. The value of 0.5°C was empirically 
determined as the closest value to the emergency threshold that still guaranteed that 
dispatch gating would succeed in keeping the temperature at a safe level. Moreover, 
0.5°C should be a sufficient margin to account for temperature sensor error 
considering recent advancements in on-chip CMOS sensors [33][59][96]. With 
dispatch gating engaged, no further instructions are sent from the front end to the issue 
queues of the hot back end. The hot cluster, receiving no further instructions, will soon 
run out of work and begin to cool down. In addition, once all the instructions have 
passed through the cluster’s pipeline, dispatch gating clock-gates that back end’s 
resources. This stops all switching activity and thus eliminates the dynamic power of 
the cluster. Furthermore, to eliminate the leakage power, all structures are power-gated 
except the register file, which must be left on to preserve register values possibly 
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needed in the future. When dispatch gating succeeds in lowering the peak temperature 
to the stop threshold (85.5°C), the thermal emergency is considered averted and gating 
is disengaged. Lower values for the stop threshold were considered, such as 84.5°C 
and 83.5°C, in the hope that they would decrease the probability that the hotspot 
would quickly reheat and require another DTM response causing a ping-pong effect. 
However, we found as in [30] that hotspots cool with an exponential curve such that 
keeping dispatch gating on for longer intervals cools less efficiently and reduces 
performance because the DTM mechanism remains on for more of the execution time 
despite being engaged less often. 
The difference between the dispatch gating policies is the granularity at which 
the back end can be gated. The simplest policy is Global Dispatch Gating, and consists 
of ceasing dispatch to all the clusters, making it representative of pipeline throttling or 
resource toggling [22][74][126]. This policy emulates a thermal management scheme 
in a non-clustered architecture. Thread Dispatch Gating distinguishes between the 
thermal activities of different threads. This technique stops dispatching instructions 
from a hot thread to the execution engines but permits other threads to proceed 
normally. 
Cluster Dispatch Gating utilizes the clustered nature of our microarchitecture 
by halting the dispatch of instructions to a specific hot cluster. The thread whose 
cluster is disabled steers all instructions to its remaining cluster until the thermal 
emergency subsides. The ability to control the flow of instructions to different parts of 
the back end is a feature unique to architectures with clustered back ends and enables 
finer grained DTM control. Figure 3.6 illustrates how the three dispatch gating 
policies operate in the presence of a hotspot in one of the clusters of thread 1. 
We compare our steering-based techniques to dynamic voltage and frequency 
scaling, another heat reduction mechanism that does not require gating. DVFS is 
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employed similarly to Global Dispatch Gating, turning on when the hottest part across 
all back ends reaches the trigger threshold of 86.5°C, and turning off when the stop 
threshold of 85.5°C, is reached. We assumed that the processor pipeline must stall for 
10µs whenever the voltage and frequency is changed, which is consistent with 
previous research [22][74][124][126]. 
 
Figure 3.6: The three dispatch gating techniques. 
3.4.1.1. Results 
Our temperature results show that all dispatch gating policies were successful 
at preventing thermal emergencies. Therefore, we focus on the difference in 
performance degradation incurred by the applications as a result of running each 
policy. Figure 3.7 shows the performance of DVFS and the three dispatch gating 
techniques relative to the baseline architecture with no dynamic thermal management 
for the five non-uniform workloads. On average, Global Dispatch Gating causes a 
12.7% performance degradation, compared to Thread Dispatch Gating with a 7.5% 
penalty, and Cluster Dispatch Gating with a 5.0% penalty. Clearly, it is beneficial to 
dispatch gate at a finer granularity. Due to differences in processor resource utilization 
and heating between a workload’s benchmarks, it is beneficial to employ Thread 
Dispatch Gating which is able to isolate and cool the thread with the hotspot while 
allowing the other thread to execute normally when it is not also overheating. The 
dependence-based baseline performance steering algorithm tries to dispatch dependent 
instructions to the same cluster as the instructions producing their operands. As a 
result, back-end clusters of the same thread may exhibit quite different temperature 
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characteristics. Cluster Dispatch Gating benefits from cutting power to only the hot 
cluster, allowing the thread to continue to make forward progress using its other 
cluster as long as that back end stays cool. While Cluster Dispatch Gating has lower 
performance than DVFS on three out of the five workloads, DVFS is still better 
overall with a slowdown of 4.1%. 
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Figure 3.7: Performance of the dispatch gating policies on the clustered SMT design. 
3.4.2. Heat Spreading Policies 
Heat spreading policies exploit the different heating patterns of applications to 
reduce the frequency of thermal crises. By altering the assignment of threads to back-
end clusters, these mechanisms cool a hot component of the chip by sending it 
instructions from a thread that does not heavily utilize that resource. For example, if a 
processor has a floating point application that overheats the FP units on its two 
clusters, steering an integer application to those clusters would cool the FP units while 
they are inactive. The goal of this approach is to keep all the back-end clusters active 
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all the time in contrast to policies based on activity migration which require idling 
resources [28][29][47][51][82][126]. 
Static heat spreading policies rearrange the assignment of threads to clusters at 
fixed intervals regardless of the application thermal behavior. These techniques are 
simple to implement and do not even use temperature measurements (except to 
determine when to engage dispatch gating – see below). Since static heat spreading 
methods do not respond to application behavior, they may potentially miss 
opportunities to cool threads more effectively. Dynamic heat spreading policies react 
to thermal conditions on the die by steering instructions or threads that are causing 
excess heating to cooler areas of the chip. Simultaneously, cooler instructions or 
threads are steered to the hot components of the processor to allow these areas to avoid 
thermal emergencies. 
Heat spreading policies are not guaranteed to alleviate thermal emergencies. It 
may turn out that the “cold” thread enters a phase where it becomes quite hot, 
preventing the hotspot from cooling down. To ensure that the emergency threshold 
temperature is not exceeded, all heat spreading methods must engage a form of 
dispatch gating as a last resort. The dispatch gating mechanism engages at the normal 
dispatch trigger threshold, which is the temperature at which the heat spreading 
mechanism is deemed to have failed to address the temperature emergency. Because 
of the superiority of Cluster Dispatch Gating, it serves as this fail-safe backup cooling 
mechanism for all our heat spreading policies.  
3.4.2.1.  Static Heat Spreading Policies 
We considered two static heat spreading algorithms. The first, Round Robin 
Steering, simply shifts the clusters assigned to each thread by one in a counter-
clockwise direction after a fixed interval length. For example, if a thread is running on 
clusters 0 and 1 and the interval length is one million cycles, after one million cycles it 
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will be steered to clusters 1 and 2, and after two million cycles it will be steered to 
clusters 2 and 3.  
The second algorithm, called Static Thread Swapping, swaps the clusters 
assigned to one thread with the clusters assigned to another after each fixed interval 
length. With two threads, this means that the first thread is steered to clusters 0 and 1 
for one interval, then to clusters 2 and 3 for another interval, and then to clusters 0 and 
1. The other thread is steered to the alternate set of clusters. We simulated policies 
with interval lengths ranging from 10,000 cycles to 50 million cycles and found that 
one million cycle intervals delivered the best performance.  
Combining static heat spreading methods with dispatch gating is very simple. 
Both techniques are simply run together, with the spreading mechanism changing the 
assignment of threads to clusters, and Cluster Dispatch Gating engaging when the 
dispatch trigger threshold is reached, and disengaging at the stop threshold. Figure 3.8 
illustrates the workings of the two static heat spreading policies. 
 
Figure 3.8: The two static heat spreading techniques. 
3.4.2.2.  Static Heat Spreading Results  
The results for static spreading are shown in Figure 3.9 along with Cluster 
Dispatch Gating for comparison purposes. First of all, static heat spreading 
mechanisms definitely improve upon Cluster Dispatch Gating, decreasing the average 
slowdown from 5.0% to 1.3%. In particular, for the ammp/lucas workload, static heat 
spreading is so effective, that no dispatch gating is needed and the mechanisms had 
zero slowdown compared to the baseline. These spreading techniques also have a 
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performance degradation of less than a third of the slowdown of DVFS. While Round 
Robin Steering and Static Thread Swapping are about even in slowdown on non-
uniform workloads, round robin is a slightly better mechanism across uniform 
workloads (not shown). The greater success of Round Robin was primarily due to its 
ability to more evenly spread threads among the clusters, since over the course of the 
run each thread is assigned to every pair of neighboring clusters. In Static Thread 
Swapping, threads either use clusters 0 and 1, or 2 and 3, and thus cooling is not as 
even. 
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Figure 3.9: Performance of the static heat spreading policies on the clustered SMT 
design. 
3.4.2.3. Dynamic Heat Spreading Policies 
The dynamic heat spreading policies monitor the thermal behavior of the 
running applications and rearrange the cluster to thread assignment to balance the 
heating of the back ends. Every 10,000 cycles, the temperature sensors of the back-end 
clusters are examined. Then, dynamic spreading is applied to any back ends with a 
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peak temperature above the spreading trigger threshold (85.5°C), starting from the 
hottest cluster. To give the dynamic spreading techniques a chance to have an effect, 
the algorithm waits five million cycles before making another change to a back end 
involved in an earlier application of dynamic heat spreading. Furthermore, this 
prevents the algorithm from responding to small temperature fluctuations that do not 
threaten to cause thermal emergencies. Figure 3.10 provides a graphical explanation of 
the dynamic heating policies. 
 
Figure 3.10: The four dynamic heat spreading techniques. 
The first heat spreading mechanism, Coldest Steer, is an intra-thread spreading 
policy that works within a single thread’s clusters. It is inspired by the T-Thermal 
algorithm of [28]. In order to avoid applying the policy unnecessarily and to account 
for noisy sensors, it requires that the difference in the peak temperatures between the 
hot and cold thread of a cluster be over a 0.2°C threshold before engaging. When 
engaged, it tries to send all instructions to the colder cluster of the two that are 
allocated to the thread. However, if the cold cluster cannot accept any more dispatched 
instructions because it has no free physical registers or issue queue slots, then 
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instructions are sent to the hot cluster if it has room. Ideally, this algorithm is 
successful in directing the bulk of the instructions to the colder cluster, leaving the hot 
cluster with a light load and a chance to cool off. The relevant thread can still suffer a 
performance drop because instructions are no longer steered according to the 
performance-conscious steering policy of the baseline architecture. 
Dynamic Thread Swapping attempts to cool a hot thread by exchanging the 
clusters that the hot thread is using with the clusters assigned to the colder thread. 
Thus, it is a more sophisticated version of static thread-swapping policy. The colder 
thread is determined as the thread with the lowest peak temperature among all its 
clusters, and its instructions are steered to the hot clusters to permit them to cool. The 
hot thread is steered to the cooler clusters of the other thread, allowing the application 
to heat up this part of the back end without causing an immediate thermal emergency. 
Both the hot and the cold thread are steered to their new clusters for at least five 
million cycles. This prevents the cold thread from being falsely picked as a hot thread 
right after it was moved to the hot cluster and before the temperature has had a chance 
to change.  
Often, the algorithm will swap two threads and after waiting five million 
cycles, it will find that the hot cluster is still hot. Before swapping the hot clusters 
again, the algorithm checks to see if that cluster has decreased in temperature. If the 
hot cluster is cooler than when it was swapped, the swapping is deemed to be 
successful and the thread running on the cluster is not swapped again, despite still 
being above the spreading threshold. This criterion prevents clusters that are slowly 
cooling down from being swapped prematurely. However, if the hot cluster was 
dispatch gated since last being swapped, then thread swapping proceeds normally, as 
the original swap clearly did not solve the heating crisis. These extra features were 
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experimentally found to improve the algorithm’s performance over blindly swapping 
hot threads again after five million cycles. 
The third dynamic spreading algorithm is Dynamic Cluster Swapping. This 
mechanism is very similar to Dynamic Thread Swapping. The only difference is that a 
single hot cluster can be individually swapped with a single cold cluster. Often the 
temperatures of the clusters associated with a given thread are quite different. 
Swapping at the granularity of a single cluster gives the spreading algorithm more 
flexibility to pick the best back ends to assign to a hot thread and does not force it to 
reassign clusters that are not causing thermal problems. On the other hand, cluster 
swapping may lead to configurations where a thread is using non-contiguous clusters 
in the back end, resulting in higher inter-cluster communication of register operand 
values.  
Our final technique, Counter-Based Steering, employs activity counters for 
back-end components, in particular the number of instructions issued, the number of 
register accesses, and the number of times a functional unit is used. We examined the 
steering decisions made by the previous three inter-thread dynamic spreading 
techniques and found that often the algorithms make the mistake of swapping too 
often because they cannot determine whether the high temperature of a component is 
due to the activity of the current running thread or due to the previous thread that used 
it. This final algorithm addresses this problem by using activity counters as an 
indicator of a thread’s thermal intensity as in [40][41][100]. These hardware counters 
are continuously active, tracking the usage of the various back-end components. When 
the algorithm detects a hotspot in a particular component, the activity counters for that 
component are checked and the thread which shows the least activity for that 
component is then steered to the cluster with the hotspot. The thread with the lowest 
activity is assumed to be the best choice for cooling that component. The thread is also 
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assigned to one of the neighboring clusters of the one with the hotspot (whichever 
neighbor is hotter) in order to keep the thread’s assigned clusters contiguous. The 
thread originally assigned to the hot cluster is then steering to the other two remaining 
clusters. If the thread with the lowest activity in the hot component is already 
occupying that component’s cluster, the algorithm chooses not to do anything, because 
moving threads will most likely just make the situation worse. Afterwards, the activity 
counters are reset while waiting for the next hotspot. 
 As with the static spreading policies, Cluster Dispatch Gating is engaged as a 
backup DTM mechanism for the dynamic spreading mechanisms if a hotspot reaches 
the dispatch trigger threshold, and is disabled at the stop threshold. The spreading 
trigger threshold is set to be the same value as the stop threshold for dispatch gating 
(85.5°C). This way, as soon as dispatch gating is turned off, spreading is engaged to 
further cool the hot thread and hopefully prevent the need to use dispatch gating in the 
future.  
When Cluster Dispatch Gating is employed with Counter-Based Steering, there 
will be some interference between the two mechanisms. Since Counter-Based Steering 
observes the activity levels of back-end components, its readings will be affected by 
dispatch gating activity, which deactivates clusters for short periods of time. However, 
we observed that the interference was mostly constructive as clusters which were 
dispatch gated and thus had lower levels of activity also had lower temperatures, 
making them good choices to receive hot threads from the steering algorithm to 
alleviate hot clusters. 
3.4.2.4. Dynamic Heat Spreading Results 
Figure 3.11 shows the dynamic heat spreading results. Clearly Coldest Steer is 
ineffective, with overall performance worse than Cluster Dispatch Gating alone. There 
are three reasons for Coldest Steer’s ineffectiveness in an SMT environment: (1) the 
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two clusters of the hot thread often have almost the same peak temperature, (2) the 
limited free resources in the cold cluster means that most of the instructions from the 
hot cluster cannot be moved, and (3) Coldest Steer prevents the very effective 
performance-driven steering mechanism from dispatching instructions to minimize 
communication between clusters and balance the instruction load.  
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Figure 3.11: Performance of the dynamic heat spreading policies on the clustered SMT 
design. 
On the other hand, our other three dynamic techniques are very effective at 
providing low cost DTM. Dynamic Thread Swapping and Dynamic Cluster Swapping 
both show a 0.8% slowdown on average. On individual workloads, sometimes thread 
swapping is superior and on other benchmarks cluster swapping is preferable. When it 
is most important to keep each thread’s clusters together to decrease the 
communication costs of passing register values, thread swapping performs better. On 
other workloads, cluster swapping takes advantage of differences in the thermal 
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behavior of individual clusters to provide more precise targeting of hotspots and thus 
requires less use of dispatch gating.  
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Figure 3.12: vortex / equake – performance with the Counter-Based Steering policy. 
Finally, we find that the Counter-Based Steering policy performs best overall 
with a worst case degradation of only 1.0%, compared to 6.4% for DVFS. To gain a 
deeper understanding of the workings of Counter-Based Steering, Figure 3.12 shows 
the performance of the vortex/equake workload and Figure 3.13 shows the 
temperatures of the hottest resources during the simulation. Note the similarity of 
Figure 3.12 (Counter-Based Steering) with Figure 3.1 (no DTM), indicating little 
performance loss is incurred. Indeed, the performance loss on this benchmark pair is 
only 1.0% compared with 4.5% for DVFS (Figure 3.2). Undoubtedly, the Counter-
Based Steering policy is better suited than DVFS to managing hotspots in a non-
uniform workload and Figure 3.13 indicates why. By switching the thread to cluster 
assignment intelligently, Counter-Based Steering significantly evens out the 
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temperatures across all the clusters and eliminates most of the need for dispatch 
gating. Cluster Dispatch Gating is called as a backup failsafe just once, compared to 
the 27 times that DVFS is required. When DVFS is engaged, the frequency and 
voltage of the processor are decreased, reducing the performance of both benchmarks, 
as shown in Figure 3.2 by the multiple drops in the BIPS rate. 
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Figure 3.13: vortex / equake – temperature with the Counter-Based Steering policy. 
Overall, the best steering-based DTM policies are Round Robin and Counter-
Based Steering. While Round Robin Steering is not quite as effective as Counter-
Based Steering, it is a very simple static policy to implement. Counter-Based Steering 
is appealing because of its particularly good performance on non-uniform workloads, 
where it demonstrates a significant advantage over DVFS. We therefore consider 
combining it with DVFS to achieve a “best of both worlds” DTM technique. 
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3.5. Combined Steering and DVFS Policies 
Given the good match of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling to uniform 
workloads, and steering-based DTM’s proficiency on non-uniform benchmark pairs 
such as vortex/equake, it seems natural to combine the two approaches. Thus, we 
considered a hybrid mechanism where Counter-Based Steering is used to spread the 
heat and dynamic voltage and frequency scaling takes the place of Cluster Dispatch 
Gating as the fail-safe mechanism for preventing a thermal crisis. (We implemented 
other hybrid policies using Round Robin and Dynamic Cluster Swapping, but found 
Counter-Based Steering to perform best.) Ideally, this combined policy will harness 
the temperature steering mechanism to obviate much of the need to use DVFS on non-
uniform workloads, while we will get the performance benefits of DVFS on the 
uniform workloads where there is little temperature variation among clusters to 
exploit. Employing global DVFS as a backup mechanism does not cause interference 
with Counter-Based Steering. Reducing the frequency of the back ends changes the 
counter values read each interval in an absolute sense but does not affect the relative 
differences between component activities that are used to determine which threads are 
thermally intensive and need to be assigned to cold clusters. While it is possible to 
combine DVFS, Cluster Dispatch Gating, and Counter-Based Steering, we felt that 
merging three DTM mechanisms would be too complex to implement in hardware. 
Figure 3.14 compares dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, Counter-Based 
Steering with Cluster Dispatch Gating (CDG), and the hybrid policy (Counter-Based 
Steering + DVFS) for both uniform and non-uniform workloads. As expected, DVFS 
is superior for uniform workloads, with an overall slowdown of 4.6% compared to 
6.4% for Counter-Based Steering + CDG. Under these uniform conditions when both 
threads are hot simultaneously, it is difficult to beat the almost cubic power reduction 
of DVFS. However, due to the superiority of Counter-Based Steering + CDG on non-
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uniform workloads, it provides better performance averaged across all workloads 
(uniform and non-uniform combined) with a degradation of 3.5%, compared to 4.3% 
with DVFS.  
Looking at the hybrid policy, the last bar in Figure 3.14, we see that this 
mechanism is effective at merging the better performance features of DVFS and 
Counter-Based Steering. Specifically, this combination provides strictly better 
performance than DVFS, with degradations on uniform, non-uniform, and overall 
workloads at 4.2%, 1.4%, and 2.8% respectively (compared to 4.6%, 4.1%, and 4.3% 
for DVFS). Yet, it is still capable of obtaining most of the heat spreading benefit on 
non-uniform workloads. Furthermore, our results assume that the processor will see an 
equal mix of uniform and non-uniform workloads. In the event of an imbalanced 
workload of all uniform or all non-uniform thread combinations, Counter-Based 
Steering with DVFS provides near optimal performance regardless of the application 
mix, unlike either technique alone. 
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Figure 3.14: Overall performance comparison of the DTM techniques on the clustered 
SMT design. 
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3.6. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we identify a class of SMT workloads where there is significant 
room to improve on the performance of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. For 
non-uniform workloads with mixed integer and floating point applications or different 
thermal behaviors among the threads, DVFS’s global effect cools one thread at the 
performance expense of the other. To address this deficiency, we propose DTM 
policies that leverage the built-in partitioning, steering, and thread migration 
mechanisms of clustered SMT architectures to provide effective temperature control 
with low implementation complexity. On non-uniform workloads, our best policy, 
Counter-Based Steering, provides effective DTM with only a 1% worst-case 
slowdown compared to a 6.4% slowdown for DVFS over a baseline without thermal 
management. Furthermore, our steering-based policy is competitive with DVFS across 
all workloads. 
Our clustered SMT DTM policies have the additional advantage of not 
requiring the capability to scale frequency and voltage on a per-core level. This makes 
them very attractive for implementation in future large-scale chip multiprocessors 
where having numerous voltage domains will be undesirable, and possibly infeasible. 
Furthermore, our steering-based DTM techniques will function effectively in future 
technologies with ultra-low supply voltages which may pose problems for dynamic 
voltage and frequency scaling [27]. 
In order to take advantage of the complementary features of steering-based 
DTM and DVFS, we propose combining counter-based steering with dynamic voltage 
and frequency scaling. In this “best of both worlds” policy, Counter-Based Steering 
addresses non-uniform workloads by spreading the heat and minimizing the need to 
use DVFS, while uniformly hot benchmark pairs are cooled most effectively by 
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. As a result, this hybrid policy provides the 
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best overall performance with a slowdown of 2.8% compared to 4.3% for DVFS and 
3.5% for Counter-Based Steering with Cluster Dispatch Gating. 
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CHAPTER 4 
APPLICATION SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS FOR  
UNPREDICTABLY HETEROGENEOUS CMP ARCHITECTURES 
4.1. Introduction 
As Moore’s Law continues to deliver exponentially more transistors on a die 
over time, computer architects have transitioned to the multi-core approach whereby 
these transistors are used to create additional cores on the same die. Unfortunately, as 
transistors and wires shrink in every technology generation, they are becoming more 
susceptible to a variety of reliability problems. While transient (soft) errors are a near-
term research focus, permanent (hard) errors and circuit variability are projected to 
become a significant challenge [13][14]. In this work, we concentrate on permanent 
faults and variations caused by imperfections in chip manufacturing and lifetime wear-
out. These defects manifest as inoperable transistors, open or shorted wires, slower 
critical timing paths (decreasing operating frequency), and higher leakage power. 
Moreover, variations create weakened components which more easily wear out when 
subjected to the stress of high levels of activity, power, and temperature. 
Ultimately, a major consequence of decreasing hardware reliability is that 
many cores on the die will have damaged components which will reduce their 
processing capabilities, increase their power dissipation, or even leave them 
inoperable. Manufacturers will not have the option of shipping only fully functional 
chips as this will necessitate unaffordably low yields. Instead, in order to provide 
reasonable performance at acceptable cost, future CMPs will have to be designed to 
tolerate faults and variations and operate in a degraded state [122]. Many researchers 
have developed resiliency techniques that adjust core frequency and voltage and 
deconfigure broken components, allowing processors to remain functional despite 
reliability problems [1][6][15][17][18][19][69][78][79][94][116][122][123][129]. 
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However, these functional but degraded cores may still fail to provide the minimum 
expected level of performance and power efficiency throughout their expected 
lifetime. 
In this chapter, we seek to mitigate the impact that the degradations and 
deconfigurations will have on the operation of future chip multiprocessors. Since hard 
errors and variations are largely the result of random physical processes that occur 
during manufacturing and usage, each core on a CMP will likely be uniquely affected. 
Thus, the resulting system will be an unpredictably heterogeneous chip multiprocessor 
(UH-CMP), even though it may have been designed as a homogeneous multi-core 
architecture. Figure 4.1 illustrates the concept of unpredictable heterogeneity by 
showing an initially homogeneous eight-core CMP that has incurred a number of hard 
faults, (represented by X’s), creating heterogeneity among the cores due to these faulty 
components being de-configured.  
 
Figure 4.1: An illustrative example of an eight-core unpredictably heterogeneous chip 
multiprocessor. 
Future software will consist of a set of applications with a variety of 
computational needs. We propose to exploit this workload diversity though self-tuning 
operating system scheduling algorithms that use high-level system feedback to match 
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application characteristics to core functionality in order to make the effects of the hard 
errors and variability imperceptible to the user.  
We develop a combined hardware/software approach to address the complexity 
of the scheduling problem. The hardware is best capable of providing feedback on the 
performance and power dissipation of individual applications running on each of the 
degraded cores. On the other hand, the operating system is best situated to make the 
scheduling assignments, because it has a global perspective of the CMP and can 
balance the needs of the workload. 
We explore two methodologies for attacking the scheduling problem. First, by 
assuming that application behavior changes slowly and that interactions between 
running threads are limited, we reduce the scheduling problem to the Assignment 
Problem, which can be solved by employing the Hungarian Algorithm [25][93]. Our 
second approach is to evaluate iterative optimization search algorithms that have been 
employed on many similarly difficult combinatorial problems [106][122]. These 
algorithms are simple to implement, have low computational requirements, and yet are 
extremely effective in practice. To our knowledge, our study is the first work to apply 
iterative optimization algorithms to heterogeneous multi-core thread scheduling. 
4.2. Scheduling Algorithms for Unpredictably Heterogeneous CMPs 
We propose scheduling algorithms that assign applications to cores over a 
fixed, relatively short period of time. Scheduling decisions are periodically reassessed 
to account for large application phase changes, programs completing, and new 
applications arriving to be processed. Our best algorithms consist of an exploration 
phase where samples of thread behavior on different cores are observed and a steady 
phase during which the algorithm runs the best schedule it found during the sampling 
phase. See Figure 4.2 for an example of this two-phase scheduling approach. In this 
example, there are 25 intervals in the exploration phase, each of four million cycles, 
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followed by a 900 million cycle steady phase, for a total scheduling period of one 
billion cycles.  
 
Figure 4.2: An example of the two-phase scheduling approach. 
Table 4.1 compares the scheduling algorithms that we explore in this work. 
The table specifies the complexity of each algorithm where n is the number of cores 
(and the number of applications). For comparison purposes, we also implement 
Randomized and Round Robin Scheduling, two simple algorithms that have worked 
well on past multi-core designs.  
Table 4.1: Scheduling algorithm summary. 
Algorithm Exploration Phase (in cycles) Complexity 
Randomized none O(n) 
Round Robin none O(n) 
Hungarian 8 intervals of 12.5M O(n3) or O(n4)  –  See Section 4.2.2 
Global Search 25 intervals of 4M O(n) 
Local Search 25 intervals of 4M O(n) 
4.2.1. Baseline Scheduling Algorithms 
For the simple Round Robin and Randomized Scheduling Algorithms, we 
modeled 10 million cycle operating system time slices, the equivalent of 2.5 
milliseconds. These algorithms do not require exploration and instead they use each 
time slice interval to perform their reassignments. The Round Robin Scheduler, 
illustrated in Figure 4.3, rotates the applications on cores so that each program runs on 
each degraded processor an even amount of time. This approach avoids a worst case 
assignment by limiting how long an application runs on any given core. The equal 
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assignment of applications to processors also avoids high power density scenarios and 
uneven wear-out of a core through over-activity or high temperature. Round Robin 
Scheduling has been found to be effective on statically designed heterogeneous CMPs 
and thus serves as a logical baseline [9]. 
 
Figure 4.3: The Round Robin Scheduling Algorithm. 
The Randomized Scheduling Algorithm, portrayed in Figure 4.4, simply picks 
a new arbitrary assignment each time slice interval. This scheduler will also evenly 
assign applications to cores in the long run and additionally avoids degenerate 
behavior that might occur with Round Robin’s periodic cycling, such as destructive 
interference between the assignments and program phases.  
 
Figure 4.4: The Randomized Scheduling Algorithm. 
4.2.2. Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm 
The Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm is based on the Hungarian Algorithm 
developed by mathematicians to solve the well-known Assignment Problem, also 
called Weighted Bipartite Matching in graph theory [25][93]. During the exploration 
phase, the algorithm samples application performance and power statistics on each 
core and then picks the best scheduling assignment. In general, finding the best 
schedule is extremely difficult because threads interact during execution through 
contention for I/O and memory bandwidth as well as through heat conductivity 
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between cores. Furthermore, program behavior is dynamic both in the short-term time 
frame and over large program phases, such that sample information may not reflect 
future behavior. 
In order to simplify the problem, our algorithm assumes that there are no such 
interactions among threads and that program behavior is static – at least for the 
duration of the scheduling period. Making these assumptions eliminates the 
interdependence between execution samples running simultaneously, reducing the 
scheduling problem to the Assignment Problem. 
The Assignment Problem is defined as follows. Given an n×n cost matrix 
where the (i,j) element represents the cost of running application i on core j, find the 
assignment of applications to cores with lowest total cost. In our case, the elements of 
the cost matrix consist of the normalized energy-delay-squared (ED2) product obtained 
by first sampling the execution of applications on each core. For each application, we 
divide each ED2 sample by the ED2 obtained during the first sampling interval to 
obtain the normalized values. Normalization ensures that applications are treated fairly 
by the scheduler despite any differences in the absolute value of their performance and 
power data.  
Figure 4.5 outlines the six steps of Munkres’ version [93] of the Hungarian 
Algorithm as described in [97]. The algorithm takes the cost matrix as input and 
proceeds by manipulating rows and columns through addition and subtraction to find a 
set of starred zero elements that represent the optimal assignment. During the 
algorithm, rows and columns are covered and zeroes are starred and primed to 
indicate special status. When the algorithm completes, there are n starred zeroes. A 
starred zero at location (i,j) means that the optimal solution to the Assignment 
Problem schedules application i to run on core j. The Hungarian Scheduler then uses 
the best assignment for the simplified problem as the schedule for the steady-state 
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phase. The Munkres version [93][97] of the Hungarian Algorithm is actually an O(n4) 
algorithm, not the optimal O(n3). In Chapter 7, we assess the impact of this difference 
in computational complexity on the algorithms’ runtimes as the number of cores is 
scaled up. 
Step 1: For each row of the matrix, find the smallest element and subtract it 
from every element in its row. Go to Step 2.  
 
Step 2: Find a zero (Z) in the resulting matrix. If there is no starred zero in its 
row or column, star Z. Repeat for each zero in the matrix. Go to Step 3.  
 
Step 3: Cover each column containing a starred zero. If n columns are 
covered, the starred zeros describe a complete set of unique assignments and 
the algorithm is done. Otherwise, go to Step 4.  
 
Step 4: Find a non-covered zero and prime it. If there is no starred zero in the 
row containing this primed zero, go to Step 5. Otherwise, cover this row and 
uncover the column containing the starred zero. Continue in this manner 
until all zeros are covered. Save the smallest uncovered value and go to Step 
6.  
 
Step 5: Construct a series of alternating primed and starred zeros as follows. 
Let Z0 represent the uncovered primed zero found in Step 4. Let Z1 denote 
the starred zero in the column of Z0 (if any). Let Z2 denote the primed zero 
in the row of Z1 (there will always be one). Continue until the series 
terminates at a primed zero that has no starred zero in its column. Unstar 
each starred zero of the series, star each primed zero of the series, erase all 
primes, and uncover every line in the matrix. Return to Step 3.  
 
Step 6: Add the value found in Step 4 to every element of each covered row, 
and subtract it from every element of each uncovered column. Return to Step 
4 without altering any stars, primes, or covered lines. 
Figure 4.5: Munkres’ six step Hungarian Algorithm [93][97]. 
4.2.3. Iterative Optimization Search Algorithms 
Our other approach is to use iterative optimization search algorithms inspired 
by artificial intelligence research [106][112]. These iterative techniques operate with 
little domain-specific knowledge, are easy to implement, and have low computational 
complexity, making them highly suited to this complicated scheduling task. 
Furthermore, they continuously improve their solution as they execute, permitting the 
user to trade off algorithm runtime and solution quality as needed in his or her 
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implementation. The simplest search algorithms are greedy: they avoid searching in 
directions that initially appear to have performance slowdowns or power inefficiencies 
even if they may hold promise in the future. Therefore, these greedy algorithms may 
get stuck in local minima. However, in practice, greedy algorithms are quite effective 
in certain problem domains and are often used due to their simplicity. In this chapter, 
we study Global Search and Local Search.  
In Global Search (Figure 4.6), the processor is configured into a new random 
schedule in each interval of the exploration phase of the algorithm. The operating 
system keeps track of the best configuration thus far and employs this configuration 
during the longer, steady-state phase. Figure 4.6 illustrates how Global Search 
operates on an example four core chip multiprocessor. Global Search has the 
advantage of rapidly exploring a broad range of configurations in a large search space 
such as a CMP with many cores. However, it may not arrive at a near-optimal 
solution. 
 
Figure 4.6: The Global Search Algorithm. 
Local Search defines a neighborhood of assignment options that are closely 
related to the current configuration. During each exploration interval, a member in the 
neighborhood of the current assignment is selected as the next assignment. If this new 
assignment performs better than the original, then it is kept and Local Search proceeds 
from this new configuration. If the new assignment does not function as well as the 
original, then Local Search reverts to searching further in the neighborhood of the 
original solution. We define the neighborhood of a scheduling configuration as all 
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schedules that can be derived from the original schedule through some fixed number 
of pair-wise swaps.  
In our results, we explore how many pair-wise swaps the algorithm should 
make per interval to determine the best setting. The advantage of selecting among a 
neighborhood of configurations that are derived from a few or even just one swap is 
that assignments in close proximity to the original are likely to have quite similar 
performance. This leads to a more gradual search that steadily improves the solution 
and avoids the large changes which could lead to poor results. On the other hand, 
increased swapping more rapidly explores the search space of assignments. Figure 4.7 
demonstrates how Local Search works when one swap is performed per iteration. 
Figure 4.8 shows a two swap version of Local Search and highlights a key 
improvement in our algorithm which allows some of the swaps from an interval to be 
retained while others are discarded. We also implemented a version of Local Search 
that uses hill climbing [112] to escape local minima. We found, however, that the 
improvements over greedy search were minimal, indicating that the algorithms were 
not greatly impacted by local minima. 
 
Figure 4.7: The one swap Local Search Algorithm. 
 
Figure 4.8: The two swap Local Search Algorithm. 
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4.3. Methodology 
In this chapter and for the rest of the dissertation, our simulation infrastructure 
is based on the SESC simulator [107]. We improved the power and thermal modeling 
by augmenting SESC with Cacti 4.0 [132], an improved version of Wattch [23], the 
block model of Hotspot 3.0 [126], and an improved version of HotLeakage [142]. We 
extended Wattch and HotLeakage to model the dynamic and static power of all the 
units not addressed in Cacti 4.0, including logic structures such as the decoder, 
dependency check logic, issue queue selection logic, and ALUs. We assume a nominal 
clock frequency of 4.0 GHz and a supply voltage of 1.0V.  
In order to efficiently simulate large multi-core architectures, we developed a 
parallel simulation framework. For this study, we focus on workloads of single-
threaded applications chosen from the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. Multithreaded 
workloads will present a unique set of additional challenges when run on a 
heterogeneous CMP and we leave this added dimension to future work.  
With these workloads, direct interaction among applications executing on 
different cores is limited. We assume that the on-chip cache hierarchy consists of 
private L1 and L2 caches, and thus do not have cache contention. While heat from one 
core conducted across the silicon die can cause inter-core heating effects, in our 
design, private L2 caches surround each core. These large caches have low and 
relatively uniform activity and thus act as heat sinks preventing much of the heating 
from another core from affecting its neighbors. The second major interaction among 
cores is their contention for off-chip memory bandwidth. We assume the bandwidth is 
statically partitioned among the cores. This avoids further complicating our already 
large search space of thread scheduling and core configuration options. 
With these assumptions, we model a multi-core processor using a hierarchical 
simulation infrastructure. The two levels in our simulator and their interactions are 
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shown in Figure 4.9. This framework is reused in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 and is a critical 
enabling component of our experimental studies. The lower level shows the individual 
benchmarks being run in separate SESC simulations to obtain performance and power 
statistics. The top level is the chip-wide simulator which is implemented in Perl and 
performs two roles. First, it compiles the results from each core’s simulation into the 
complete statistics for the whole chip multiprocessor. Second, it performs the role of 
the operating system by implementing the various scheduling algorithms and 
managing the execution of the single-core simulations for the exploration and steady 
phases of the simulation. (Figure 4.9 shows the top level performing global power 
management, which is not performed in this chapter but is used in Chapters 5 and 7.) 
The approach of running each benchmark separately and in parallel makes the 
experiment runtime relatively insensitive to the number of cores in the CMP, thus 
making our infrastructure highly scalable for studying future many-core architectures.  
 
Figure 4.9: The hierarchical and parallel multi-core simulation framework. 
Our baseline architecture consists of an eight-core homogeneous chip 
multiprocessor with no degradation due to hard failures or variations. Each core is a 
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single-threaded, 3-way superscalar, out-of-order processor. The main architectural 
parameters are listed in Table 4.2. In order to model temperature-dependent leakage 
power, we created a core floor plan. Each core is surrounded by its L2 cache modeled 
as four banks and illustrated in Figure 4.10.  
 
Table 4.2: Core architectural parameters. 
Front-End Parameters 
Branch Predictor Hybrid of gshare and bimodal with 4K entries in the bimodal, gshare 2nd level, and meta predictor 
Branch Target Buffer 512 entries, 4-way associative 
Return Address Stack 64 entries, fully associative 
Front-End Width 3-way 
Fetch Queue Size 18 entries 
Re-Order Buffer 100 entries 
Retire Width 3-way 
Back-End Parameters 
Integer Issue Queue 32 entries, 2-way issue 
Integer Register File 80 registers 
Integer Execution Units 2 ALUs and 1 multiply/divide unit 
Floating Point Issue Queue 24 entries, 1-way issue 
Floating Point Register File 80 registers 
Floating Point Execution Units 1 adder and 1 multiply/divide unit 
Memory Hierarchy 
L1 Instruction Cache 8KB, 2-way associative., 1 port, 1 cycle latency 
Instruction TLB 32 entry, fully associative, 1 port 
Load Queue 32 entries, 2 ports 
Store Queue 16 entries, 2 ports 
L1 Data Cache 8KB, 2-way associative, 2 ports, 1 cycle latency 
Data TLB 32 entry, fully associative, 2 ports 
L2 Cache 1MB, 8-way associative, 1 port, 10 cycle latency 
Main Memory 1 port, 200 cycle latency 
The task of modeling faults and variations in an architectural simulation is 
quite challenging. Much of the impact from errors and variability on a chip is highly 
device and circuit dependent and such low level details are not available at the time of 
initial architectural design. In this work, we focus on the architecturally visible effects 
of faults and variations. We study processor configurations that have become degraded 
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from the nominal design through manufacturing inconsistencies as well as wear-out 
over the lifetime of the device. For this study, the specific source of the degradation – 
manufacturing or wear-out – is not important because we focus on adapting the OS 
application scheduling to the core configuration ex post facto. 
 
Figure 4.10: Processor core floor plan. 
We focus on three forms of processor degradation. First, we model errors that 
cause the system to disable part of a pipeline component such as an ALU, load queue 
port, or set of ROB entries. We focus on large granularity errors that damage 
significant portions of the structure. Prior work has shown that when only a few 
entries in structures, such as an issue queue or register file, are damaged, the 
performance impact (assuming graceful degradation) is negligible, and thus adaptation 
is unnecessary [77]. Second, we assume core frequency degradation from 
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manufacturing process variations that result in slow transistors in critical circuit paths 
[77][94]. Prior work has found that these variations can increase processor cycle time 
by as much as 30%, eliminating an entire technology generation’s worth of frequency 
improvement [13]. Likewise, using the VARIUS variation model [113], researchers 
found that cores on the same die could experience 20-50% differences in frequency 
with an average of 33% [134]. Third, we assume leakage current variations, which are 
also caused by process variations that diminish the quality of the transistors, 
magnifying sub-threshold and gate leakage currents.  
Past research concluded that excessive leakage currents will be a very serious 
problem, with some [13] saying that leakage variability across dies could be as high as 
20X. Others [55] suggest that, even at 45nm, within-die variations alone could cause 
leakage differences among cores of as much as 45%. Similarly, [134] found total 
power between cores to vary by 40-70% with an average of 53%. Following the 
arguments of [55][56], we focus on leakage variations that can be attributed to 
systematic variability. Thus, we consider leakage variations that affect an entire core 
as in [55] as well as those that affect a group of architectural blocks in close proximity. 
Table 4.3: The degraded CMP configuration. 
Core Structural Faults Frequency Degradation Leakage Increase 
1 2x normal memory latency (100 ns) – 2x in the L1 caches 
2 half the nominal size integer issue queue (16) 20%  (3.2 GHz) 2x for the whole core 
3 half the nominal size load queue (16) 10%  (3.6 GHz) 2x in the store and load queues
4 one integer ALU is disabled 20%  (3.2 GHz) – 
5 integer issue queue can only issue one instruction per cycle – – 
6 half the L2 cache is broken leaving 500KB 10%  (3.6 GHz) 2x in the integer cluster 
7 half the nominal ROB entries (50) – 2x in the floating point cluster 
8 half the nominal size store queue (8) – 2x in the front end 
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In a CMP where cores could be affected in a multitude of ways, there are 
numerous heterogeneous core configurations that could arise. In this study, we assume 
the degraded CMP configuration shown in Table 4.3. We assumed each core 
experienced some form of faults or variation but each processor was only affected by 
at most a few problems. 
To test the effectiveness of our scheduling algorithms, we created the four 
eight-threaded workloads of SPEC CPU2000 applications shown in Table 4.4. Each 
benchmark was used evenly among the four workloads. For each simulation, we fast 
forwarded every benchmark five billion instructions, and then executed one billion 
cycles in SESC, or 0.25 seconds at a nominal frequency of 4 GHz. Cores that run at 
lower frequencies execute for proportionally fewer cycles. 
Table 4.4: Application workloads. 
Workload 1 applu, bzip2, equake, gcc, mcf, mesa, parser, swim 
Workload 2 ammp, apsi, art, crafty, twolf, vortex, vpr, wupwise 
Workload 3 mesa, ammp, applu, crafty, vortex, gcc, wupwise, mcf 
Workload 4 swim, parser, vpr, bzip2, art, apsi, twolf, equake 
The OS scheduler periodically switches between the exploration and steady-
state phases of the algorithm. During the exploration phase, which constitutes 10% of 
the total execution time, the algorithm adapts to workload changes to find the best 
assignment of threads to cores. During the longer steady-state phase, the CMP runs 
with this best configuration. The performance of the algorithm is based on both the 
exploration and steady-state phases. The length and number of the sampling intervals 
are algorithm dependent parameters and are chosen to the best advantage of each 
technique. For each workload, we performed five different runs with different 
application-to-core starting assignments, and report the average, best, and worst 
results.  
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4.4. Results and Discussion 
In this section, we present the results of the various scheduling algorithms on 
our degraded eight-core CMP. All comparisons are made using the energy-delay 
squared (ED2) metric against a baseline with no errors or variations and an oracle 
scheduler which uses a priori knowledge to derive the best schedule among all 
possible options. We chose ED2 as the metric in order to balance performance with 
power dissipation [83]. Section 4.4.1 discusses how the baseline schedulers compare 
to the non-degraded baseline. Section 4.4.2 shows how the Hungarian and AI search 
algorithms fare against the offline oracle. Finally, Section 4.4.3 provides an overall 
comparison of the scheduling algorithms. 
4.4.1. Baseline Scheduling Algorithms 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the baseline scheduling algorithms. 
 We first evaluate the effectiveness of two simple scheduling algorithms, 
Round Robin and Randomized, on the degraded CMP of Table 4.3. Figure 4.11 shows 
the results of these schedulers on the degraded CMP relative to a baseline with no 
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degradation. Both approaches degrade ED2 by over 22% on average. The final bar on 
the graph, the worst-case schedule, shows that an arbitrary assignment of threads to 
cores can degrade ED2 by almost 45% compared to the baseline. Clearly, naïve 
policies can result in an unacceptable loss in power-performance that may render the 
degraded microprocessor unusable.  
4.4.2. Hungarian Scheduling and Search Algorithms 
The Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm samples each benchmark on each core 
during the exploration phase, and then computes the best assignment among all 
permutations (assuming no interactions or phase behavior). For the Hungarian 
Scheduler, the exploration phase is divided into eight intervals, each 12.5 million 
cycles long, during which the eight applications are executed once on each core, by 
starting with an initial assignment and then rotating the threads in a round robin 
fashion seven times. This allows the scheduler to generate the 8×8 cost matrix of ED2 
values to use as input to the algorithm.  
Figure 4.12 shows the ED2 of the Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm compared 
to the oracle scheduler. The solid bar represents the average of the five runs, and the 
range bars show the best (bottom) and worst (top) results. The algorithm performs 
well, suffering only a 7.3% increase in ED2 relative to the oracle. The performance 
and power characteristics of the benchmarks during the initial 100 million cycle 
exploration phase are quite reflective of the overall traits of the benchmarks. Thus, 
using the Hungarian Algorithm to calculate the best solution among all possible 
scheduling permutations based on this sampling information yields a good assignment 
over the whole run, regardless of the starting assignment. 
While effective, the Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm has O(n3) complexity, 
while the other algorithms are of O(n). We simulated the Hungarian Algorithm on our 
baseline core configuration and found it takes approximately 200K cycles to solve a 
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cost matrix with eight cores, a non-trivial cost that may not scale well to larger-scale 
CMPs. Since the number of sampling intervals scales linearly with the number of 
cores, a large amount of online profiling will also be required for chips with tens or 
hundreds of cores. Moreover, the algorithm may not work well when there are 
significant interactions among applications or rapid phase changes. These scalability 
issues are discussed in detail in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of advanced scheduling algorithms. 
The Global and Local Search Algorithms divide the exploration phase into 25 
intervals of four million cycles. Both start with the initial configuration and try other 
configurations, greedily pursuing paths that improve on the best schedule to date. 
Global Search simply tries the initial configuration and 24 other randomly chosen ones 
and then selects the best among them for the steady-state phase. This strategy 
sometimes works quite well but can perform poorly depending on the 25 
configurations pursued. Overall, Global Search degrades ED2 by 19.5% over the 
oracle scheduler. 
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Three versions of the Local Search method were implemented which vary in 
the number of pair-wise swaps performed to explore a neighboring configuration. 
Local Search N uses N pair-wise swaps such that two benchmarks are involved in 
each round for Local Search 1, while all benchmarks are swapped for Local Search 4. 
Local Search 1 makes a swap and then runs that schedule for the next four million 
cycle interval. If performance improves, it keeps that new configuration; otherwise, it 
selects another neighbor of the original solution. The comparison is made using the 
average of the normalized ED2 (with respect to the ED2 of the previous interval) of the 
two threads involved in the swap. Local Search 2 and Local Search 4 have an 
additional feature to improve their performance. Instead of collectively accepting or 
rejecting all the swaps made in an interval, beneficial pair-wise swaps are kept and 
others discarded. From the results in Figure 4.12, the additional pair-wise swaps of 
Local Search 2 and Local Search 4 significantly improves the algorithm; the ED2 
increase achieved with one, two, and four pair-wise swaps each interval is 15.0%, 
12.6%, and 7.8%, respectively. Moreover, Local Search 4 significantly outperforms 
Global Search. The range bars show that Local Search 4 is also less sensitive to the 
initial assignment due to its ability to more rapidly search the space of possible 
assignments. 
4.4.3. Overall Comparison 
In Figure 4.13, we compare all the scheduling algorithms to the non-degraded 
chip multiprocessor. The offline oracle scheduler achieves 3.1% better ED2 than the 
CMP without degradation. This occurs due to the fact that some of the degraded cores 
operate at lower power, due to lower frequency or failed components that are power 
gated. Consequently, an omniscient scheduler can find an assignment that is more 
power-performance efficient than the baseline. 
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Moreover, both the Hungarian and Local Search 4 Scheduling Algorithms 
achieve ED2 values very close to the non-degraded baseline – higher only by 3.2% and 
3.7%, respectively – compared to the over 22% degradations with naïve schedulers. 
Thus, intelligent scheduling will be critical to maintaining acceptable levels of power-
performance efficiency on future CMPs degraded by faults and variations. 
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Figure 4.13: Overall comparison. 
4.5. Conclusions 
In future CMPs, hard errors and variability will conspire to create dynamic 
heterogeneity among the cores. Unlike static designed-heterogeneous chip 
multiprocessors, the unpredictability of manufacturing defects, wear-out mechanisms, 
and variations will require self-tuning scheduling techniques that efficiently find a 
near-optimal schedule given any degraded CMP scenario, thereby making the chip 
degradation imperceptible to the user. In this chapter, we devise a number of different 
scheduling algorithms for finding near-optimal thread to core assignments in a 
degraded CMP.  
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We first demonstrate that naïve policies, such as Round Robin and 
Randomized Scheduling, degrade ED2 to the point that the chip may be rendered 
unusable. Under the assumption of limited core-to-core interaction, we observe that 
the scheduling problem reduces to the Assignment Problem and can be addressed 
through the Hungarian Algorithm. We devise a scheduler based on this algorithm that 
achieves an ED2 close to that of an oracle scheduler. We further develop schedulers 
based on AI search techniques that obviate the requirement of limited core-to-core 
interaction, and that better scale to large CMP organizations. The most scalable and 
effective of these policies rapidly arrives at a near-optimal solution that degrades ED2 
by only 3.7% over a non-degraded architecture, compared to over 22% for prior 
scheduling approaches.  
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CHAPTER 5  
GLOBAL POWER MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS FOR  
UNPREDICTABLY HETEROGENEOUS CMP ARCHITECTURES  
5.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we further investigate unpredictably heterogeneous chip 
multiprocessors, but shift our focus from application scheduling to global power 
management. In recent technology nodes, voltage scaling has failed to keep pace with 
increasing transistor densities, causing dynamic power to increase. Furthermore, 
leakage current has also been growing in successive technology generations, 
exacerbating the need for improved power management schemes [21][92].  
As mentioned in the related work, most prior research has focused on energy 
efficiency in terms of metrics such as energy-delay-squared (ED2) or energy-per-
instruction (EPI) [37][43][52][62][71][72][75][115][118]. However, these efforts are 
more targeted towards battery life and power supply costs. In this chapter, we focus on 
the more recently proposed problem of keeping the chip-wide power dissipation under 
a fixed budget [10[53][58][114[119][134]. While localized methods of power 
management that ignore the big picture can be very effective for energy efficiency, 
meeting a budget requires global coordination and is thus a more challenging problem 
for large-scale chip multiprocessors. This challenge becomes even more complex with 
dynamic heterogeneity since offline or static power management methods fail to 
consider the unpredictable nature of the system. Most prior work [10][58][114][119] 
has only considered homogeneous CMPs, while two other efforts [53][134] have 
looked at global power management in chip multiprocessors suffering from process 
variations, but without manufacturing defects or wear-out faults. This chapter presents 
the first global power management algorithm targeted to address the high degree of 
uncertainty of unpredictably heterogeneous CMPs. 
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Our novel approach to power management is called the Throughput-Aware 
Power Allocation Scheme (TAPAS) and it is unique in that it focuses on controlling 
power directly, rather than extrapolating based on voltage and frequency settings. 
Consequently, our technique reduces the incidence of power overshoots as well as 
ensures the available power is best utilized, leading to higher performance. In addition, 
by shifting responsibility for managing dynamic voltage and frequency scaling 
(DVFS) to the individual cores, rather than managing DVFS at the global level as in 
[10][58][119][134], the algorithm is less dependent on analytical power-performance 
models (critical in prior techniques) that may become inaccurate as a result of the 
unpredictable and complex effects of hardware faults and process variations.  
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section discusses the 
workings of our baseline power management techniques, the TAPAS method, and the 
associated Up/Down DVFS scheme. Section 5.3 explains our simulation methodology 
and Section 5.4 analyzes our results. There are many possible directions to extent this 
work and they are discussed in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes the chapter. 
5.2. Global Power Management 
In this chapter, we focus on studying hierarchical schemes for global power 
management where the goal is to maximize total performance for a given chip-wide 
power budget, as introduced in [58]. Our hierarchical schemes consist of two layers, a 
lower layer where each core operates independently, and a top layer global power 
manager (GPM) responsible for inter-core coordination. Each core can operate in a 
number of possible power levels which provide different power-performance 
tradeoffs. At the lower layer in the hierarchy, the cores are responsible for the local 
power management activities associated with their current power level and also supply 
the GPM with performance and power information on which to base its decisions. 
Performance information can be obtained from hardware counters available in most 
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modern processors. Power data can be derived from current sensors which can be 
embedded in the cores, such as those in the Foxton controller [84]. The global power 
manager is tasked with collecting and processing the cores’ performance and power 
information and assigning power levels based on this data to each core to maximize 
throughput under the power budget.  
The GPM could be implemented by the operating system, in a system 
hypervisor, in a microcontroller such as the Foxton controller, or as a separate thread 
running on one of the cores [58][134]. All of our power management policies use 
voltage and frequency scaling to throttle power dissipation in the cores and meet the 
power budget. We experimented with global and per-core fetch toggling policies but 
found them to be less effective and do not discuss them further in this chapter. The 
next section discusses the details of Chip-Wide DVFS and the MaxBIPS global power 
managers which are employed in most prior research [10][58][119][134] and serve as 
our baselines. In section 5.2.2, we describe TAPAS and highlight how it differs from 
prior GPM approaches. Section 5.2.3 discussed the Up/Down DVFS algorithm which 
runs on each core as the lower layer of the hierarchy in the TAPAS policy.  
5.2.1. Baseline DVFS Algorithms 
In prior research, the most common approach to global power management has 
been to task the global layer in the power manager with the responsibility of setting 
the voltage and frequencies of the CMP’s cores to keep the total power consumption 
under the budget [10][58][119][134]. This is accomplished by employing analytical 
models which relate performance and power dissipation to voltage and frequency. 
Using these models, the GPM calculates a best setting of voltages and corresponding 
frequencies which is estimated to maximize total chip throughput while not exceeding 
the power threshold. In order to understand these models and the GPM algorithms, 
Figure 5.1 provides a list of definitions for the all the terminology employed. 
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n:  The number of applications as well as cores in the system. 
A = {a1…an}:  The set of applications in the system. 
C = {c1…cn}:  The set of cores in the system. 
p :  The number of power levels in the system. In our case p = 7. 
L = {1…p}:  The set of power levels in the system.  
m : The middle power level, m =  p / 2.  In our case m = 4. 
gpm(ci) = lj:  A function representing the global power management assignment 
mapping core ci to power level lj. 
VR = {v1, v2, v3,…, vp}:  The range of voltage levels to which the cores can be set. 
These levels correspond to the power levels in L. For our algorithms, VR = 
{0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0}. 
vlow = v1:  the lowest voltage allowable by DVFS. 
vhigh = vp:  the highest voltage allowable by DVFS. 
volt(li) = vi:  A function mapping power level, li, to voltage setting, vi. In our case, 
volt(1) = 0.7V, volt(2) = 0.75V, volt(3) = 0.8V, volt(4) = 0.85V, volt(5) = 
0.9V, volt(6) = 0.95V, and volt(7) = 1.0V. 
Pmax:  The chip-wide power budget. 
thr(ai, ci, lj) = tk:  A function representing the calculated throughput, tk, of 
application ai on core, ci, at the power level, lj. Throughput, tk, is real-
valued and is measured in the units billions of instructions per second 
(BIPS).  
sam_ thr(ai, ci, lj) = tk:  This function represents taking a sample of the throughput, 
tk, of application, ai, on core, ci, at the power level lj running in the chip 
multiprocessor. Throughput, tk, is real-valued and is measured in the units 
billions of instructions per second (BIPS). 
est_ thr(ai, ci, lj) = tk:  A function representing the estimated throughput, tk, of 
application, ai, on core, ci, at the power level lj. Throughput, tk, is real-
valued and is measured in the units billions of instructions per second 
(BIPS).  
pow(ai, ci, lj) = pk:  A function representing the power, pk, of application, ai, on core, 
ci, at the power level lj. Power, pk, is real-valued and is measured in watts. 
sam_ pow(ai, ci, lj) = pk:  This function represents taking a sample of the power of 
application ai on core ci at the power level lj running in the chip 
multiprocessor. Power, pk, is real-valued and is measured in watts.  
est_ pow(ai, ci, lj) = pk:  A function representing the estimated power, pk, of 
application, ai, on core, ci, at the power level lj. Power, pk, is real-valued 
and is measured in watts.  
PR = {pr1, pr2, pr3, … prp}:  The range of power values (in watts) that can be 
allocated to the cores by the TAPAS global power management algorithm. 
These levels correspond to the power levels in L. In our experimental setup, 
there are 7 power levels and PR = {3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 10.5, 12}. 
powl(li) = pri:  A function mapping power level, li, to the corresponding value in the 
power range, pri.  In our case, powl(1) = 3W, powl(2) = 4.5W, powl(3) = 
6W, powl(4) = 7.5W, powl(5) = 9W, powl(6) = 10.5W, and powl(7) = 12W. 
Pavail:  The current amount of unallocated power available for the algorithm to 
allocate. 
alloc_pow(ci) = prj:  A function mapping core, ci, to a power value, pri,  in the range 
PR which has been allocated by the TAPAS global power management 
algorithm. 
Figure 5.1: Global power management definitions.  
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In a multi-core processor with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, there 
are numerous possible configurations of the core voltages and frequencies. Sampling 
all possible combinations would require a large amount of sampling intervals and lead 
to a significant amount of time where the CMP was running in a suboptimal 
configuration. Instead the GPM samples the cores at one voltage and frequency level 
and then uses the analytical models to estimate the performance and power that would 
result if the cores were set to other DVFS levels. In our unpredictably heterogeneous 
system, each core and its assigned application must be sampled because the 
relationship between the voltage and frequency setting and power-performance will 
vary for a given application/core pair according to the application’s execution 
characteristics and the core’s degradations.  
To speed up and simplify these estimations, a number of assumptions listed in 
Figure 5.2 are used [58]. First, power is assumed to be proportional to frequency and 
to the square of the voltage (assumption 1), which is good approximation if static 
power is ignored, since for dynamic power, P = CFV2. Together with assuming 
frequency is proportional to voltage (assumption 2), power is derived to have a cubic 
dependence on voltage (assumption 3). Then coupling an assumption that throughput 
is proportional to frequency (assumption 4) with the assumption 2, throughput can be 
estimated as proportional to voltage (assumption 5). From these assumptions, formulas 
are developed, shown in Figure 5.3 which calculate the expected throughput and 
power of an application/core pair at other power levels from the sampled throughput 
and power values [58]. 
pow(ai, ci, lj)  freq(ci, lj) × volt(lj)2 (1) 
freq(ci, lj)  volt(li) (2) 
(1) & (2)    pow(ai, ci, lj)  volt(lj)3 (3) 
thr(ai, ci, lj)  freq(ci, lj) (4) 
(2) & (4)    thr(ai, ci, lj)  volt(lj) (5) 
Figure 5.2: Assumptions in GPM power-performance modeling. 
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The task of finding the best power levels for the cores of the CMP can be 
transformed into an optimization problem, formulated in Figure 5.4. This optimization 
problem is discrete, since voltages are set to a set of fixed values, and nonlinear due to 
the cubic voltage/power relationship. We employ exhaustive search as in 
[10][58][119] to determine the best set of power levels for the cores to apply during 
the next power management interval. As pointed out in [58], one advantage of 
exhaustive search is that the constants ci and ki in Figure 5.4 do not have to have to be 
explicitly computed to run the GPM. Instead, the ratio of the voltages of the sampled 
and desired values is used to estimate the required throughput or power as shown in 
the formulas in Figure 5.3. However, exhaustive search is an idealized method of 
computing the best voltages and frequencies, and a more feasible approach would be 
to convert the problem to a continuous, linear optimization problem as in [134].  
est_pow(ai, ci, li) = pow(ai, ci, m) × (volt(li) / volt(m))3 (1)  
est_thr(ai, ci, li) = thr(ai, ci, m) × (volt(li) / volt(m)) (2) 
est_thr(ai, ci, li) = thr(ai, ci, m) × (powl(li) / powl(m))⅓ (3) 
Figure 5.3: Formulas for estimating power and throughput using model. 
Maximize Throughput:  ∑n
i = 1
  ti  =  ∑ni = 1  ci · vi 
Subject to the global power budget and voltage constraints: 
i:     vlow  ≤  vi  ≤  vhigh 
∑n
i = 1
  pi  =   ∑ni = 1  ki · vi 3  ≤   Pmax 
ci and ki are constants specific to each application and core pair. 
Figure 5.4: The traditional formulation of global power management as an 
optimization problem. 
Linear optimization would have to compute the constants as well as linearize 
the cubic voltage terms in the global power budget constraint. Furthermore, since only 
certain discrete values can be assigned for voltage and frequency according to the 
available power levels, the closest discrete value to the linear programming (LP) 
solution would need to be selected. The need to be conservative in selecting discrete 
values (to avoid power overshoots) may lead to a sub-optimal selection of voltage 
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levels. Alternatively, an integer linear programming (ILP) solver could be used to find 
the best discrete values directly and avoid the need for conservative selection. While 
implementing LP and ILP was beyond the scope of this chapter, Chapter 7 explores 
these techniques and investigates their effectiveness and computational complexity. 
Current voltage regulators for dynamic voltage and frequency scaling are off-
chip, restricting the number of voltage domains possible on the chip [64]. 
Furthermore, off-chip regulators are limited by the speed that they can change chip 
voltages [64]. The limitation on DVFS switching rate is one reason the top layer GPM 
which operates only at OS context switch granularity, is given responsibility for 
setting voltage and frequency. Chip-Wide DVFS is a simple GPM which uses a single 
voltage and frequency for all cores, that represents the capabilities of a using a single 
off-chip regulator for the cores [58][64][119]. In this policy the vi in Figure 5.4 must 
all be the same value, greatly reducing the search space of the optimization. The Chip-
Wide DVFS algorithm must find the highest voltage level for the cores which still 
meets the global power budget, as this will provide the highest attainable performance.  
Table 5.1: Power levels for chip-wide DVFS, per-core MaxBIPS DVFS, and TAPAS. 
Scaled Frequency for Given Nominal (Max) Frequency Power 
Mode Voltage Max 4.0 GHz Max 3.6 GHz Max 3.2 GHz Max 2.8 GHz 
TAPAS 
7 1.00 V 4.0 GHz 3.60 GHz 3.20 GHz 2.80 GHz 12.0 W 
6 0.95 V 3.8 GHz 3.42 GHz 3.04 GHz 2.66 GHz 10.5 W 
5 0.90 V 3.6 GHz 3.24 GHz 2.88 GHz 2.52 GHz 9.0 W 
4 0.85 V 3.4 GHz 3.06 GHz 2.72 GHz 2.38 GHz 7.5 W 
3 0.80 V 3.2 GHz 2.88 GHz 2.56 GHz 2.24 GHz 6.0 W 
2 0.75 V 3.0 GHz 2.70 GHz 2.40 GHz 2.10 GHz 4.5 W 
1 0.70 V 2.8 GHz 2.52 GHz 2.24 GHz 1.96 GHz 3.0 W 
In [58], only 3 voltage/frequency levels were employed giving each core only 
three power levels. However, [10][119] found that having more levels benefited the 
algorithms and Chip-Wide DVFS in particular. Thus, we experimented with using 3, 
5, 7, and 11 levels and found 7 levels to provide almost all the benefit of 11 with 
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reduced implementation complexity. Both the Chip-Wide DVFS and per-core 
MaxBIPS use the 7 power levels described in Table 5.1. We assume global power 
management decisions must be made at a coarse granularity, to allow the OS to be 
involved and provide time for chip-wide coordination, and use an interval of 10 ms as 
in [134]. Rather than have specific sampling periods, the GPM for Chip-Wide DVFS 
and MaxBIPS simply uses the performance and power data observed over the previous 
OS interval as the sample to calculate the best voltages and frequencies for the cores 
during the next interval as in [58]. 
The pseudocode for Chip-Wide DVFS is given below: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
(2) A set of applications, A, assigned to corresponding cores, C. 
(3) The power levels l1…ln that each core was set to during the last interval. 
(4) The function volt() mapping power levels, L,  to the voltage range, VR. 
(5) The global power budget Pmax. 
Output:  
(1) The global power management assignment function gpm() assigning power 
levels, L, to cores, C, to maximize overall throughput. 
(2) The total best estimated throughput, Ttotal, of the best global power 
assignment. 
(3) The total power dissipation, Ptotal, for the best global power assignment. 
Steps: 
1. (Sample the throughput and power of the applications and cores at their 
previous power level, which is li for core i) 
For i from 1…n:  
 thr(ai, ci, li) = sam_thr(ai, ci, li). 
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 pow(ai, ci, li) = sam_pow(ai, ci, li). 
 End. 
2. (Iterate through the power modes to find the highest power mode each core 
can be set to that meets the global budget) 
For i from p…1:  
a. Ptotal = 0. 
b. (Estimate and sum the power of each core at this voltage level) 
For j from 1…n:  
i. (Calculate the power of core j using formula (5.3-1)) 
 est_pow(aj, cj, i) = pow(aj, cj, lj) × (volt(i) / volt(lj))3 
ii. Ptotal = Ptotal + est_pow(aj, cj, i). 
End. 
c. (Check if the total power is below the power budget. If so, set the cores 
to this power level, calculate the total chip throughput, and return) 
If Ptotal  Pmax 
Ttotal = 0. 
For j from 1…n:  
i. gpm(cj) = i. 
ii. (Calculate the throughput of core j using formula (5.3-2)) 
 est_thr(aj, cj, i) = thr(aj, cj, lj) × (volt(i) / volt(lj)). 
iii. Ttotal = Ttotal + est_thr(aj, cj, i). 
End. 
Return(gpm(), Ttotal, Ptotal). 
  End. 
 End. 
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We also compare TAPAS to the MaxBIPS GPM algorithm proposed by Isci et 
al. [58], which employs per-core DVFS. This policy requires a different power grid for 
each core, necessitating multiple on-chip voltage regulators for processors with many 
cores. Setting each core’s voltage and frequency independently gives the global power 
manager much more freedom to extract as much performance out of the power budget 
as possible, but greatly increases the size of the search space. Figure 5.5 provides an 
illustration of a global power management system based on the MaxBIPS algorithm.  
 
Figure 5.5: An overview of global power management using the MaxBIPS algorithm. 
The pseudocode for the MaxBIPS algorithm is given below: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
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(2) A set of applications, A, assigned to corresponding cores, C. 
(3) The power levels l1…ln that each core was set to during the last interval. 
(4) The function volt() mapping power levels, L,  to the voltage range, VR. 
(5) The global power budget Pmax. 
Output:  
(1) The global power management assignment function gpm() assigning power 
levels, L, to cores, C, to maximize overall throughput. 
(2) The total best estimated throughput, Tbest-total, of the best global power 
assignment. 
(3) The total power dissipation, Pbest-total, for the best global power assignment. 
Steps: 
1. (Sample the throughput and power of the applications and cores at their 
previous power level, which is li for core i) 
For i from 1…n:  
 thr(ai, ci, li) = sam_thr(ai, ci, li). 
 pow(ai, ci, li) = sam_pow(ai, ci, li). 
 End. 
2. (Calculate the estimated total throughput and total power of every possible 
combination of power allocations for the CMP using brute force. Find the 
combination with the maximum total throughput that does not exceed the 
global power budget) 
Tbest-total = 0, Pbest-total = 0. 
For j1 from 1…p:  
 (Calculate the throughput of core 1 at power level j1 using formula (5.3-2)) 
 est_thr(a1, c1, j1) = thr(a1, c1, l1) × (volt(j1) / volt(l1)) 
 (Calculate the power of core 1 at power level j1 using formula (5.3-1)) 
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 est_pow(a1, c1, j1) = pow(a1, c1, l1) × (volt(j1) / volt(l1))3 
For j2 from 1…p:  
(Calculate the throughput of core 2 at power level j2 using formula 
(5.3-2)) est_thr(a2, c2, j2) = thr(a2, c2, l2) × (volt(j2) / volt(l2)) 
 (Calculate the power of core 2 at power level j2 using formula (5.3-1)) 
 est_pow(a2, c2, j2) = pow(a2, c2, l2) × (volt(j2) / volt(l2))3 
For j3 from 1…p:  
(Calculate the throughput of core 3 at power level j3 using formula 
(5.3-2)) 
 est_thr(a3, c3, j3) = thr(a3, c3, l3) × (volt(j3) / volt(l3)) 
(Calculate the power of core 3 at power level j3 using formula (5.3-
1)) est_pow(a3, c3, j3) = pow(a3, c3, l3) × (volt(j3) / volt(l3))3 
       : 
       : 
       : 
For jn from 1…p:  
A. (Calculate the throughput of core n at power level jn 
using formula (5.3-2)) 
 est_thr(an, cn, jn) = thr(an, cn, ln) × (volt(jn) / volt(ln)) 
 (Calculate the power of core n at power level jn using 
formula (5.3-1)) 
 est_pow(an, cn, jn) = pow(an, cn, ln) × (volt(jn) / 
volt(ln))3 
B. (Sum up the total throughput and power for this 
combination of power level settings) Ttotal = 0, Ptotal = 0. 
For k from 1…n 
Ttotal = Ttotal + est_thr(ak, ck, jk). 
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Ptotal = Ptotal + est_pow(ak, ck, jk). 
End. 
C. (If the total power of this configuration is below budget 
and it has higher throughput than the current best, make 
it the best) 
If Ptotal  Pmax and Ttotal > Tbest-total 
I. Tbest-total = Ttotal. 
II. Pbest-total = Ptotal. 
III. (Set the power level assignment to this new found 
best configuration) 
 For k from 1…n 
gpm(ck) = jk. 
     End. 
    End. 
  End. 
 End. 
 End. 
 End. 
3. Return (gpm(), Tbest-total, Pbest-total). 
In prior work [10][58][119][134], the global layer of the CMP power manager 
was responsible for setting the core voltage and frequency levels. Consequently, the 
rate of DVFS changes was limited by cross-core communication speeds, by the 
frequency at which a hypervisor or operating system routine could be executed, and by 
the runtime of the exhaustive MaxBIPS algorithm or linear optimization. In addition to 
enabling per-core voltage and frequency domains, new on-chip voltage regulator 
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technology [64] will allow DVFS to be employed at much finer time granularities. 
However, with voltage and frequency scaling decisions made at the global layer as in 
these prior studies, it is not possible to take advantage of this new DVFS capability. In 
the next section, we discuss our novel TAPAS scheme which is designed to explicitly 
take advantage of new finer-grained DVFS hardware. 
5.2.2. Throughput-Aware Power Allocation Scheme 
We propose a new scheme which allows the power manager to take advantage 
of the rapid transition times of future on-chip voltage regulators. Assigning voltages 
and frequencies at coarse granularities such as 10 ms can potentially miss 
opportunities to maximize throughput and may also result in unnecessary violations. 
Variations in application behavior over the course of this large interval could lead to 
lower than anticipated activity levels, generating power at levels below those 
anticipated by the management algorithm, thus wasting opportunities to increase 
throughput by raising the frequency. On the other hand, these application phase 
changes could result in higher than expected activity causing larger than projected 
power, leading to a chip-wide power overshoot. The problem of projecting the power 
dissipation for a given voltage and frequency is further complicated by process 
variations which create another source of error in any analytical model [134]. 
To address the challenges of global power management in the presence of 
dynamic application behavior and unpredictably heterogeneous cores, we developed 
the Throughput-Aware Power Allocation Scheme (TAPAS). As in Chip-Wide DVFS 
and MaxBIPS, the TAPAS global power manager uses performance and power 
samples from the previous power management interval to calibrate its power-
performance model for each core. Rather than assign a specific voltage and frequency 
to each core at the global layer, the GPM calculates a power target for each core which 
will maximize overall chip throughput. The cores are then individually responsible for 
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adjusting their voltage and frequency levels to stay as close to the target as possible. 
Leveraging new on-chip voltage regulator technology, these adjustments are made at a 
fine granularity according to the Up/Down DVFS mechanism described in the next 
section. Since the ultimate goal of global power management is to meet a specific 
power budget, it makes sense to directly allocate power targets to the cores instead of 
guessing which voltage and frequency levels the cores should be set to in an effort to 
reach the power budget. A diagram of the operation of TAPAS global power 
management is shown in Figure 5.6.  
 
Figure 5.6: : An overview of global power management using the TAPAS algorithm. 
Like Up/Down DVFS and MaxBIPS, the TAPAS power allocation problem 
can be formulated as an optimization problem, shown in Figure 5.7, which can be 
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considered the inverse of the formulation for MaxBIPS (Figure 5.4). Again, the 
assumptions of Figure 5.2 and the formulas of Figure 5.3 are used.  
Maximize Throughput:  ∑n
i = 1
  ti  =   ∑ni = 1  ci · pi ⅓ 
Subject to the voltage constraints and global power budget: 
i:  vlow  ≤  vi  ≤  vhigh      ki ·  vlow3  ≤  pi  ≤  ki ·  vhigh3 
∑n
i = 1
  pi   ≤   Pmax 
ci and ki are constants specific to the each application and core pair. 
Figure 5.7: The TAPAS formulation of the global power management optimization 
problem. 
Unlike the MaxBIPS equations where the independent variable controlled by 
the power management algorithm is the voltage, here the power management 
algorithm directly assigns power values. Since the power allocated to each core is not 
bound to discrete values as the voltage and frequency would be, our power allocation 
algorithm is more amenable to being solved by linear optimization and slower, more 
costly integer/discrete optimization is not needed. Linear optimization still requires the 
maximization function and the voltage constraints to be linearized as discussed further 
in Chapter 7. 
However, for this study, we assume that the core power can only be set to one 
of seven discrete levels. This provides for a more direct comparison the original 
implementation of MaxBIPS [10][58][119]. Yet, it potentially limits TAPAS from 
utilizing its full potential, because given a continuous range of power options, the 
scheme could potentially find a better solution. We determine the median power level 
by dividing the total chip budget by the number of cores. Three lower power levels are 
allowed as well as three higher power levels as described in Table 5.1. The 
pseudocode for the TAPAS algorithm is given below: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
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(2) A set of applications, A, assigned to corresponding cores, C. 
(3) The power levels l1…ln that each core was set to during the last interval. 
(4) The function powl() mapping power levels, L,  to the power allocation values 
in PR. 
(5) The global power budget Pmax. 
Output:  
(1) The global power management assignment function gpm() assigning power 
levels, L, to cores, C, to maximize overall throughput. 
(2) The corresponding power allocation function alloc_pow() which apportions 
power from the range PR to cores, C, to maximize overall throughput. 
(3) The total best estimated throughput, Tbest-total, of the best global power 
allocation assignment. 
(4) The total power dissipation, Pbest-total, for the best global power allocation. 
Steps: 
1. (Sample the throughput of the applications and cores at the power level, li, 
each core, ci, was set to during the previous power management interval) 
For i from 1…n:  
 thr(ai, ci, li) = sam_thr(ai, ci, li). 
 End. 
2. (Calculate the estimated total throughput and total power of every possible 
combination of power allocations for the CMP using brute force. Find the 
combination with the maximum total throughput that does not exceed the 
global power budget) 
Tbest-total = 0, Pbest-total = 0. 
For j1 from 1…p:  
 (Calculate the throughput of core 1 at power level j1 using formula (5.3-3)) 
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 est_thr(a1, c1, j1) = thr(a1, c1, l1) × (powl(j1) / powl(l1))⅓ 
For j2 from 1…p:  
(Calculate the throughput of core 2 at power level j2 using formula 
(5.3-3)) est_thr(a2, c2, j2) = thr(a2, c2, l2) × (powl(j2) / powl(l2))⅓ 
For j3 from 1…p:  
(Calculate the throughput of core 3 at power level j3 using formula 
(5.3-3)) 
 est_thr(a3, c3, j3) = thr(a3, c3, l3) × (powl(j3) / powl(l3))⅓ 
       : 
       : 
       : 
For jn from 1…p:  
A. (Calculate the throughput of core n at power level jn 
using formula (5.3-3)) 
 est_thr(an, cn, jn) = thr(an, cn, ln) × (powl(jn) / 
powl(ln))⅓ 
B. (Sum up the total throughput and power for this 
combination of power allocation levels)  
 Ttotal = 0, Ptotal = 0. 
For k from 1…n 
Ttotal = Ttotal + est_thr(ak, ck, jk). 
Ptotal = Ptotal + powl(jk). 
End. 
C. (If the total power of this configuration is below budget 
and it has higher throughput than the current best, make 
it the best) 
If Ptotal  Pmax and Ttotal > Tbest-total 
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I. Tbest-total = Ttotal. 
II. Pbest-total = Ptotal. 
III. (Set the power level assignment and power 
allocation to this new found best configuration) 
 For k from 1…n 
gpm(ck) = jk. 
alloc_pow(ck) = powl(jk). 
     End. 
    End. 
  End. 
 End. 
 End. 
 End. 
3. Return (gpm(), alloc_pow(), Tbest-total, Pbest-total). 
We also implement another scheme, called even power allocation (EPA), 
which simply enforces a policy of allocating the same power to each core throughout 
the simulations. This allows us to gain insight into how much benefit is obtained by 
heterogeneously sharing the power among the cores. 
5.2.3. Up/Down DVFS 
For our new power allocation schemes, the core-level of the power 
management hierarchy must be more sophisticated than for MaxBIPS. Each core is 
assigned a power target at the beginning of the management interval and during the 
interval the DVFS controller associated with the core must monitor the power 
dissipation level and adjust the voltage and frequency to stay as close to the target as 
possible. This allows the core to achieve the highest performance for its power budget. 
Using on-chip voltage regulators, the frequency of these adjustments can be as fine as 
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100 MHz, or every 10 ns [64]. In this paper, we explore two rates of DVFS for our 
scheme. One adjusts the voltage and frequency every 100 μs (which could be 
performed by either an off-chip or on-chip regulator), while the other has 5 μs DVFS 
periods (requiring an on-chip regulator). The advantage of our power allocation DVFS 
is that it is capable of more rapidly adapting to program phases to maximize 
throughput but does not burden the global manager with a more complex optimization 
or require shorter global intervals. 
The algorithm we use for managing per-core DVFS in our power allocation 
schemes is called Up/Down DVFS. Since it is running very frequently and would 
likely be implemented in hardware, it must be very simple. For this algorithm, we use 
17 voltage levels equally spread out between 0.7 V and 1.0 V. The frequency is set to 
17 corresponding levels that depend on the core’s nominal frequency. See Figure 5.8 
for additional definitions specific to Up/Down DVFS. 
UD_VR = {0.7, 0.725, 0.75, 0.775, …, 0.975, 1.0}:  The range of voltages for 
Up/Down DVFS to which the cores can be set. We divide the region of 0.7V 
to 1.0V into 16 parts yielding 17 possible voltage levels spaced out by 
0.025V. 
U = {1, 2, …, u, … 17}:  The range of  voltage levels of a core running Up/Down 
DVFS. The voltage level can range from 1 to 17 and corresponds to the 17 
values in VR. 
vmap(u) = v:  A mapping from a voltage level, u, in U to a voltage, v, in UD_VR for 
Up/Down DVFS. 
t:  The time between DVFS periods where Up/Down DVFS checks the core power 
and adjusts the voltage level. 
Figure 5.8: Additional definitions for Up/Down DVFS. 
The large number of levels in Up/Down DVFS does not pose a computational 
problem because the algorithm does not perform exhaustive search. Instead, the 
algorithm uses the core’s current sensors to monitor the core power dissipation in 
relation to the target power given by the GPM. If the algorithm detects a violation over 
the past interval, it decrements the voltage and frequency by one level. After a 
violation, the algorithm waits four intervals before declaring the violation over and 
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raising the voltage back one level. If another violation of the target occurs in the 
interim, the power level is lowered another step and the wait period is reset. On the 
other hand, if after raising the voltage and frequency, there is no violation for two 
intervals, the algorithm will raise the voltage and frequency another step. The 
asymmetric waiting periods for lowering and raising the voltage and frequency ensure 
that the core spends most of its time below but very close to the target power. See 
below for the pseudocode for Up/Down DVFS: 
Input: 
(1) The number of periods, n, for which to run the algorithm. 
(2) A core, c, and the application, a, assigned to it. 
(3) The power level, l, assigned to the core by the TAPAS algorithm. 
(4) The amount of power, Ptarget, allocated to the core by TAPAS. 
(5) The initial voltage level, u, for the core. 
(6) The function vmap() mapping voltage levels in U to voltages in UD_VR. 
(7) The time, t, between DVFS periods where Up/Down DVFS checks the core 
power and adjusts the voltage level. 
Output:  
(1) The final voltage level, u, which the core is set to at the end of the power 
management interval. 
(2) The final voltage, v, which the core is set to at the end of the power 
management interval. 
Steps: 
1. (Set the initial number of periods waited to zero) w = 0. 
2. (Run Up/Down DVFS for n periods where the power level of the core is 
monitored and the voltage is dynamically adjusted to meet the prescribed 
target) 
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For i from 1…n:  
A. (Sample the power dissipation of the core)  
pow(a, c, l) = sam_pow(a, c, l). 
B. (If there is a power overshoot, reduce the core voltage. If the power 
dissipation is below the power target, check if it is time to increase the 
voltage) 
If pow(a, c, l) > Ptarget, 
I. (Reduce the voltage level of the core) u = u – 1. 
II. (Correspondingly reduce the voltage) v = vmap(u). 
III. (Set the number of periods to wait) w = 4. 
Else, 
I. (If the waiting period is over, increase the voltage) 
If w == 0, 
a. (Increase the voltage level of the core) u = u + 1. 
b. (Correspondingly increase the voltage) v = vmap(u). 
c. (Set the number of periods to wait.) w = 2. 
(Otherwise, subtract one from the number of periods to wait) 
Else, 
w = w - 1. 
End. 
End. 
C. Wait for time t. 
End. 
3. Return (u, v). 
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5.3. Methodology 
For this study, we use the same infrastructure as described in Section 4.3, 
augmented with the capability to run global power management algorithms and 
DVFS. We add support for variable voltage and frequency levels to our improved 
version of the SESC simulator [107] as well as implement the Up/Down DVFS 
algorithm for per-core power control. We assume linear scaling of frequency with 
voltage when employing DVFS and scale voltage from a nominal value of 1.0V down 
to 0.7V. The clock frequency ranges from a maximum of 4.0 GHz down to 2.8 GHz 
for a baseline core. The baseline architectural parameters for the cores are outlined in 
Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Core architectural parameters. 
Front-End Parameters 
Branch Predictor Hybrid of gshare and bimodal with 4K entries in the bimodal, gshare 2nd level, and meta predictor 
Branch Target Buffer 512 entries, 4-way associative 
Return Address Stack 64 entries, fully associative 
Front-End Width 4-way 
Fetch Queue Size 32 entries 
Re-Order Buffer 128 entries 
Retire Width 4-way 
Back-End Parameters 
Integer Issue Queue 48 entries, 4-way issue 
Integer Register File 80 registers 
Integer Execution Units 4 ALUs/address calculation units and 1 multiply/divide unit 
Floating Point Issue Queue 24 entries, 1-way issue 
Floating Point Register File 80 registers 
Floating Point Execution Units 1 adder and 1 multiply/divide unit 
Memory Hierarchy 
L1 Instruction Cache 8KB, 2-way associative, 1 port, 1 cycle latency 
Instruction TLB 32 entry, fully associative, 1 port 
Load Queue 48 entries, 4 ports 
Store Queue 24 entries, 2 ports 
L1 Data Cache 8KB, 2-way associative, 2 ports, 1 cycle latency 
Data TLB 32 entry, fully associative, 2 ports 
L2 Cache 1MB, 8-way associative, 1 port,  10 cycle hit latency, 5 cycle miss latency 
Main memory 1 port, 200 cycle latency 
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We model unpredictably heterogeneous chip multiprocessors in a similar 
manner to Chapter 4, with three types of degradations: hard faults that require 
disabling part of the core, frequency asymmetry, and leakage power variation; the last 
two effects are due to process variations. In this study, we assume a core’s clock speed 
can be degraded by as much as 30%, and that cores are binned such that they are 
clocked at 100%, 90%, 80%, or 70% of the nominal frequency. This simplifies the 
process of testing the chips and setting their clock frequencies. From this set of 
possible effects, a vast number of heterogeneous chip multiprocessors can be created. 
We randomly generate three degraded CMPs for this study which are listed in Table 
5.3. Each core is affected by any or all of the three types of degradations.  
Table 5.3: List of faults and variations affecting each core in the 3 degraded CMPs. 
Core Degraded CMP 1 Degraded CMP 2 Degraded CMP 3 
1 3.6 GHz, 2X LSQ leakage ½ size Inst. L1, 3.6 GHz, 2X L1 cache leakage 
doubled memory latency,  
½ size ROB, 3.2 GHz, 
2X floating point leakage 
2 ½ size load queue, 3.2 GHz 2 broken integer ALUs,  3.6 GHz, 2X L1 cache leakage
½ size Inst. L1, 
2X floating point leakage 
3 ½ size L2 cache, 2.8 GHz, 2X LSQ leakage 
½ integer IQ bandwidth, 
2X L1 cache leakage 3.2 GHz, 2X core leakage 
4 ½ size load queue, 3.6 GHz,2X floating point leakage 2X L1 cache leakage 
½ size Inst. L1, 
2X LSQ leakage 
5 doubled memory latency, 2X L1 cache leakage 
doubled memory latency, 
2.8 GHz, 2X front-end leakage
½ load queue ports,  
½ size load queue, 3.2 GHz, 
2X L1 cache leakage 
6 doubled memory latency, 3.2 GHz, 2X core leakage 
2 broken int. ALUs, 3.6 GHz, 
2X integer cluster leakage 
½ integer IQ bandwidth,  
2 broken integer ALUs,  
2.8 GHz, 2X front-end leakage
7 half bandwidth front end, 2X floating point leakage 
½ size integer IQ, 3.6 GHz,  
2X floating point leakage 
½ size L2 cache, 3.6 GHz, 
2X cache leakage 
8 ½ size L2 cache, 2X floating point leakage 
½ integer IQ bandwidth, 
2.8 GHZ, 2X LSQ leakage 
½ size integer IQ, 2.8 GHz,  
2X front-end leakage 
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We tested our power management and scheduling policies on four randomly 
generated eight-threaded workloads of SPEC CPU2000 applications which were run 
on each of our degraded CMPs. The workloads we used are shown in Table 5.4. For 
each simulation, we fast forwarded every benchmark two billion instructions, and then 
executed one billion cycles in SESC, or 0.25 seconds at a nominal frequency of 4 
GHz. Cores that run at lower frequencies execute for proportionally fewer cycles. 
Table 5.4: Application workloads. 
Workload 1 apsi, crafty, mcf, mesa, mgrid, vortex, vpr, wupwise 
Workload 2 ammp, crafty, mcf, mesa, mgrid, swim, vpr, wupwise 
Workload 3 ammp, applu, art, bzip2, mgrid, twolf, vortex, wupwise 
Workload 4 applu, bzip2, crafty, equake, parser, swim, vortex, wupwise 
5.4. Results and Discussion 
In this section, we present the performance results for the power management 
schemes. We ran each power management policy with each of the four application 
workloads on all three degraded eight core CMPs. All results compare the algorithms 
based on the total throughput across the eight applications. Every algorithm is very 
effective at keeping the power within the chip-wide budget, which is set to 60W. The 
percentage of time in violation is always less than 1% and the majority of the time it is 
under 0.1%. 
We compare the power management algorithm by two different criteria. First, 
we examine how MaxBIPS and our newly proposed power allocation schemes fare 
compared to a baseline GPM of Chip-Wide DVFS. Then we investigate how effective 
the various algorithms are at recovering the performance lost relative to not employing 
power management (and letting the chip overheat). This criterion provides perspective 
on the maximum amount of lost performance that could possibly be made up by a 
better power management policy. 
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Figure 5.9 shows the throughput improvements of the more advanced power 
management algorithms compared to Chip-Wide DVFS organized by degraded 
configuration, with each bar representing the average across all four workloads. 
Implementing per-core DVFS provides almost 6% improvements across the degraded 
configurations when employing the MaxBIPS algorithm. In the simple Even Power 
Allocation algorithm, the GPM just assigns 1/8 of the power budget (7.5W) to each 
core and then uses our Up/Down DVFS algorithm to keep the power as close to that 
target as possible. Despite this algorithm’s simplicity, it out-performs MaxBIPS by 
almost 2% and Chip-Wide DVFS by 7.8% on average. The EPA algorithm also has 
the advantage of requiring neither exhaustive search nor linear optimization, both of 
which add substantially to the implementation cost and runtime overhead of the GPM.  
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Figure 5.9: Throughput improvement for the global power management schemes 
across the degraded configurations. 
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The TAPAS algorithm is even more effective, beating Chip-Wide DVFS by an 
average of 11.4% and 13.6% when implemented with Up/Down DVFS running with 
100 μs and 5 μs intervals, respectively. TAPAS is also 5.2% and 7.3% better than 
MaxBIPS with 100 μs and 5 μs Up/Down DVFS intervals. This shows that exploiting 
the potential of fine-grained DVFS has advantages, but that this feature of on-chip 
voltage regulators is not essential to effectively utilize TAPAS. 
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Figure 5.10: Throughput improvement for the global power management schemes 
across the benchmark workloads. 
One interesting aspect is how consistent the results are across degraded 
configurations. Examining Figure 5.10, we see that the relative performance of the 
GPM algorithms changes much more significantly across the four workloads than 
across the configurations. In particular, the Even Power Allocation scheme is more 
suitable to some workloads than others. This occurs because some benchmarks in 
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these workloads do not make effective use of the 7.5W, wasting power that could be 
allocated to benchmarks where it would result in a bigger throughput improvement. 
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Figure 5.11: Percent performance lost relative to no GPM across the degraded 
configurations. 
Next, we compare our algorithms in term of their capacity to recover the 
performance lost by the need to abide by a chip-wide budget. Figure 5.11 shows that 
implementing the simple Chip-Wide DVFS policy that does not require on-chip 
voltage regulators reduces throughput by almost 16% compared to employing no 
power management. However, implementing the 5 μs interval variant of TAPAS 
reduces that performance loss to only 4.5%, recovering over 70% of the lost 
throughput overhead of meeting the power budget. Figure 5.12 shows that while 
TAPAS is consistently the most effective GPM scheme, MaxBIPS can be better or 
worse than Even Power Allocation, depending on the level of heterogeneity in the 
power demands of the application workload. 
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Figure 5.12: Percent performance lost relative to no GPM across the benchmark 
workloads. 
5.5. Possible Extensions 
This chapter makes a clear case for the merits of power allocation techniques 
for global power management and for TAPAS in particular. However, there are a 
number of avenues for future work. First, a more comprehensive comparison to prior 
global power management work would help make a stronger case for the newly 
proposed approach. Key algorithms to compare against would include LinOpt [134], 
the Greedy and Threshold schemes of Herbert and Marculescu [53], the Model 
Predictive Control theory approach [137], and Steepest Descent [88]. One aspect to 
investigate would be to compare the GPM algorithms in terms of their ability to meet 
the global power target and their amount of time in violation of this budget. The actual 
success of the algorithms at meeting the target is obviously very critical but mostly 
overlooked in prior work. Other metrics for evaluating TAPAS include runtime 
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overhead and scalability. Future work should extend Chapter 7’s scalability study to 
include power allocation schemes and compare TAPAS and Even Power Allocation 
against traditional approaches that set DVFS values at the global level.  
 More study is also possible to improve the TAPAS algorithm. As mentioned 
above, to fully exploit TAPAS, the allocation mechanism could be allowed to assign 
continuous values for power to each core rather than the seven discrete levels above. 
This could improve the performance of TAPAS significantly in comparison to 
MaxBIPS. Furthermore, although Up/Down DVFS is simple and effective, other 
implementations of the core-level power manager could be employed (perhaps a 
version based on formal control theory). Lastly, TAPAS could be explored from an 
energy efficiency perspective as its ability to track power targets more effectively may 
translate into ED2 improvements.  
5.6. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we develop a very effective global power management 
technique called TAPAS, based on a new way of thinking about DVFS. Rather than 
try to guess the power that an application/core pair will consume when assigned a 
voltage and frequency, our scheme operates by allocating power directly. Voltage and 
frequency scaling is then managed by each core individually using a simple and 
effective Up/Down DVFS technique. On unpredictably heterogeneous CMPs, our best 
TAPAS implementation, achieves 7.3% improvement over the well known MaxBIPS 
algorithm and a 13.6% throughput increase over Chip-Wide DVFS. This amounts to 
recovering over 70% of the performance lost by the need to meet a global power 
budget. In future work, we plan to show that TAPAS is also far more effective at 
meeting the chip-wide power target as well as more scalable to future many-core 
architectures. 
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CHAPTER 6 
A SCALABILITY ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS FOR  
UNPREDICTABLY HETEROGENEOUS CMP ARCHITECTURES 
6.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 4, we developed operating system scheduling algorithms for 
unpredictably heterogeneous chip multiprocessors. Our evaluation consisted of 
running the algorithms with four workloads on a single degraded eight-core CMP 
configuration. In this section, we broaden our evaluation of our scheduling techniques 
by exploring more workloads and degraded processor configurations, as well as 
experimenting with chips containing four to sixty-four cores. Besides validating our 
results on more test cases, the chief goal of this section is to assess whether the 
algorithms we designed in Chapter 4 will continue to provide power-performance 
efficient scheduling for future many-core processors. 
An n core CMP running n applications has n! possible scheduling assignments 
leading to a rapidly growing search space as the number of cores increases. Scalable 
algorithms must continue to find effective scheduling assignments despite this 
dramatic increase in the solution space. Furthermore, these algorithms must function 
well with a reasonable number of exploration phase sampling intervals and low 
computational overhead. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the Hungarian Scheduling 
Algorithm could potentially have serious scalability concerns. First of all, it requires 
each application to be sampled on each core in the CMP, requiring n sampling 
intervals for an n core processor. For large-scale multi-core processors, this sampling 
time becomes prohibitive, yet there is no way around it for our current implementation 
of the algorithm. Secondly, the Hungarian Algorithm also has O(n3) computational 
complexity. Our iterative optimization search algorithms have lower runtime 
complexity but their effectiveness is highly dependent on the number of search 
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iterations they are allowed to conduct. In this chapter, we focus on evaluating the 
energy efficiency of the Hungarian and iterative optimization algorithms. We also 
characterize the impact that the number of search iterations has on the iterative 
algorithms. An in-depth study of the computational complexity of these scheduling 
algorithms is conducted in the next chapter. 
In the next section, we discuss some simplifications to the experimental 
methodology of Chapter 4 that we made in order to facilitate the large scalability study 
that we perform. In Section 6.3 we analyze the power-performance efficiency of the 
various scheduling algorithms, and then evaluate the impact of the length of the 
exploration phase on the iterative optimization search algorithms. Section 6.4 then 
concludes this chapter. 
6.2. Methodology 
The simulation framework for this study is very similar to that used in the 
previous two chapters. We use the same hierarchical infrastructure to model our multi-
core processors, although we extended its capabilities to simulate chip multiprocessors 
of arbitrary size. We also augmented the system with the ability to generate random 
workloads and degraded configurations. In this chapter, we use the same baseline non-
degraded cores as before and a detailed list of architectural parameters can be found in 
Table 4.2. 
In this study, we evaluate a fixed 40 million cycle window of the execution of 
each application. This window is used for each round robin rotation interval, 
Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm sample, search algorithm exploration interval, and 
the steady-state phases, by not advancing the starting point of the applications for a 
subsequent simulation. This is the major simplification we made to our infrastructure 
in comparison to the previous chapter’s study. The reason for this simplification is that 
it allowed us to reuse the single-core SESC simulation results from running a 
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particular application on a certain degraded core configuration if that combination ever 
came up again during an exploration interval or steady phase. Since we ran a huge 
number of workloads, processor configurations, and CMP sizes, many combinations 
showed up repeatedly. By reusing application/degraded core pair simulations results, 
we save a tremendous amount of computation, thus allowing a study of this magnitude 
to be tractable. 
In the study in this chapter, the exploration phases of the scheduling policies 
consist of using the algorithms to decide which application to sample on each core 
during each interval and then executing a 40M cycle simulation for each interval. 
After the specified number of exploration intervals, the algorithms are evaluated by 
calculating the average energy-delay-squared (ED2) product of the best schedule found 
by the algorithms over the same 40M cycle interval. One exception is the Round 
Robin Algorithm, where the mean performance and power values across the n rotation 
steps for an n core CMP are used to compute the ED2 in order to account for the 
averaging effect of the rotation. The average ED2 is compared against the average ED2 
of a baseline architecture with homogeneous cores that do not suffer from errors or 
variations, as well as an oracle scheduler which uses the optimal assignment of 
applications to cores over the 40M cycle interval.  
We examine chip multiprocessors with four, eight, 16, 32, and 64 cores. For 
each CMP size, we randomly generate four appropriately sized workloads from among 
17 SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks that work on our SESC simulator. These benchmarks 
include mgrid plus those listed in Table 4.4. We consider the same three types of 
degradations as in Chapter 4, but we add a few extra alternatives for the effects of hard 
errors as well as a 30% frequency degradation consistent with prior work [13][134]. 
Table 6.1 presents a list of the core degradations possible for each type of fault. To 
make the study more feasible, we reduce the space of possible degraded configurations 
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by assuming a core can be affected by only one problem (or none) from each category 
of degradation. We then create four unpredictably heterogeneous CMP configurations 
for each size processor by randomly selecting the appropriate number cores from 
among the possible degradations. In all, there are 12 × 4 × 7 = 336 such degraded core 
configurations. With 17 applications and our use of the fixed 40M cycle intervals, we 
run a total of 5,712 simulations that are reused across the scalability study. 
Table 6.1: List of possible forms of core degradation. 
Degraded Unit Frequency Degradation Leakage Increase 
none none (4 GHz) none 
memory latency is doubled 10% (3.6 GHz) 2X nominal in L1 caches and TLBs 
half the L2 cache 20% (3.2 GHz) 2X nominal in front end and ROB 
half the L1 Icache 30% (2.8 GHz) 2X nominal in integer back end 
front end is reduced  
from 3-way to 2-way  
2X nominal in floating  
point back end 
half the integer issue queue  2X nominal in load and store queues 
integer issue bandwidth 
 is reduced to one  
2X nominal across core  
(excluding L2) 
one integer ALU is disabled   
half the load queue   
half the store queue   
half the L1 Dcache   
half the re-order buffer   
6.3. Results and Discussion 
6.3.1. Scheduling Algorithm Performance  
Our goal in this section is to characterize the potential of our scheduling 
algorithms and gauge how this potential is affected by scaling the number of cores. 
Consequently, we initially assume that our algorithms have sufficient time to sample 
different points in the search space. For instance, the Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm 
is able to obtain all n2 samples of the execution of each of the n applications on each 
of the n cores. For large-scale CMPs, there may not be enough time to obtain all the 
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samples, unless the samples are very short, but then they may not reflect the long term 
behavior of the application. 
In addition, we report the ED2 results for the steady phase of the algorithms, 
ignoring the overhead of sub-optimally executing applications during the exploration 
phase. An analysis of the execution overhead will be presented in Chapter 7. Figure 
6.1 shows the overall results of running each of the scheduling algorithms as the 
number of cores in the CMP is varied from four to sixty-four. Each bar represents the 
average increase in ED2 across 16 different simulations (four workloads run on each of 
four degraded CMP configurations) relative to a baseline CMP of the same size 
unaffected by hard errors or variations.  
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Figure 6.1: The power-performance efficiency results for the scheduling algorithm 
scalability study. 
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The first bar in the graph represents the worst case assignment of applications 
to cores, or the maximum possible loss in power-performance efficiency if programs 
were assigned to cores randomly without any thought towards core heterogeneity and 
the affinity of applications for some cores. For the four core designs, the worst case 
can be as bad as 55% above the baseline with no degradation, reaching 71% worse 
ED2 for larger CMPs. The last bar in the graph represents an oracle scheduler that has 
complete knowledge, including the performance of the applications on the baseline 
core, and thus can find the scheduling assignment closest in ED2 to the baseline. 
From the results, we see that the naïve Round Robin Algorithm performs quite 
poorly although much better than the worst case. This algorithm does quite well on 
homogeneous CMPs and on multi-core architectures which are designed intentionally 
to be heterogeneous [9]. However, in our scenario, Round Robin’s averaging effect is 
not capable of reclaiming the full potential of the baseline design, leading to energy-
delay-squared increase of over 25% across all configurations. 
The Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm finds very close to the optimal schedule, 
coming within 0.15% of the ED2 of the oracle scheduler. The algorithm also reduces 
the impact of the core degradation with more cores. It fares best with 64 cores, 
reducing the ED2 increase from 26.8% for Round Robin to only 12.3%, reclaiming 
more than half of the lost efficiency.  
For the iterative optimization algorithms, we allow each algorithm to use 25 
exploration intervals as in Chapter 4. (Section 6.3.2 shows how varying the number of 
search intervals affects the success of the algorithm.) Figure 6.1 shows that while 
Global Search is competitive for smaller CMP configurations, it scales quite poorly, 
eventually lagging behind the Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm by 14.3% for 64 
cores. As the search space increases with more cores, Global Search cannot perform as 
well when evaluating only 25 randomly sampled schedules. 
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Local Search 1, which performs one swap to find a neighbor in each 
exploration interval, initially fares better than Global Search but still fails to scale to 
larger CMPs. As the number of cores increases, the search space explodes and for 64 
cores, it’s better to run Global Search and evaluate 25 random configurations than to 
run Local Search in one corner of the search space. 
Local Search N/2 swaps the core assignment of every application with another 
one in each search interval. With the ability to incorporate good swaps into the best 
solution and discard poor swaps, Local Search N/2 actually evaluates 2N/2 scheduling 
assignments each interval. This means that the algorithm evaluates more assignments 
as the number of cores grows in the same period of time. This feature may provide 
Local Search N/2 with the ability to scale to larger multi-core architectures. In our 
study, this search algorithm’s ED2 increase is never more than 1.7% above the oracle 
scheduler across all core sizes.  
Another insight from this study is that as the number of cores increases, the 
scheduling algorithms are better able to mitigate performance losses and power 
dissipation increases from unreliable cores. While the oracle algorithm delivers an 
ED2 24% higher than the baseline for a four core chip, it gets progressively better until 
it is only 12.2% worse for 64 cores. Likewise the oracle achieves an ED2 8.8% less 
than Round Robin for four cores, but this improves to 14.6% for 64 cores. One of the 
reasons that the oracle, Hungarian, and Local Search N/2 schedulers perform better 
relative to the baseline as the number of cores scales up is that the application and core 
configuration diversity increases with larger CMPs. With more programs and more 
degraded configurations, there is more of an opportunity to find a good match between 
each application and core and reduce the performance and power penalty caused by 
the errors and variations. 
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6.3.2. The Impact of the Number of Intervals on the Search Algorithms 
This section seeks to evaluate how the number of intervals allocated to the 
search algorithms affects their performance. In Section 6.3.1, we allocated 25 intervals 
to each of the three iterative algorithms. In Figure 6.2, we show how these three 
algorithms perform as the number of intervals is varied from five to 100. The base 
segment of each bar in the graph shows the power-performance efficiency of the 
oracle scheduler. This represents the minimal ED2 increase possible if the search 
algorithms were given unlimited search intervals to find the best scheduling 
assignment possible. The next segment shows how well the search algorithms do when 
given the maximum of 100 intervals to try different points in the search space. Each 
subsequent bar on top represents the added increase in ED2 when the algorithms have 
fewer search intervals. For each of the search segments, the bar represents the results 
of 160 runs, corresponding to ten runs with different random seeds for each of the four 
application workloads and four degraded core configurations. 
Global Search performs much worse than the oracle for CMP sizes greater than 
four cores even with 100 search intervals. The search space is simply too big to 
explore and more random samples are needed to guarantee good results.   
When given 100 intervals, Local Search 1 does better than Global Search up to 
sixteen cores. However, as the search space rapidly increases, the performance of 
Local Search 1 degrades. Furthermore, reducing the number of sampling intervals 
significantly increases its ED2. With only five search intervals, Local Search 1 does 
even worse than Global Search because it explores a tiny segment of the space. 
Local Search N/2 holds the most promise for scaling to larger CMPs. With 100 
search intervals, its performance is never more than 0.6% above the oracle. Local 
Search N/2 continues to do well even with only 50 and 25 intervals, but the ED2 starts 
to increase significantly when only ten and five search intervals are permitted. Local 
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Search N/2 has two potential advantages over the Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm. 
First, it only needs to perform O(n) computation for each search interval (compared to 
Hungarian’s O(n3)) to generate random swap pairs and evaluate if the swapped 
applications performed better or worse on their new core assignment. Second, by 
evaluating 2N/2 scheduling assignments in parallel every search interval, Local Search 
N/2 may be able to achieve good results with a shorter exploration phase than the 
Hungarian Scheduler’s requisite N samples. 
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Figure 6.2: The impact of the number of intervals on the effectiveness of the search 
algorithms. 
6.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we explore the scalability of the scheduling algorithms for 
unpredictably heterogeneous CMPs that we proposed in Chapter 4. We find that 
Global Search and Local Search 1 fail to scale effectively because they do not evaluate 
a sufficiently large portion of the search space during their exploration phases. 
Consequently, we do not study these algorithms further in Chapter 7. The Hungarian 
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Scheduling Algorithm achieves energy-delay-squared values extremely close to the 
oracle scheduler but suffers from the need to collect a large number of samples during 
the exploration phase and its O(n3) runtime. Local Search N/2 also holds promise for 
scheduling in large-scale chip multiprocessors but further analysis of its exploration 
phase sampling requirements and computational cost are warranted.  
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CHAPTER 7 
SCALABLE THREAD SCHEDULING AND GLOBAL POWER MANAGEMENT  
FOR FUTURE UNRELIABLE MANY-CORE ARCHITECTURES 
7.1. Introduction 
This chapter serves as a capstone of our work on adaptive thread management 
for unpredictably heterogeneous chip multiprocessors. While Chapter 4 looks at 
application scheduling algorithms and Chapter 5 examines global power management, 
this chapter studies the need for coordination between these two system managers. 
Additionally, extending the study of Chapter 6, which identified the Hungarian 
Scheduling Algorithm and Local Search N/2 as the most scalable scheduling 
algorithms, this chapter presents a comprehensive scalability study of both thread 
scheduling and global power management. The offline methodology of Chapter 6 is 
leveraged to allow for a wide ranging investigation of many-core processors with up to 
256 cores. We also validate this offline study with a set of online simulations which 
confirm the observed performance and scalability trends. 
A key aspect of both scheduling and power management, mostly ignored in 
prior work, is the amount of overhead incurred by the algorithm. The algorithm 
gathers information in hardware over some period of execution and makes decisions at 
the end of each period. Many recent approaches use a period of tens to hundreds of 
milliseconds so that decisions can be made by the operating system (e.g., 
[53][58][119][134]). For small-scale multi-core microprocessors operating at this 
interval granularity, the decision overhead may be quite reasonable, even for brute-
force algorithms that use exhaustive search (e.g., [58]). However, the move to many-
core architectures brings the scalability of these prior algorithms into question, and 
calls for a detailed investigation into scalable scheduling and power management 
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algorithms that account for both deconfiguration due to hard errors and differing per-
core frequency and leakage characteristics due to variability.  
This chapter addresses scalable scheduling and power management algorithms 
– and their coordination – for future dynamically heterogeneous many-core 
microprocessors with hundreds of processor cores. In particular, this chapter makes 
the following contributions: 
 A wide-ranging study of the performance, power, and scalability of a 
variety of potential scheduling and power management algorithms for 
unpredictably heterogeneous many-core architectures with up to 256 cores 
that are degraded due to both hard errors and variability; 
 A detailed description of each algorithm in pseudocode and a formal 
complexity theory analysis of the runtime of the algorithms; 
 An experimental assessment of the need for coordination between 
scheduling and power management; 
 The identification of highly scalable scheduling and power management 
algorithms for dynamically heterogeneous many-core architectures that 
achieve close to optimal performance given a maximum chip power 
constraint. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide 
an overview of the problem of adaptive thread management of future unreliable many-
core architectures. Section 7.3 discusses a range of potential scheduling and power 
management algorithms based on formal techniques, and proposes new, more scalable, 
approaches suitable for many-core systems. In Section 7.4, we describe our evaluation 
methodology. Our results section (Section 7.5) first assesses the need for coordination 
among scheduling and power management, and then evaluates the performance, 
power, and scalability of these algorithms. Finally, Section 7.6 concludes the chapter. 
7.2. Adaptive Thread Management for Unreliable Many-Core Architectures 
Power dissipation poses a major challenge for future many-core architectures. 
As the number of cores grows to hundreds on a single die, ensuring power-
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performance efficiency creates a complex optimization problem for the runtime 
manager. This challenge will only be further exacerbated by the dynamic 
heterogeneity created by manufacturing faults, wear-out related errors, and process 
variations. Two key adaptive thread managers, the application scheduler and the 
global power manager, are chiefly responsible for controlling the operation of the 
applications running on the cores. Both the scheduler and power manager operate over 
a quantum of time which consists of two phases, a short sampling period and a longer 
steady-state period. During the sampling period, the performance and power statistics 
of the applications and heterogeneous cores are assessed by running different 
scheduling assignments (for the scheduler) or power settings (for the power manager) 
over smaller intervals of time. The manager then employs an algorithm to use these 
interval statistics to make a decision – a scheduling assignment or DVFS settings – at 
the end of the sampling period. This decision is maintained for the steady-state period 
until the next quantum. Figure 7.1 describes this process, assuming a 100ms quantum 
for application scheduling and a 10ms quantum for power management, in line with 
prior work [53][58][119][134]. We employ sampling periods lasting 10% of the 
quanta, leaving the other 90% for the steady-state period. This gives the scheduler and 
power manager 10ms and 1ms, respectively, for their sampling periods. 
 
Figure 7.1: Scheduling and power management time quanta and sampling periods. 
Regarding the implementation of the application scheduler and global power 
manager, there is no consensus in the research community about whether these 
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operations should be performance in hardware, software, or a combination of the two 
[58][62][114][131][134]. While the operating system is traditionally responsible for 
application scheduling, the need to sample application behavior on cores at finer 
granularities than OS context switch times may necessitate hardware support. Some 
authors [131][134] argue that a dedicated hardware unit should be responsible for the 
global level of the power manager, and cite the Foxton controller in Intel’s Itanium II 
[84] as an example of how this can be successfully implemented. We suggest that the 
application scheduler may be implemented at a lower level than the operating system, 
such as a virtualization layer, a low level hypervisor, or microcontroller in order to 
hide the burden of addressing the affects of hard errors and variations from system 
software. Two recent studies [62][114] have argued for distributing the task of power 
management among the cores to reduce the complexity of the problem. We explore 
the concept of distributed management for power management and also apply it to 
thread scheduling. However, it must be recognized that in order to meet a chip-wide 
power budget, there must be some level of global coordination among the distributed 
managers in order to communicate performance and power information across the 
processor. 
7.2.1. Scalability Issues for Adaptive Thread Management Algorithms 
For the application scheduler and global power manager to operate effectively, 
the performance and power statistics taken during the sampling period must be 
reflective of the true application behavior on the processor cores. This requires the 
manager to have sufficient time to take enough samples, each of reasonable length, to 
prevent thread migration effects, thermal time constants, and other effects of moving 
applications and changing power settings from dominating the statistics. Furthermore, 
the runtime of the algorithm used to make the decision must be short relative to the 
quantum. Otherwise, the steady-state period will be consumed by the algorithm’s 
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execution and little time will be left to run in the selected scheduling assignment or 
designated power settings. In this chapter, we investigate how these dual issues of 
sufficient sampling time and algorithm runtime are impacted by scaling to hundreds of 
cores on a chip. One might consider increasing the length of the quanta as the many-
core processor increases in size. However, larger quanta will make it harder to adapt to 
the changing phase behavior of the running applications, a problem that will only 
increase as the processor executes more and more applications simultaneously. A 
study of the impact of length of the scheduling and power management quanta is left 
for future work. 
Regarding algorithm execution time, a fundamental method for assessing 
algorithm scalability is to derive its computational complexity. In this work, we 
analyze the computational complexity of each scheduling and power management 
algorithm and then provide experimental results corroborating these findings. 
Traditionally, polynomial time algorithms are considered sufficiently efficient for 
scalability. However, in our scenario where the adaptive thread manager is tasked with 
making decisions tens or hundreds of times per second for architectures with hundreds 
of cores, we show that even O(n3) and O(n4) algorithms do not successfully scale. In 
order to provide intuition for the importance of algorithm complexity, Figure 7.2 
shows a comparison of the growth in runtime of algorithms of different complexity as 
the number of cores on the chip is increased. In this abstraction, we assume there are 
no constant factors and that the unit for measuring complexity is the number of 
processor cycles required to compute the solution to the scheduling or power 
management problem. It can be seen from this graph that algorithms with factorial 
(O(n!)) or exponential (O(7n)) complexity rapidly become extremely time-consuming 
to run even for a processor with sixteen cores, making them poor candidates for future 
many-core architectures. Likewise, an O(n4) algorithm would take over one billion 
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cycles (250ms on a 4GHz processor) at 256 cores, making it impossible to be 
employed at millisecond granularities. Even an algorithm with O(n3) complexity will 
require tens of millions of cycles to execute, bringing into question its feasibility. 
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Figure 7.2: The growth in the runtime of various algorithm complexity classes.  
7.2.2. Coordinating Application Scheduling and Global Power Management 
Future unpredictably heterogeneous many-core processors will require both 
intelligent scheduling and intelligent power management algorithms that are aware of 
hardware degradations in order to mitigate their performance loss. A key question in 
terms of scalability, thus far unaddressed in the research community, is whether a lack 
of coordination between the two algorithms significantly degrades performance or 
whether the two algorithms produce good results working independently. One might 
presume that since both scheduling and power management adjust the performance 
and power profile of the running applications, there could be destructive interference 
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between their decisions. On the other hand, if no coordination is necessary, then the 
overhead of runtime management is greatly reduced because scheduling and power 
management can be optimized separately, thereby avoiding exploring the combined 
search space of both problems. 
We propose that scheduling and power management can in fact be performed 
independently with little loss in efficiency and validate this claim in Section 7.5.1. The 
key intuition regarding the lack of interference comes from understanding how 
scheduling and power management affect application performance. In unpredictably 
heterogeneous many-core architectures, the runtime of thread i on core j can be 
considered a function of four components described in the following equation: 
Runtime(i,j)  =  IPC(i,j)  ×  Base_Freq  ×  Var_Freq_Scale(j)  ×  
DVFS_Freq_Scale(j) 
The first component is instructions per cycle (IPC) which is a function of the 
instruction-level parallelism (ILP) available in the application and its memory access 
patterns, as well as the degree to which hard errors in the core affect the execution of 
the application on that core. The base frequency of each core is assumed to be the 
same in our many-core processor since we start with an architecture that was designed 
as a homogeneous system. The third component is a scaling factor results from the 
impact of process variations on the frequency due to reduced transistor switching 
speeds. Together these three components dictate the inherent performance capability 
of an application on a core. The fourth component is a factor taking into account 
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, which allows the core to operate at a range of 
frequencies below the core’s maximum inherent frequency established by the 
architecture and impacted by variability. While changing frequency has some impact 
on IPC due to off-chip memory access and other asynchronous activity, for the most 
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part, DVFS affects application runtime by altering core frequency rather than 
influencing IPC. 
If the DVFS levels for all the cores on the chip were held constant, the 
application scheduler would optimize for the inherent performance capability of the 
applications on the cores. The resulting performance values would be modulated by 
the power management algorithm seeking to meet a power target by adjusting voltages 
and frequencies without impacting the benefit of the scheduling assignment. Thus, 
scheduling and power management can be considered to tackle different elements of 
the application/core performance equation. In order to fairly assess different 
scheduling options, our application schedulers always sample applications at isometric 
voltage and frequency levels to make DVFS independent decisions. We set all cores to 
the middle DVFS level to avoid exceeding the power budget during the scheduler’s 
sampling period. 
7.3. Application Scheduling and Global Power Management Algorithms  
7.3.1. Overview 
The tasks of determining the best assignment of applications to cores and 
determining the optimal voltage/frequency settings in a many-core processor are 
essentially large-scale optimization problems. The optimization challenges can be 
approached from a number of perspectives. In this chapter, we make an effort to be 
comprehensive and present a variety of algorithms for both problems that cover the 
basic styles of optimization. First, we discuss brute force approaches that find the 
optimal solution but have major scalability limitations. Next, we examine greedy 
approaches designed to be simple and fast to provide high levels of scalability. We 
then develop heuristic techniques based on well-known methods in combinatorial 
optimization. Next, we study linear programming, a classical and effective approach 
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for solving a wide range of optimization problems. Finally, we consider hierarchical 
algorithms designed to cut down the complexity of managing many-core processors. 
Both the sampling requirements and computation complexity of the algorithms are 
assessed, as both components must scale efficiently to ensure the algorithms’ 
feasibility in future many-core architectures. Figure 7.3 presents the formulas used in 
the algorithms that are based on the assumptions from Figure 5.2. Figure 7.4 presents a 
list of definitions of terms used throughput the algorithms described in this chapter.  
thr(ai, ci, li) = ipc(ai, ci, li) × freq(ci, li) (1) 
est_thr(ai, ci, li) = thr(ai, ci, m) × volt(li) / volt(m) (2) 
est_pow(ai, ci, li) = pow(ai, ci, m) × volt(li)r  / volt(m)r  (3) 
pp_slope(ai, ci, lj) = (pow(ai, ci, li) - pow(ai, ci, li-1)) / (thr(ai, ci, li) - thr(ai, ci, li-1))(4) 
Figure 7.3: Formulas used in the adaptive thread management algorithms. 
7.3.2. Application Scheduling Algorithms 
Unpredictably heterogeneous many-core processors present a distinctly 
challenging scheduling problem. As shown in Chapter 4, this asymmetric core 
scenario is highly amenable to sophisticated scheduling policies that greatly improve 
performance-power efficiency over contemporary OS schedulers and those developed 
for architected heterogeneity. A major reason for the different needs of unpredictable 
and architected heterogeneity is that asymmetry resulting from variations, 
manufacturing defects, and wear-out cannot be anticipated at runtime and manifests 
itself in myriad ways. The number of possible distinctly degraded cores increases 
exponentially with the number of failure modes. Consequently, scheduling algorithms 
must be robust and broadly applicable. 
. 
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n:  The number of applications as well as cores in the system. 
A = {a1…an}:  The set of applications in the system. 
C = {c1…cn}:  The set of cores in the system. 
sch(ai) = ci:  A function representing the scheduling assignment mapping application, ai, 
to core, cj. This function is one to one and onto. 
p:  The number of power levels in the system. 
L = {1…p}:  The set of power levels in the system. In our case p = 7. 
m:  The middle power level, m =  p / 2.  In our case m = 4. 
gpm(ci) = lj:  A function representing the global power management assignment mapping 
core ci to power level lj. 
VR = {0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0}:  The range of voltage levels to which the cores 
can be set. These levels correspond to the power levels in L. 
volt(li) = vi:  A function mapping power level, li, to voltage setting, vi. In our case, 
volt(1) = 0.7V, volt(2) = 0.75V, volt(3) = 0.8V, volt(4) = 0.85V, volt(5) = 0.9V,  
volt(6) = 0.95V, and volt(7) = 1.0V. 
FR:  The range of frequency levels to which the cores can be set. These levels are real-
valued and correspond to the power levels in L. 
freq(ci, lj) = fk:  A function mapping core, ci, and power level, lj, to frequency, fk. Due to 
variations, the frequency that a power level maps to depends on the core (unlike 
the voltage). Frequencies are real-valued and measured in Hertz. 
Pmax:  The chip-wide power budget. 
ipc(ai, ci, lj) = ik:  A function representing the instructions per cycle (IPC), ik, of 
application, ai, on core, ci, at the power level, lj. IPC, ik, is real-valued and is 
unitless. 
sam_ipc(ai, ci, lj) = ik:  This function represents taking a sample of the instructions per 
cycle (IPC) committed of application, ai, on core, ci, at the power level lj 
running in the chip multiprocessor. 
thr(ai, ci, lj) = tk:  A function representing the calculated throughput, tk, of application ai 
on core, ci, at the power level, lj. Throughput, tk, is real-valued and is measured 
in the units billions of instructions per second (BIPS).  
est_thr(ai, ci, lj) = tk:  A function representing the estimated throughput, tk, of 
application, ai, on core, ci, at the power level lj. Throughput, tk, is real-valued 
and is measured in the units billions of instructions per second (BIPS).  
pow(ai, ci, lj) = pk:  A function representing the power, pk, of application, ai, on core, ci, 
at the power level lj. Power, pk, is real-valued and is measured in watts. 
sam_pow(ai, ci, lj) = pk:  This function represents taking a sample of the power of 
application ai on core ci at the power level lj running in the chip multiprocessor. 
Power, pk, is real-valued and is measured in watts.  
est_pow(ai, ci, lj) = pk:  A function representing the estimated power, pk, of application, 
ai, on core, ci, at the power level lj. Power, pk, is real-valued and is measured in 
watts.  
r:  This is the exponent in the model for relating power to voltage. In the standard model, 
r = 3, but a more aggressive implementation uses r = 2.5. 
rand(S):  Returns a random element of the set S. 
pp_slope(ai, ci, lj) = sk:  The power-performance slope of application, ai, on core, ci, at 
the power level, lj. Slope, sk, is real-valued. 
heap:  A max-heap data structure for storing power-performance slopes, allowing quick 
access to the application/core pair with the steepest slope. 
heapify(S) = heap:  This function creates a heap data structure from the slopes in set S. 
get_max(heap):  This function removes and returns the steepest slope in the heap. 
heap_insert(heap, pp_slope(ai, ci, lj)):  This function inserts a slope into the heap and 
recovers the max heap property. 
Figure 7.4: Definitions for adaptive thread management algorithms. 
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A further challenge for scheduling is that there is no simple effective a priori 
way to model the power-performance tradeoffs of running a given application on a 
particular core. Unlike power management where it can be assumed that performance 
is linearly related to voltage and power is cubically related (see Section 7.3.3), there is 
no clear-cut method for estimating the interaction of core heterogeneity and 
application behavior. Instead, applications must be sampled either offline or online on 
the actual cores. A machine learning model could be developed to provide insight into 
the interaction of different application and cores [11], but even such a model must be 
trained on a set of samples. Consequently, all of the algorithms we present for thread 
scheduling base their decisions on sampling information obtained during online 
profiling. 
In the following paragraphs, we describe the scheduling algorithms studied in 
this chapter, including the rationale for each approach, the nature of the sampling 
required, and an analysis of their computational complexity. We also include a 
pseudocode implementation of the algorithms where appropriate. 
Brute Force:  The simplest method for determining the best assignment of threads to 
cores is to try every possibility and pick the best one. However, this technique suffers 
from two critical drawbacks when cores can differ due to dynamic heterogeneity. On a 
chip with n cores running n applications, there are n! ways of assigning applications to 
cores. This necessitates taking an infeasible number of samples as the number of cores 
increases even beyond four cores. If the scheduler assumes that the interactions 
between applications running on different cores is minimal and ignores them, the 
algorithm can reduce the sampling to trying every benchmark on every core, for n2 
samples. Since all applications can be sampled on one of the cores during each 
sampling interval, collecting these n2 samples requires n sampling periods. This 
approach is analogous to the sample-one dynamic scheduling heuristic from Kumar et 
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al. [68], but for unpredictable rather than designed heterogeneity. While this heuristic 
greatly reduces the number of samples, because each core could be degraded 
differently, the scheduler must still compute the overall performance of the n! 
assignments, leading to an infeasible O(n!) algorithm. Due to the impractical runtime 
of this algorithm, it is not considered further in the chapter. 
Greedy Algorithm:  On the other end of the spectrum from brute force, a greedy 
approach can be employed. Greedy algorithms are popular due to their simple 
implementation and low runtime complexity. However, they are most effective when 
solving problems with straightforward solution spaces, such as convex optimization, 
since greedy solvers typically find local maxima. For this study, we adapt the 
VarF&AppIPC scheduling algorithm from Teodorescu and Torrellas [134], which has 
been shown to be very effective when combined with global power management on 
multi-core processors that suffer from process variations (but without manufacturing 
defects and wear-out faults). This algorithm ranks the applications by average IPC and 
ranks the cores by inherent frequency (before applying power management) and 
matches applications and cores by rank in an effort to assign high ILP threads to high 
frequency cores and memory-bound threads to low frequency cores. Since our cores 
are heterogeneous, our adaptation of VarF&AppIPC samples the IPC of each 
application on every core and averages the result to obtain an IPC value that can be 
fairly compared between benchmarks. This requires n2 samples as in the sample-one 
technique. The complexity of this greedy algorithm is O(n·logn) because the rate 
determining step is to sort the applications by IPC to determine their rank. (Sorting the 
cores by frequency can be done offline, since the impact of process variations on 
frequency can be determined at manufacturing time and the degradation due to wear-
out happens over months of use.) Consequently, the Greedy Algorithm executes far 
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faster than brute force. Below is the pseudocode for our Greedy Scheduling 
Algorithm: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
(2) The set of applications, A. 
(3) The set of cores, C. 
(4) The function freq() mapping cores, C, and power levels, L, to the frequency 
range, FR. 
Output:  
(1) The application scheduling assignment function sch() containing the mapping 
of applications, A, to cores, C, that maximizes throughput. 
(2) The total chip throughput, Ttotal, of the best scheduling assignment. 
Steps: 
1. (Assign each core to the middle power level)  
a. For i from 1…n: 
gpm(ci) = m. 
b. End. 
2. (Sample the IPCs of each application on each core and calculate the average 
IPC of each application across all the cores) 
For i from 1…n: 
a. total_ipc(ai, m) = 0. 
b. (Sample the IPC of this application on all cores and sum the IPCs) 
For j from 1…n:  
i. ipc(ai, cj, m) = sam_ipc(ai, cj, m). 
ii. total_ipc(ai, m) = total_ipc(ai, m) + ipc(ai, cj, m). 
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   End. 
c. (Calculate the application’s average IPC)  
avg_ipc(ai, m) = total_ipc(ai, m) / n. 
 End. 
3. (Rank the applications based on IPC) Reorder the indices of the set of 
applications, A, such that avg_ipc(ai, m) ≥ avg_ipc(ai+1, m) for i ranging from 
1 to n-1. 
4. (Rank the cores based on nominal frequency) Reorder the indices of the set of 
cores, C, such that freq(ci, p) ≥ freq(ci+1, p) for i ranging from 1 to n-1. 
5. (Go down the ranking assigning applications to the corresponding cores and 
calculate the total throughput of this scheduling assignment) Ttotal = 0. 
For i from 1…n: 
a. (Match corresponding applications and cores) sch(ai) = ci. 
b. (Calculate the throughput of the assignment using formula (7.3-1)) 
thr(ai, sch(ai), m) = ipc(ai, sch(ai), m) × freq(sch(ai), m).  
c. (Sum up each core’s throughput) Ttotal = Ttotal + thr(ai, sch(ai), m). 
End. 
6. Return (sch(), Ttotal). 
Local Search:  For our combinatorial optimization algorithm, we implement the 
Local Search N/2 algorithm, which was shown to be far more effective than Global 
Search and Local Search 1 in Section 6.3.1. (We also implemented an advanced 
combinatorial, non-greedy algorithm called Simulated Evolution [112] but found that 
the additional performance obtained is insufficient to compensate for the significantly 
higher implementation complexity and runtime.) However, in this chapter, we 
optimize for maximum overall throughput rather than energy-delay-squared (ED2). 
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Local Search is an archetype for iterative optimization approaches and the basis for 
many more advanced approaches. While Local Search is greedy by nature, the 
improvement introduced whereby a solution can be partially accepted offsets much of 
this limitation. Partially accepting a solution involves retaining any pair-wise swaps 
that locally improved the performance of the two benchmarks involved and rejecting 
those swaps which did not, rather than accepting a solution only in full. During each 
iteration of the algorithm, Local Search selects an assignment among the neighbors of 
the current best solution and then samples the applications on their assigned cores to 
determine the performance of this schedule. In our implementation, we run n iterations 
with n cores, which means that O(n2) samples are again required. Furthermore, each 
iteration does O(n) amount of computation, leading to an overall complexity of O(n2) 
for the algorithm. See below for the pseudocode of this algorithm: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
(2) The set of applications, A. 
(3) The set of cores, C. 
(4) The function freq() mapping cores, C, and power levels, L, to the frequency 
range, FR. 
Output:  
(1) The application scheduling assignment function sch() containing the mapping 
of applications, A, to cores, C, that maximizes throughput. 
(2) The total chip throughput, Ttotal, of the best scheduling assignment. 
Steps: 
1. (Assign each core to the middle power level)  
a. For i from 1…n: 
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gpm(ci) = m. 
b. End. 
2. (Start the search in some initial random configuration) 
a. (Copy the set of cores to a temporary location) CT = C. 
b. (Assign the applications to unique cores)  
For i from 1…n: 
i. (Select a random core from the set) ci = random(CT). 
ii. (Assign that core to the application) sch(ai) = ci. 
iii. (Remove the selected core from the set) CT = CT \ ci. 
End. 
3. (Calculate the throughput of each core in the starting assignment) 
For i from 1…n: 
a. (Sample each application’s IPC on its assigned core)  
ipc(ai, sch(ai), m) = sam_ipc(ai, sch(ai), m). 
b. (Calculate the throughput of the application using formula (7.3-1))  
thr(ai, sch(ai), m) = ipc(ai, sch(ai), m) × freq(sch(ai), m). 
End. 
4. (Run n iterations of Local Search with n/2 pair-wise swaps) 
For i from 1…n: 
a. (Copy the set of applications to a unique location) AT = A. 
b. (Create random pairings of all the cores and swap the core 
assignments of the pairs) 
For j from 1…n/2: 
i. (Select a random application from the set) aa = random(AT). 
ii. (Remove the selected application from the set) AT = AT \ aa. 
iii. (Select another random application from the set)  
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ab = random(AT). 
iv. (Remove the other selected application from the set)  
AT = AT \ ab. 
v. (Assign these two cores to pair j) pairj = (aa, ab). 
vi. (Swap the core assignments) temp = sch(aa), sch(aa) = sch(ab), 
sch(ab) = temp. 
End. 
c. (Sample the applications on their newly assigned cores) 
For j from 1…n: 
i. (Sample each application’s IPC on its assigned core)  
ipc(aj, sch(aj), m) = sam_ipc(aj, sch(aj), m). 
ii. (Calculate the throughput of the application using formula (7.3-
1))  
thr(aj, sch(aj), m) = ipc(aj, sch(aj), m) × freq(sch(aj), m). 
End. 
d. (Compare the new throughput values of each pair of application to 
their old values. If the old values sum to a higher total, switch the cores 
back to their old assignment) 
For j from 1…n/2: 
i. (Extract the applications from the pair) (aa, ab) = pairj. 
ii. (Compare the old and new throughput values)  
old_thr = thr(ab, sch(aa), m) + thr(aa, sch(ab), m) 
new_thr = thr(aa, sch(aa), m) + thr(ab, sch(ab), m) 
If  new_thr < old_thr then  
(Switch applications back to old cores) temp = sch(aa), 
sch(aa) = sch(ab), sch(ab) = temp. 
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End. 
End. 
5. (Calculate the total chip throughput) Ttotal = 0. 
For i from 1…n: 
 (Sum up each core’s throughput) Ttotal = Ttotal + thr(ai, sch(ai), m). 
End. 
6. Return (sch(), Ttotal). 
Hungarian Algorithm:  Linear programming is a highly general solution method for 
solving any kind of optimization problem. The key requirement is finding a scheme 
for converting the constraints and optimization objective of a problem into linear 
equations or inequalities. While generalized linear programming solvers can be the 
most effective approach for finding a good solution, certain linear programming 
problems can be solved more efficiently by exploiting the special structure of the 
given problem. As explained in Chapter 4, OS scheduling can be modeled as the 
classic Assignment Problem from operations research. For this problem where a 
solution is desired with a one-to-one mapping of applications to cores, the Hungarian 
Algorithm [93] is the standard solution approach. One clear advantage of the 
Hungarian Algorithm over the simplex method (generally considered the most 
effective algorithm for general linear programming) is that the Hungarian Algorithm 
has a bounded worst-case runtime of O(n3) for a processor with n cores [25]. On the 
other hand, the simplex method has an exponential runtime in the worst case and a 
polynomial-time average case complexity that is highly dependent on the nature of the 
objective function and constraints [49]. We implement the O(n3) Hungarian Algorithm 
described in [25], as well as the O(n4) Munkres version [93] described by Pilgrim [97] 
that was employed in Section 4.2.2, and show that an efficient implementation is 
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crucial. As with brute force and the Greedy Scheduling Algorithm, the Hungarian 
Algorithm must sample each application on each core, requiring n sampling intervals, 
to create a matrix of the benefit of assigning each application to each core before 
running the actual algorithm. A clear advantage of the Hungarian Algorithm over the 
above approaches is that it finds the optimal solution, provided that the assumption of 
negligible interference between applications holds and that the samples accurately 
reflect thread behavior.  
Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm:  The above four scheduling algorithms suffer 
from two main drawbacks. First, each algorithm requires n sampling intervals to 
provide the necessary performance evaluation of the different thread-core matchings. 
In future many-core processors, this will require hundreds of sampling intervals. These 
sampling intervals must be of reasonable length in order to ensure that they are 
reflective of the actual application behavior. In our experimental work, we found that 
sample lengths must be on the order of million of cycles to amortize the impact of 
context switching and cache and branch predictor warm-up. However, running 
hundreds of million cycle samples is impractical because it would mean that most or 
even all of the time between scheduling intervals would be consumed just with the 
samples. Furthermore, even if the time to collect hundreds of samples was available, 
by the time the samples are collected – hundreds of millions or billions of cycles later 
– a good number of the applications would have changed phases thereby invalidating 
the samples. This is a significant challenge of many-core processors that does not 
become apparent until hundreds of cores are put on the die. 
The second drawback is the time complexity of most of the above algorithms. 
Clearly brute force, with exponential runtime, is infeasible. Nonetheless, as our 
experimental results will demonstrate, even an O(n2) or O(n3) algorithm can become 
too time consuming to perform at a desirable scheduling interval granularity. For these 
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two reasons, an alternative scheduling algorithm is needed for future many-core 
systems. 
As the Hungarian Algorithm is the most effective of the above techniques 
(Section 7.5.2), we create a Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm that requires 
significantly fewer samples and a far shorter runtime than the previously proposed 
methods. This algorithm divides the cores of the CMP into g groups of 8, 16, or 32 
cores (experimentally determined to be reasonable sizes) and obtains a locally 
effective scheduling assignment within each group. Rather than sampling all threads 
on all cores, applications are only sampled on those cores in their group and the 
solution to this much smaller assignment problem is computed using the Hungarian 
Algorithm. The resulting algorithm must collect (n/g)2 samples in n/g intervals and run 
the Hungarian Algorithm on g smaller problems of size n/g for a total time complexity 
of O(n3/g2). If the number of groups is a function of the number of cores in the 
processor, say g = n / s, the size of each group will be a fixed size, s = n / g, leading to 
a complexity of O(n·s2), effectively linear time complexity. Figure 7.5 presents some 
definitions specific to the Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm. 
hungarian(A, C, cost()) = ass():  This function executes the Hungarian Algorithm 
which finds the lowest cost assignment (ass()) of applications in set A to 
cores in set C using the cost matrix and returns a function mapping 
applications to cores. cost(i, j) returns the cost of assigning application, ai, to 
core, cj. The function ass(ai) = ci takes in an application, ai, and returns the 
core, ci, that the application is assigned to in the minimum cost assignment. 
s:  The size of the groups used in the Hierarchical Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm. 
aij:  This represents the jth application of group i. 
cij:  This represents the jth core of group i. 
cost(i, j):  This function represents the cost of running the ith application on the jth core. 
Figure 7.5: Definitions for the Hierarchical Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm. 
Below is the pseudocode for the Hierarchical Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
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(2) The set of applications, A. 
(3) The set of cores, C. 
(4) An initial mapping init_sch() of applications, A, to cores, C,  
(5) The function freq() mapping cores, C, and power levels, L, to the frequency 
range, FR. 
(6) The size of the hierarchical groups, s. 
Output:  
(1) The application scheduling assignment function sch() containing the 
scheduling assignment mapping applications, A, to cores, C, which 
maximizes throughput. 
(2) The total chip throughput, Ttotal, of the best scheduling assignment. 
Steps: 
1. (Assign each core to the middle power level)  
a. For i from 1…n 
gpm(ci) = m. 
b. End. 
2. (Randomly partition the applications and cores into groups of size s) 
a. (Copy the set of applications to a temporary location) AT = A. 
b. (Assign the application to groups) 
For i from 1…n/s: 
For j from 1…s: 
i. (Select random application for the group) aij = random(AT). 
ii. (Add this application to the set for the group) Ai = Ai  aij 
iii. (Assign that application’s core to the group) cij = init_sch(aij) 
iv. (Add this core to the set for the group) Ci = Ci  cij 
v. (Remove the selected application from the set) AT = AT \ aij. 
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End. 
 End. 
3. (Run the Hungarian Algorithm on each group of applications and cores) 
(Iterate through each group) 
For i from 1…n/s: 
a. (Sample the performance of the group’s applications of each its cores) 
  (Iterate through each application in the group) 
 For j from 1…s: 
(Iterate through each core in the group) 
 For k from 1…s: 
i. (Sample the application’s IPC)  
 ipc(aij, cik, m) = sam_ipc(aij, cik, m). 
ii. (Calculate the throughput of the application using formula 
(7.3-1))  
 thr(aij, cik, m) = ipc(aij, cik, m) × freq(cik, m).  
End. 
End. 
b. (Convert the problem to a minimization problem by creating a cost 
matrix) 
i. (Find the largest throughput value in this group) largest = 0. 
(Iterate through each application in the group) 
 For j from 1…s: 
(Iterate through each core in the group) 
  For k from 1…s: 
 If thr(aij, cik, m) > largest, largest = thr(aij, cik, m). 
  End. 
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 End. 
ii. (Create a cost matrix by subtracting each throughput value from 
the largest) 
(Iterate through each application in the group) 
 For j from 1…s: 
(Iterate through each core in the group) 
 For k from j…s: 
 cost(j, k) = largest - thr(aij, cik, m). 
 End. 
 End. 
c. (Run the Hungarian Algorithm on the group to get the best assignment)  
 assi = hungarian(Ai, Ci, cost()). 
4. (Amalgamate the scheduling assignments of each group and calculate the 
chip’s total throughput) Ttotal = 0. 
(Iterate through the groups) 
For i from 1…n/s: 
 (Iterate through the applications in group i) 
 For j from 1…s: 
(Add the core assignment of the jth application of group i to the overall 
scheduling assignment for the processor)  
 sch(aij) = assi(aij). 
  (Sum up each core’s throughput) Ttotal = Ttotal + thr(aij, sch(aij), m). 
 End. 
End. 
5. Return (sch(), Ttotal). 
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The Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm has multiple advantages over the other 
scheduling techniques. The number of samples is reduced to a more manageable 
number of 8 to 32, which allows scheduling to be run more frequently and samples to 
be longer and more accurate. In addition, the runtime of the algorithm is much shorter 
since the problem size is reduced from considering hundreds of applications and cores 
to no more than 32. Finally, since each group can be sampled simultaneously and the 
assignment problems solved independently, each group’s sub-problem can be solved 
in parallel. This reduces the algorithm’s complexity to O(s3), making it completely 
independent of the size of the many-core processor. We show in our results that 
parallelizing the Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm this way provides a significant 
runtime speedup because (1) the computation is overlapped and (2) the sequential 
hierarchical solver must deal with a larger data set (for the whole chip), whereas the 
much smaller data footprint of the sub-problem greatly reduces the processing time of 
the algorithm. 
One concern of this hierarchical approach is that the locally optimal solution 
may not be close to the globally optimal schedule, because applications are limited to 
finding a suitable core within their group. We address this possibility by randomizing 
the grouping of the applications and cores in each scheduling quantum, allowing 
applications to be sampled and assigned to different cores each time the scheduler is 
called. In theory, over time, each application will have the opportunity to run on each 
core and the Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm’s schedule and performance will 
converge to the standard Hungarian Algorithm’s schedule over a number of 
scheduling intervals. The impact of adding randomized groupings will be investigated 
in Section 7.5.4. 
Table 7.1 provides an overview of the features of the scheduling algorithms 
that we explore. 
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Table 7.1: A summary of the features of the application scheduling algorithms. 
Scheduling Algorithm Computational Complexity 
Required Number of 
Sampling Intervals 
Brute Force O(n!) n 
Greedy Algorithm (VarF&AppIPC) O(n·logn) n 
Local Search (n/2 swaps) O(n2) n 
Hungarian Algorithm O(n3) n 
Sequential Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm O(n3/g2)    O(n·s2) n/g    s 
Parallel Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm O(s3) s 
7.3.3. Global Power Management Algorithms 
In addition to developing scalable application scheduling algorithms, this 
chapter conducts the first study of global power management (GPM) for many-core 
architectures suffering from manufacturing defects and lifetime wear-out, in addition 
to process variations. As per prior work [10][53][58][88][119][134], the objective is to 
maximize throughput under a chip-wide power budget. In this study, we focus on 
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), the most widely implemented GPM 
approach. Like [10][53][58][88][119][134], we assume that each core has independent 
frequency and voltage control. Given the complexity of tens or hundreds of voltage 
and frequency domains on the chip, future many-core processors might group multiple 
cores into one voltage/frequency island [53]. However, fixed sized groups will only 
provide temporary relief for the complexity of the power management problem, so 
long as the industry continues to double transistor density each generation. 
We consider a DVFS mechanism that scales frequency linearly with voltage 
(as per prior work) and has seven discrete voltage levels spaced out evenly between 
0.7V and 1.0V (the nominal voltage). The corresponding frequency range is dependent 
on the impact of process variations on a given core (as described above) but would 
vary from 2.8 GHz to 4.0 GHz (the nominal frequency) on a core unaffected by 
variations.  
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One distinct difference between GPM and scheduling is that the impact of 
changing the voltage and frequency of a core on application performance and power 
dissipation can be estimated effectively by simply knowing the power-performance 
characteristics of the application on the core at the current DVFS level. As in Chapter 
5, we employ the model of Isci et al. [58] described in Figure 5.2, and assume that 
within the narrow range of DVFS levels, performance is linearly proportional to 
voltage and power is a cubic function of voltage. Consequently, GPM algorithms 
using this relationship need only one sample of each application on its assigned core.  
The above model has a couple of limitations. As discussed in Meng et al. [88], 
it neglects to account for memory-bound applications that do not speed up effectively 
with increased frequencies or likewise slow down as fast with decreasing frequencies. 
However, we found experimentally that this issue was not a great cause for concern 
among our power management algorithms. On the other hand, we found that the 
assumed cubic dependence of power on voltage was very conservative, often leading 
to DVFS level assignments under the chip-wide budget. To a great extent, this can be 
attributed to the influence of leakage power, which has a less than cubic dependence 
on voltage. In our experiments, we empirically explore models that assume power is 
proportional to voltage raised to the power of 3, 2.75, and 2.5 and find that 
performance can be increased while still meeting the global power budget with the use 
of the 2.5 power proportionality between voltage and power. See formula 3 in Figure 
7.3. 
As with the scheduling algorithms, we examine five approaches to power 
management: a brute force method, a greedy algorithm, a heuristic combinatorial 
optimization scheme, linear programming, and a hierarchical approach. In the 
following paragraphs, we discuss these algorithms, their sampling requirements, and 
their computational complexity. 
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Brute Force:  Isci et al. propose the MaxBIPS algorithm [58], which uses the model 
discussed above to calculate the performance and power dissipation achieved for each 
combination of power settings available on the chip. Assuming that DVFS can be set 
to p discrete levels (for Isci et al., p = 3 and for our work p = 7), there are pn possible 
power settings for a CMP with n cores. For each power setting option, the calculated 
performance and power of each core must be summed to determine the chip 
throughput and power, requiring O(n) time. While MaxBIPS is very effective at 
calculating a good DVFS assignment with a single sample per application/core at an 
isometric voltage setting, clearly even for p = 3, the O(n·pn) computation cost is 
prohibitive for many-core processors. Consequently, we do not consider MaxBIPS 
further in this chapter. 
Greedy Algorithm:  We develop a simple greedy approach to power management 
which leverages a key intuition about global power management for maximum 
throughput. Essentially, performance is maximized by shifting power to applications 
which can individually generate the highest throughput. To achieve this, the greedy 
algorithm gives as much power as possible to application/core combinations with the 
greatest inherent performance capability. As with MaxBIPS, a single sample is taken 
for each scheduler-assigned application/core pair at an isometric voltage and 
frequency setting (the middle level) and the throughput in billions of instructions per 
second (BIPS) is calculated. The BIPS value is a function of both the application IPC 
on the assigned degraded core and the core’s operating frequency due to variations. 
Each core is then set to the lowest DVFS setting and the voltage/performance/power 
model is used to calculate the power for the lowest power configuration, which is 
subtracted from the power available to meet the budget. The pairs are then ranked by 
this BIPS measurement and, starting with the highest ranked pair, cores are greedily 
set to the highest voltage/frequency setting proceeding down the ranking until, 
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according to the voltage/performance/power model, the power budget is reached. If 
there is some leftover power that was insufficient to allow the final core to be set to 
the highest setting, that core is set to the highest setting meeting the budget. The rest 
of the lower ranked cores are then left at the lowest DVFS setting. Since the most 
complex step of the greedy algorithm is ranking the application/core pairs by BIPS, 
the algorithm’s complexity is O(n·logn). See below for a pseudocode implementation 
of this algorithm: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
(2) A scheduling assignment sch() matching the applications, A, to the cores, C. 
(3) The function volt() mapping power levels, L,  to the voltage range, VR. 
(4) The function freq() mapping cores, C,  and power levels, L, to the frequency 
range, FR. 
(5) The global power budget Pmax. 
Output:  
(1) The global power management assignment function gpm() assigning power 
levels, L, to cores, C, to maximize overall throughput. 
(2) The total estimated throughput, Ttotal, of the best global power management 
assignment. 
(3) The total estimated power dissipation, Ptotal, for the best GPM assignment. 
Steps: 
1. (Sample the IPCs and power of the applications and cores at the middle power 
level, m) 
For i from 1…n:  
 ipc(ai, sch(ai), m) = sam_ipc(ai, sch(ai), m). 
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 pow(ai, sch(ai), m) = sam_ pow(ai, sch(ai), m). 
 End. 
2. (Calculate the throughput of each core from the sampled IPCs and the middle 
level frequencies of each core using formula (7.3-1))  
For i from 1…n:  
thr(ai, sch(ai), m) = ipc(ai, sch(ai), m) × freq(sch(ai), m). 
end. 
3. (Set the available power to the total power budget)  Pavail  = Pmax. 
4. (Initialize the global power management assignment by setting each core to the 
lowest power setting)  
For i from 1…n: 
a. (Set the core to the lowest power level) gpm(sch(ai)) = 1. 
b. (Calculate the estimated power consumed at that level using formula 
(7.3-3))  
est_pow(ai, sch(ai), 1) = pow(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(1)r / volt(m)r 
c. (Subtract this minimum power from the available power)  
 Pavail  = Pavail  - est_pow(ai, sch(ai), 1) 
End 
5. (Rank the applications based on throughput) Reorder the indices of the set of 
applications, A, such that thr(ai, sch(ai), m) ≥ thr(ai+1, sch(ai+1), m) for i 
ranging from 1 to n-1. 
6. (Go down the ranking assigning full power to as many cores as possible)  
For i from 1…n: 
a. (Calculate the estimated increased power of this application at the 
highest power level using formula (7.3-3))  
 est_pow(ai, sch(ai), p) = pow(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(p)r / volt(m)r 
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b. (If there is enough available power, set this core to the highest power 
setting, and adjust the available power accordingly)  
If (est_pow(ai, sch(ai), p) - est_pow(ai, sch(ai), 1)) ≤ Pavail, 
gpm(sch(ai)) = p. 
Pavail  = Pavail  - (est_pow(ai, sch(ai), p) - est_pow(ai, sch(ai), 1)). 
 End. 
c. Otherwise, set last = i and exit the for loop. 
End. 
7. (Set the application with index ‘last’ to the highest power setting possible to 
use up the remaining available power)  
For j from p-1…2: 
a. (Calculate the estimated power this application at power level j using 
formula (7.3-3))  
 est_pow(alast, sch(alast), j) = pow(alast, sch(alast), m) × volt(j)r / volt(m)r 
b. (If there is enough available power, set the core to this power level)  
 If ((est_pow(alast, sch(alast), j) - est_pow(ai, sch(ai), 1)) ≤ Pavail, 
 gpm(sch(alast)) = j. 
 Exit loop. 
End. 
End. 
8. (Calculate the total estimated chip throughput and power dissipation)  
Ttotal = 0, Ptotal = 0. 
For i = 1…n 
a. (Sum up each core’s throughput)  
 Ttotal = Ttotal + thr(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(gpm(sch(ai))) / volt(m). 
b. (Sum up each core’s power)  
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 Ptotal = Ptotal + est_pow(ai, sch(ai), gpm(sch(ai))). 
End. 
9. Return (gpm(), Ttotal, Ptotal). 
Steepest Descent: Our heuristic optimization algorithm is Steepest Descent, which is 
essentially directed Local Search. Rather than randomly select a configuration in the 
neighborhood of the current best known configuration as is done in Local Search for 
thread scheduling, Steepest Descent exploits the known correlation between voltage, 
performance, and power to direct the search. We employ the algorithm from Meng et 
al. [88] that was designed to address the large search space resulting from applying 
multiple power optimizations simultaneously. In our work, we only use DVFS, but 
because of the large scale of our many-core architecture, the optimization problem is 
sufficiently challenging with DVFS alone. As with MaxBIPS and the Greedy 
Algorithm, each application is sampled on its assigned core at the middle DVFS level 
to calibrate the voltage/performance/power model.  
The algorithm starts by assuming each core is set to the highest power setting. 
Then using the analytical model, if the power is estimated to be over the chip-wide 
budget, the algorithm selects the application/core pair that would provide the biggest 
ratio of power reduction for performance loss if the voltage was dropped one step. 
This new configuration’s power dissipation is estimated and, if the power is still over 
budget, the steepest descent is again calculated from the new configuration. This 
process is repeated until the power budget is met. To optimize the runtime of Steepest 
Descent, we use a max-heap data structure for storing the ranking of the power 
reduction to performance loss ratio for each application/core pair. In the worst case, 
the Steepest Descent Algorithm would have dropped the voltage/frequency settings 
from the highest values all the way to the lowest for each core. This would involve n x 
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p iterations for n cores and p power levels. Using the efficient heap data structure, 
accessing the steepest drop and updating the data structure at each iteration takes 
O(log n) time, for a total complexity of O(p·n·log n). Below is a pseudocode 
description of the algorithm: 
Input: 
(1) The number of cores and applications, n. 
(2) A scheduling assignment sch() matching the applications, A, to the cores, C. 
(3) The function volt() mapping power level, L,  to the voltage range, VR. 
(4) The function freq() mapping cores, C,  and power levels, L, to the frequency 
range, FR. 
(5) The global power budget Pmax. 
Output:  
(1) The global power management assignment function gpm() assigning power 
levels, L, to cores, C, to maximize overall throughput. 
(2) The total estimated throughput, Ttotal, of the best global power management 
assignment. 
(3) The total estimated power dissipation, Ptotal, for the best GPM assignment. 
Steps: 
1. (Sample the IPCs and power of the applications and cores at the middle power 
level, m) 
For i from 1…n:  
 ipc(ai, sch(ai), m) = sam_ipc(ai, sch(ai), m). 
 pow(ai, sch(ai), m) = sam_ pow(ai, sch(ai), m). 
 End. 
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2. (Calculate the throughput of each core from the sampled IPCs and the middle 
level frequencies of each core using formula (7.3-1))  
For i from 1…n:  
thr(ai, sch(ai), m) = ipc(ai, sch(ai), m) × freq(sch(ai), m). 
End. 
3. (Set the starting power level to the highest level. Calculate the estimated power 
and throughput of the cores at this level and the total chip power) Ptotal = 0. 
For i from 1…n:  
a. gpm(sch(ai)) = p. 
b. (Calculate the estimated throughput at this level using formula (7.3-2))         
est_thr(ai, sch(ai), p) = thr(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(p) / volt(m)  
c. (Calculate the estimated power consumed at this level using formula 
(7.3-3)) est_pow(ai, sch(ai), p) = pow(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(p)r / 
volt(m)r  
d. (Sum up each core’s power) Ptotal = Ptotal + est_pow(ai, sch(ai), p). 
End. 
4. (If the starting total power is under the power budget, the algorithm is 
completed. Return the power level assignment, the total throughput and total 
power)  
If Ptotal  Pmax 
a. (Calculate the total throughput of the chip) Ttotal = 0. 
For i from 1…n: 
(Sum up each core’s throughput)  
Ttotal = Ttotal + est_thr(ai, sch(ai), p). 
  End. 
b. Return (gpm(),Ttotal, Ptotal). 
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End. 
5. (Otherwise, calculate the power-performance slope of each application on its 
assigned core when set to the highest power level and collect the slopes in a 
set) S = Ø. 
For i from 1…n: 
a. (Calculate the estimated throughput at level p - 1 using formula (7.3-
2)) est_thr(ai, sch(ai), p - 1) = thr(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(p - 1) / volt(m). 
b. (Calculate the estimated power at level p - 1 using formula (7.3-3)) 
est_pow(ai, sch(ai), p - 1) = pow(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(p - 1)r / volt(m)r. 
c. (Calculate the power-performance slope using formula (7.3-4)) 
pp_slope(ai, sch(ai), p) = (est_pow(ai, sch(ai), p) - est_pow(ai, sch(ai), 
p - 1)) / (est_thr(ai, sch(ai), p) - est_thr(ai, sch(ai), p - 1)). 
d. (Add the slope to the set) S = S  pp_slope(ai, sch(ai), p). 
End. 
6. (Create a max-heap from the set of power-performance slopes)  
heap = heapify(S). 
7. (Run the main loop where the search space is explored along the steepest 
power-performance gradient to find a good power setting assignment) 
While Ptotal > Pmax: 
a. (Get the steepest slope out of the heap) pp_slope(ai, sch(ai), lj) = 
get_max(heap). 
b. (Reduce this application/core pair’s power level by one).  
gpm(sch(ai)) = lj - 1. 
c. (Adjust the estimated chip total power correspondingly)  
Ptotal = Ptotal - est_pow(ai, sch(ai), lj) + est_pow(ai, sch(ai), lj - 1). 
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d. (If the core is not yet at the lowest power level, recalculate and insert 
its updated power-performance slope into the heap) 
If lj - 1 > 1: 
i. (Estimate the throughput at level lj - 2 using formula (7.3-2))  
est_thr(ai, sch(ai), lj - 2) = thr(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(lj - 2) / 
volt(m). 
ii. (Estimate the power consumption at level lj - 2 using formula 
(7.3-3)) est_pow(ai, sch(ai), lj - 2) = pow(ai, sch(ai), m) × volt(lj 
- 2)r / volt(m)r. 
iii. (Calculate the power-performance slope using formula (7.3-4))     
pp_slope(ai, sch(ai), lj - 1) = (est_pow(ai, sch(ai), lj - 1) - 
est_pow(ai, sch(ai), lj - 2)) / (est_thr(ai, sch(ai), lj - 1) - 
est_thr(ai, sch(ai), lj - 2)). 
iv. heap_insert(heap, pp_slope(ai, sch(ai), lj - 1)). 
End. 
 End. 
8. (Calculate the total estimated chip throughput and power dissipation)  
Ttotal = 0, Ptotal = 0. 
For i = 1…n 
a. (Sum up each core’s throughput)  
Ttotal = Ttotal + est_thr(ai, sch(ai), gpm(sch(ai))). 
b. (Sum up each core’s power)  
Ptotal = Ptotal + est_pow(ai, sch(ai), gpm(sch(ai))). 
End. 
9. Return (gpm(),Ttotal, Ptotal). 
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LinOpt:  Teodorescu and Torrellas [134] propose using linear optimization to solve 
the global power management problem in a multi-core chip afflicted with process 
variations. Their algorithm, LinOpt, involves three steps. First, the power management 
task is formulated as a linear programming problem as described in Figure 7.6. Then, 
the formulation is run through a linear programming solver that implements the 
simplex method. Linear programming requires continuous-valued variables, and thus 
the linear solver can return voltage settings that lie between the discrete DVFS levels. 
Thus, the third step conservatively drops any voltage values to the next lowest DVFS 
setting. As in all the other algorithms, performance is modeled as linearly dependent 
on voltage. However, the cubic relationship between voltage and power cannot be 
captured in a linear program. Instead, a linear approximation is found that minimizes 
the error with the true relationship as determined by three samples taken at the lowest, 
middle, and highest DVFS setting [134]. We implement this linear approximation 
using linear least squares fitting (LLSF), also known as linear regression [101]. 
Linear regression calculates the slope and intercept of the line that most closely 
matches the empirically measured voltage/power relationship. These values are then 
used to formulate global power management as a linear program. Linear regression 
with three data points can be implemented in O(1) time. Since, this must be done for 
each application/core combination, the total time is O(n). As mentioned above, the 
simplex method has exponential worst case complexity and polynomial time average 
case complexity and thus dominates LinOpt’s runtime. Experimental and stochastic 
analysis [49] have concluded that average case runtime estimates for linear 
programming are O(n4) when considering problems where the number of constraints is 
of the same order as the number of variables, such as in our case. (The power 
management formulation has 2n+1 constraints including a lower and upper bound for 
each voltage setting and the chip-wide power budget.) In our results, we evaluate 
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whether this high-order polynomial runtime becomes a problem for many-core 
processors.  
Linearization Assumptions:  ti  =  aivi;  pi  =  mivi  +  bi;  
where ai is determined by sampling and mi (slope) and bi (intercept) are 
determined by sampling followed by linear least squares fitting. 
Maximize:  Total Throughput  =  ∑n
i = 1
 aivi 
Subject to:  i:  vmin  ≤  vi  ≤  vmax     
∑n
i = 1
 mivi  +  bi  ≤  Pmax   
Figure 7.6: The formulation of global power management as a linear program. 
In our experiments we noted a consistent problem with the linearization of the 
voltage/power relationship using an approximation based on the linear regression of 
the power values obtained at the lowest, middle, and highest DVFS settings as 
prescribed in [134]. In solving the linear program, the simplex solver works by 
searching among the extreme points (or corners) of the feasible solution space [49]. 
The points will set all cores to either the highest or lowest voltage setting, except for at 
most one. However, as shown in Figure 7.7, it is at these two end points of the voltage 
range that the linear approximation most underestimates the power dissipation. 
Consequently, LinOpt often provides a set of DVFS setting which lead to a total 
power output exceeding the chip-wide budget, which would be unacceptable in a real 
implementation. We develop a variant on LinOpt (LinOpt2) which corrects this 
underestimation by using only two power samples – at the lowest and highest voltage 
settings – to linearize the voltage/power relationship. Instead of using linear least 
squares fitting, our method calculates the slope and intercept of the line connecting 
these two sampled points for each application/core assignment, as shown in Figure 
7.7. This method has the benefit of being most accurate at the end points of the voltage 
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range, which are the exact points most used in LinOpt’s solution. We will present the 
results of LinOpt2 in comparison to the original LinOpt in Section 7.5.3. 
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Figure 7.7: Linear approximation methods for the voltage/power relationship. 
A possible improvement to linear optimization is to employ integer linear 
programming (ILP). ILP works with discrete-valued variables and thus is a better 
match for DVFS settings. This eliminates the need for the third step in LinOpt and can 
lead to less conservative power settings. We implemented and experimented with a 
version of LinOpt using ILP. However, our simulation results show only a small 
performance improvement from this enhanced algorithm. More critically, integer 
linear programming is a known NP-hard problem (it has no known polynomial time 
solution) and our experimental results show that the runtime of ILP LinOpt is orders 
of magnitude slower than LinOpt, giving it poor scalability. 
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Hierarchical Algorithms:  A logical direction to pursue would be to design 
hierarchical algorithms for GPM to increase scalability in an analogous manner to the 
Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm. For instance, a Hierarchical LinOpt Algorithm 
would divide the chip into g groups that are given 1/g of the chip-wide power budget 
and then solve each resulting sub-problem by applying linear programming. However, 
our results in Section 7.5.3 show that Steepest Descent is sufficiently effective at 
finding a power-performance efficient power setting and is highly scalable from a 
computational complexity perspective, obviating the need for pursuing a hierarchical 
approach. 
Table 7.2 summarizes the major characteristics of the GPM algorithms. 
Table 7.2: A summary of the features of the global power management algorithms. 
Global Power Management 
Algorithm Computational Complexity 
Required Number of 
Sampling Intervals 
Brute Force (MaxBIPS) O(n·pn) 1 
Greedy Algorithm O(n·logn) 1 
Steepest Descent O(p·n·logn) 1 
LinOpt O(n4)  (average case) 3 
LinOpt2 O(n4)  (average case) 2 
7.4. Methodology 
7.4.1. Simulation Infrastructure 
A key challenge of this study is developing an experimental infrastructure 
capable of simulating large-scale many-core processors. In this study, we require 
hundreds of thousands of microarchitectural simulations. Thus we leverage the 
hierarchical and parallel simulation infrastructure described in Section 4.3, augmented 
to support many-core architectures with up to 256 cores, maximum throughput 
statistics instead of ED2, and all the new scheduling and power management 
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algorithms discussed in the prior sections of this chapter. In this study, our baseline 
core, unaffected by process variations and errors, is a single-threaded, four-way 
superscalar, out-of-order processor. The core architectural parameters are the same as 
those for Chapter 5 and are listed in Table 5.2. 
The goal of this study is to consider large-scale many-core architectures as 
well as to thoroughly evaluate the time complexity and effectiveness of a number of 
scheduling and power management algorithms. Simulating processors with hundreds 
of cores takes immense amount of computer resources. To make our comprehensive 
study more tractable, we conduct some of our evaluations in an offline format as in 
Chapter 6. The use of offline simulation allows us to obtain the oracle results of 
Section 7.5.1 and well as the 128 and 256 core results of Sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 
which would have otherwise required weeks or even months of simulation time. 
We validate our offline simulations with online runs (Section 7.5.4) that run 
much longer simulation intervals and advance the applications through their execution 
to simulate phase changes and dynamic behavior. For the online runs, as discussed 
above, we use 100ms quanta for application scheduling and 10ms quanta for global 
power management. At the processor’s nominal frequency of 4GHz, this amounts to 
400 million cycles and 40 million cycles per scheduling and power management 
quanta respectively. The 10% of a quantum devoted to sampling is divided equally 
between the sampling intervals. For example, the sampling period of the scheduler is 
40 million cycles, so that with 64 cores, the Hungarian Algorithm would run 64 
samples of 625,000 cycles each. 
7.4.2. Simulating Unpredictably Heterogeneous Many-Core Processors 
We evaluate many-core architectures with four to 256 cores, for which we 
consider the same three types of degradation as in prior chapters. In this study, a 
processor core can have at most one to two faults. Cores also have variable 
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frequencies that are randomly assigned to be in the range of 60% to 110% of the 
nominal frequency of 4GHz with a bias towards slower cores. Table 7.3 presents a list 
of the core degradations possible for each type of fault. A degraded many-core 
processor of the appropriate size is generated by randomly picking a degradation 
(including no damage) from each of the three types for each core on the chip. 
Table 7.3: Possible forms of core degradation. 
Type of Degradation List of Options 
none 
memory latency is doubled 
half the L2 cache is broken 
half the L1 instruction cache is broken 
a way of the L1 instruction cache is broken 
front-end bandwidth is reduced from 4-way to 3-way 
half the integer issue queue is broken 
integer issue bandwidth is reduced by one 
one or more integer ALUs are disabled 
half the rename registers are broken 
half the load queue is broken 
half the store queue is broken 
half the L1 data cache is broken 
a way of the L1 data cache is broken 
Degraded Component 
half the re-order buffer is broken 
Frequency Degradation 60 – 110 % of the nominal, set at intervals of 2.5% 
none 
2X nominal in L1 caches and TLBs 
2X nominal in front end and re-order buffer 
2X nominal in integer back end 
2X nominal in floating point back end 
2X nominal in load and store queues 
Increased Leakage 
2X nominal across core (excluding L2 cache) 
7.4.3. Workloads 
We randomly generate workloads from among the 17 SPEC CPU 2000 
benchmarks for each many-core processor configuration. We use three fast-forward 
points (one, two, and three billion instructions) for each benchmark to add further 
diversity to the workloads. In the main scalability study of Sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3, 
degraded many-core configurations are constructed from 50 randomly generated cores 
that run workloads consisting of the above 51 benchmark/fast-forward point 
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combinations. Given seven DVFS voltage/frequency levels, 17,850 single-core SESC 
simulations were run for the offline study. 
7.4.4. Assessing Algorithm Runtimes 
A novel component of our work is our more rigorous analysis of scheduling 
and power management algorithm runtimes. In addition to the computational 
complexity results presented in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, we empirically assess the 
execution requirements of our algorithms through simulation. Each of the algorithms 
is implemented in C and compiled with full optimizations into a special MIPS binary 
that can be executed on SESC. This binary is then run on SESC while modeling the 
architecture of cores found in our many-core organizations to extrapolate how these 
algorithms will perform in future processors. 
7.5. Results and Discussion 
7.5.1. Coordinating Application Scheduling and Global Power Management 
In this section we investigate the importance of coordinating application 
scheduling and power management in future many-core architectures. Section 7.2.2 
provides an analytical argument as to why scheduling and power management affect 
different components of the performance equation. Rather than trying to develop an 
effective coordinated scheme, we take a more comprehensive approach and compare 
the performance and power dissipation of a number of approaches which 
independently schedule and manage power against an oracle policy. If these 
independent approaches can achieve results very close to that of the optimal scheduler 
and power manager, then there is no point in even considering a coordinated 
technique. In every quantum, our oracle algorithm employs a brute force examination 
of all possible scheduling and power management combinations and then selects the 
application-to-core assignment and DVFS settings that provide the maximum possible 
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performance while staying within the chip-wide power budget. Obtaining this optimal 
solution is simple to implement using our offline infrastructure because we have 
already executed architectural simulations for all possible assignments of applications 
to degraded cores at each setting of voltages and frequencies, and only need to iterate 
through every option. 
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Figure 7.8: Performance loss of uncoordinated scheduling and global power 
management algorithms relative to the oracle manager. 
We compare the performance of this oracle against three combinations of 
scheduling and power management algorithms (Hungarian coupled with MaxBIPS, 
LinOpt, and Steepest Descent), chosen on the basis of the results of previous chapters 
and their superiority in prior work [58][88][134]. In all three combinations, the 
scheduler and power manager operate independently, but power management is 
employed after scheduling. This is required to ensure that the chosen schedule does 
not lead to power overshoots. We verified experimentally that running power 
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management first, and then scheduling leads to less optimal power-performance 
efficiency and does indeed create over-budget scenarios. Consequently, our runtime 
management system always sets the DVFS level of each core to the midpoint during 
the scheduler sampling period, calculates the best schedule, and then employs global 
power management during the scheduler’s steady phase to ensure that the power 
budget is not exceeded. 
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Figure 7.9: Power dissipation of uncoordinated scheduling and global power 
management algorithms and the oracle manager. 
The performance losses for the three combinations versus the oracle are shown 
in Figure 7.8 for an eight core system with four different degraded configurations and 
four different workloads. The largest losses – at most 3% – occur when the 
independent algorithms slightly undershoot the power budget. These results prove our 
assertion that the two algorithms can operate independently while achieving near-
optimal performance. Figure 7.9 shows the power dissipation results for these three 
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scheduling and power management algorithm combinations as well as the oracle. As 
expected the oracle manager never exceeds the budget. However, the MaxBIPS and 
Steepest Descent managers do exceed the budget on occasion due to their use of an 
imperfect voltage/performance/power model, although this occurs only on a couple of 
test cases. On the other hand, LinOpt, with its linear approximation of power using 
LLSF, consistently underestimates the power of its DVFS settings leading to budget 
overshoots on ten of the sixteen workload/degraded CMP combinations. Clearly this is 
an unacceptable situation and it will be addressed in Section 7.5.3 where we propose 
an improved version of LinOpt that uses a different method of linear approximation. 
Using the oracle scheduler and power manager, we can gain some further 
insights into the impact of scheduling and power management in many-core 
processors. Since the oracle manager must examine all possible assignments and 
settings, we add extra functionality to the oracle to compute the average and worst 
case solutions while it is running. Figure 7.10 shows the percentage performance 
improvement of employing the optimal scheduling assignment, optimal power 
management settings, and both together in comparison to the average and worst cases 
of running the same managers. One observation is that finding a good scheduling 
assignment matters significantly more than the power setting. On reason for this is our 
assumption that in the average and worst case DVFS settings that the power manager 
still attempts to use up the full power budget. Consequently, these results show that it 
is most important for the power manager to find settings that use up the available 
power but less critical how that power is distributed. Regarding the results for 
applying both application scheduling and global power management, there is some 
additive affect when comparing the best manager over the average case, but less so 
when comparing worst cases. This occurs because the worst case when running 
scheduling and power management is typically the same scheduling assignment as the 
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worst case for scheduling alone. In summary, looking at the average results, with 
potential performance gains of over 15% and 37% over the average and worst case 
(respectively) for combined runtime managers, there is a clear motivation to pursue 
scalable and effective scheduling and power management algorithms for many-core 
architectures. 
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Figure 7.10: A study of the impact of scheduling and power management on many-
core processors. 
7.5.2. Application Scheduling Algorithms 
We now evaluate the scheduling algorithms described in Section 7.3.2 in terms 
of their performance relative to the Hungarian SchedulingAlgorithm and their runtime 
overhead. 
Figure 7.11 shows the runtime overhead of each algorithm over a range of four 
to 256 core organizations expressed as a percentage of the scheduling quantum. We 
implement both a sequential (SQ) version of the Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm, 
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where a centralized scheduler makes the assignments for all the groups, and a parallel 
(PA) version where the scheduling task is partitioned among the groups of cores, 
leaving each group responsible for its own local schedule. For a small number of 
cores, the overhead for all scheduling algorithms is minor, but grows rapidly for the 
less-scalable Hungarian and Local Search algorithms, which have O(n3) and O(n2) 
complexity. Examining the results for the O(n4) Hungarian Algorithm, we 
immediately see that implementing the scheduler efficiently is very crucial, as this 
slower, more commonly seen version of the Hungarian Algorithm scales extremely 
poorly. On the other hand, the Greedy Scheduler and Sequential Hierarchical 
Hungarian Algorithm have low overheads even for 256 cores, but only the Parallel 
Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm remains scalable beyond 256 cores.  
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Figure 7.11: Scheduling algorithm runtimes as a percentage of the scheduling 
quantum. 
While both the Sequential and Parallel Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithms are 
identically partitioned, the Sequential Algorithm is slowed down by the need to 
process sample results for the whole processor as well as construct the chip-wide 
scheduling assignment after all the Hungarian executions complete. Furthermore, the 
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Sequential Algorithm serializes the computation of the Hungarian Algorithm for each 
group in the hierarchy despite their complete independence. Together, the larger 
dataset and serialization slow down the sequential approach on a 256 core machine by 
an order of magnitude relative to the parallelized version. Even more impressive is the 
150X speedup of the Parallel Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm over the standard 
Hungarian Scheduler. 
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Figure 7.12: The impact of group size on runtime overhead for the Hierarchical 
Hungarian Algorithm. 
The Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm results presented in Figure 7.11 and 
Figure 7.14 are for groups of 32 cores. Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13 present the runtime 
overhead and performance loss (respectively) of using groups of 8, 16, and 32 cores. 
We can see in Figure 7.12 that when implemented sequentially, it is preferable to uses 
larger group sizes. This is because with smaller group sizes, the Hungarian Algorithm 
must be executed serially more times and this cost outweighs the additional runtime 
for solving a larger assignment problem. For the parallel implementation, the 
overheads are very low for all cases. From Figure 7.13, we see that the performance 
loss relative to the Hungarian Algorithm doubles as the group size is halved. The 
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combination of the competitive runtime overhead and lower performance loss makes 
the use of groups of 32 cores the preferred choice for the Hierarchical Hungarian 
Algorithm in either sequential or parallel form. 
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Figure 7.13: The impact of group size on performance loss for the Hierarchical 
Hungarian Algorithm. 
Figure 7.14 shows the performance loss of the different algorithms relative to 
the performance of the Hungarian Algorithm. The O(n4) Hungarian Algorithm suffers 
no performance loss because it finds the same scheduling assignment. The Greedy 
Algorithm experiences the largest loss by far, 8-10% for the larger many-core 
organizations. This is not surprising considering that VarF&AppIPC’s simple method 
of ranking application purely by IPC does not fully address the complexity of 
scheduling for unpredictably heterogeneous many-core architectures. A given 
application may suffer horribly due to the particular degradations on one core and 
have very high IPC on another. The average of this thread’s IPC across these cores can 
be very misleading when trying to rank the thread as compute or memory bound. The 
performance of the Local Search Algorithm actually improves as the number of cores 
increases. This is due to Local Search’s super-linear increase in search space 
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exploration (as discussed in Section 6.3.1) for the extra sampling intervals allocated 
for larger many-core chips. However, the improved performance is more than offset 
by the higher runtime overhead associated with the extra intervals. Both Hierarchical 
Hungarian Algorithms perform identically since they implement the same function, 
with an impressively small performance loss of about 1%. However, in considering 
both scalability and algorithm performance, the Parallel Hierarchical Hungarian 
Algorithm is the clear choice. 
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Figure 7.14: Scheduling algorithm performance percentage loss relative to the 
Hungarian Algorithm. 
7.5.3. Global Power Management Algorithms 
The runtime overhead and performance relative to LinOpt for the power 
management algorithms (from Section 7.3.3) are shown in Figure 7.15 and Figure 
7.16, respectively. Due to its high-order polynomial average runtime, the overhead of 
LinOpt grows rapidly with the problem size (number of cores), and even exceeds the 
length of the power management quantum (10ms) for 256 cores. The LinOpt2 
algorithm has slightly less runtime overhead compared to LinOpt because computing 
the equation of a line for linearly approximating power is simpler than using the linear 
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least squares fit method. However, the linear programming step dominates LinOpt2’s 
runtime, making it scale just as poorly as LinOpt. Due to the fact that they have almost 
identical complexity (O(n·logn) versus O(p·n·logn)), the Greedy Algorithm and 
Steepest Descent Algorithm have about the same overheads, less than 2% for 256 
cores, and provide 75X and 62X speedups (respectively) over LinOpt. 
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Figure 7.15: Global power management algorithm runtimes as a percentage of the 
power management quantum. 
Looking at the performance results shown in Figure 7.16, Steepest Descent 
slightly outperforms Greedy and even slightly outperforms LinOpt in all cases. It 
should be noted that the LinOpt power settings actually cause the processor to exceed 
the chip-wide power budget in almost all test cases. This occurs because of the 
underestimation of the power dissipation caused by the LLSF method as mentioned in 
Section 7.3.3. Consequently, LinOpt’s performance is actually unfairly better than 
would occur if it used the appropriate amount of power. LinOpt2’s power dissipation 
does not exceed the power budget and thus its performance estimates are a more 
accurate representation of what can be accomplished by linear optimization.  
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Relative to LinOpt2, Steepest Descent has about a one percent performance 
advantage. This is due to the inaccuracy in the linear voltage/power relationship which 
causes LinOpt and LinOpt2 to sometimes favor assigning power to the wrong 
applications. On the other hand, Steepest Descent is calibrated to use an aggressive 
voltage/power relationship of P  V2.5 which allows the algorithm to very tightly 
match the global power budget and extract as much performance as possible. Due to 
the extremely low runtime overhead of Steepest Descent and its very competitive 
performance numbers, we chose not to pursue hierarchical GPM techniques. 
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Figure 7.16: Power management algorithm performance percentage loss relative to the 
LinOpt algorithm. 
7.5.4. Online Results 
As discussed in Section 7.4.1, we simulate full length runs to capture the 
affects of online experiments which include application phase changes and dynamic 
behavior. This study also tests whether our scheduling and power management 
algorithms are effective with realistic lengths for sampling intervals. In this study, we 
employ oracle versions of the Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm and LinOpt which 
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ignore the computational overhead of the algorithms in order to focus the study on 
algorithm performance and sampling accuracy. 
Figure 7.17 shows one example of our online performance results from 
simulations with 256 core CMPs and two different workloads and two degraded 
configurations. We run these simulations for two application scheduling quanta, for a 
total simulation time of two weeks on a 512 core server cluster. The results confirm 
the conclusions of Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.16. In particular, we demonstrate that the 
Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm achieves similar performance to the Hungarian 
Algorithm. In fact, due to the limited amount of time available for sampling in the 
online environment, the Hungarian Algorithm is unable to take as accurate samples as 
it does in the offline study, and thus the Hierarchical Algorithm does somewhat better 
than in the offline study. The superior performance of the Hierarchical Hungarian 
Algorithm is consistent across both LinOpt and the Steepest Descent Algorithm.  
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Figure 7.17: Online performance results for application scheduling and power 
management algorithms with 256 core CMPs over 2 application scheduling quanta. 
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We simulated the Hierarchical Hungarian Scheduler both with (shown in 
Figure 7.17) and without randomized application groupings and found that for these 
workloads, randomization improved the results by a small but consistent amount. 
However, we would expect bigger gains when running more scheduling quanta 
because our two quanta simulations did not give the algorithm enough time to 
converge. 
Regarding global power management, Steepest Descent performs nearly as 
well LinOpt. These results are encouraging because as in Section 7.5.3, LinOpt’s 
results are unrealistic because the model is underestimating the power dissipation 
across all workloads and degraded configurations leading to global budget overshoots 
during most of the runtime. In summary, the results of these full length simulations 
indicate that our scalable Hierarchical Hungarian Scheduling Algorithm and Steepest 
Descent power management algorithm will provide equal or better performance 
compared to oracle versions of the best algorithms proposed in prior work. 
7.6. Conclusions 
Future many-core microprocessors containing hundreds of cores will need to 
tolerate manufacturing defects, wear-out failures, and extreme process variations. The 
resulting dynamic heterogeneity of these systems requires intelligent, yet highly 
scalable, runtime scheduling and power management algorithms. In this chapter, we 
perform a detailed analysis of the effectiveness and scalability of a range of algorithms 
for many-core systems of up to 256 cores. First, we show that there is no need to 
coordinate scheduling and global power management, which greatly reduces the 
search space for runtime power-performance optimization. We develop the 
Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm for application scheduling and demonstrate that it 
is up to 150X faster than the Hungarian Algorithm while providing a mere 1% less 
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maximum throughput. We also demonstrate that the Steepest Descent power 
management algorithm has 75X less runtime overhead (for 256 cores) than the state-
of-the-art LinOpt algorithm, does not have the problem of regularly exceeding the 
chip-wide budget, and even provides some performance gains. Finally, we validate 
these findings by running extensive online simulations which confirm both the 
scalability and performance capability of our proposed scheduling and power 
management algorithms. These scalable techniques will be essential in future many-
core systems in order to mitigate the deleterious effects of variations and hardware 
degradation. 
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CHAPTER 8 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE WORK 
There are a number of directions in which my dissertation research can be 
expanded, including further investigating the TAPAS algorithm from Chapter 5, 
combining our schedulers and power managers with Complexity-Adaptive Processing, 
exploring runtime management of parallel applications, improving our simulation 
infrastructure, and studying degradation- and phase-aware algorithms for runtime 
management. 
One clear extension would be to incorporate the TAPAS algorithm into the 
scalability study of Chapter 7 to assess how this scheme compares to more 
contemporary GPM approaches on future many-core processors. The power allocation 
concept is a very general paradigm for power management where the global layer 
focuses directly on dividing the power budget among the cores and the individual 
cores manage their own voltage and frequency settings. TAPAS could be implemented 
using linear programming or Steepest Descent, much as Teodorescu and Torrellas 
[134] develop LinOpt and Chapter 7 describes Steepest Descent as alternatives to 
using the brute force MaxBIPS algorithm for the global power manager. Thus, we 
would expect these other implementations to provide dramatic scalability 
improvements over the brute force implementation of TAPAS in Chapter 5 but 
experimental results are needed to validate this theory. In addition, by focusing on 
power directly, TAPAS provides increased robustness to error in the power-
performance model. Futhermore, TAPAS use of fine-grained per-core DVFS control 
should enable this algorithm to reduce power budget violations. The scalability of 
these attributes could be assessed for future many-core architectures. 
 Another future direction would be to explore Complexity-Adaptive Processing 
[3][4][5][98] within the context of future unreliable multi-core chips. These techniques 
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improve energy efficiency by selectively disabling unneeded portions of the chip’s 
processing resources in order to save power with low performance overhead. Adding 
adaptivity to the microarchitecture provides another dimension, in addition to thread 
scheduling and power management, by which to mitigate the effects of process 
variations and hard errors, maintain power-performance efficiency, and maximize 
throughput under a global power budget. With three different techniques at its 
disposal, the adaptive thread manager would have a tremendous number of possible 
configurations to explore, likely requiring the investigation of new highly scalable 
algorithms. 
Chapters 4 through 7 focus on workloads consisting of multiprogrammed 
sequential applications and try to leverage application diversity by matching it to the 
dynamic heterogeneity of the CMP. This study could be expanded to included parallel 
applications which are predicted to become widespread because they best harness the 
potential of future many-core processors. Multithreaded applications are more 
challenging workloads in one respect, because inter-core interactions become crucial 
and the impact of the chip interconnect is critical. However, the threads in most 
parallel applications perform rather homogeneous tasks leading to uniform execution 
behavior. This feature may actually make it easier for scheduling and power 
management algorithms to provide high performance and power efficiency. One 
problem that the adaptive thread manager might have to address is that the most 
degraded core assigned to a thread in the parallel application will likely become the 
bottleneck slowing down the whole application. On the other hand, the runtime 
optimization problem may shift to managing multiple multithreaded applications 
running simultaneously on the many-core processor rather than addressing the 
individual threads of a single parallel application. Workloads consisting of a mix of 
sequential and parallel applications could also be considered. 
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The performance of a parallel application is highly dependent on the 
interactions between the cores, including the impact of the cache hierarchy and 
interconnect. In order to best investigate these workloads, our simulation infrastructure 
would need to be expanded to model cache sharing effects, on-chip interconnection 
networks, and off-chip bandwidth in more detail. At the same time, the impact of 
process variations and hard errors on die components outside the core could be studied 
and methods to mitigate these effects could be designed. 
Thus far, the application scheduling and global power management techniques 
that we have examined operate by dynamically sampling the applications on the 
different cores in the CMP and trying various power settings to learn how the threads 
behave. The algorithms then assign threads to cores and apply DVFS based on these 
findings. However, another approach is possible. Since processor wear-out occurs at 
much longer time frames than OS scheduling intervals, it is possible for the adaptive 
thread manager to maintain a knowledge base of core degradation attributes to make 
informed scheduling decisions without sampling. Likewise, application phase 
behavior can be studied and predicted [121] allowing the threads to be assigned to 
cores that match their level of compute- and memory-boundedness. The global power 
manager could also use knowledge of core capabilities and application needs to 
maximize throughput without having to rely on possibly inaccurate sampling 
information. This methodology would allow the adaptive thread manager to 
circumvent the problem of collecting the large numbers of samples required for future 
many-core architectures. However, incorporating degradation-awareness and phase 
analysis will add significant complexity to the chip multiprocessor. Our techniques 
have the advantage of a relatively simple implementation that relies only on direct 
sampling of performance and power and does not need a deep understanding of 
application/core interactions. This simplicity also provided robustness in the presence 
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of variability and faults. Future work could explore the many tradeoffs of these two 
adaptive thread management philosophies. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
Future processor architectures will require intelligent adaptive thread 
management policies to prevent power dissipation, thermal control, and reliability 
problems from halting the trend of continued performance increases in every 
technology generation. In this dissertation, we investigate two crucial adaptive thread 
management techniques, thread migration and power management, and develop novel 
schemes for their implementation in clustered SMT architectures and heterogeneous 
chip multiprocessors. 
In clustered SMT architectures, we apply these techniques within a processor 
core to provide dynamic thermal management. We employ the back-end steering 
mechanism inherent in a clustered SMT to provide low cost DTM which leverages 
spatial non-uniformity in temperature due to variations in application behavior to cool 
hotspots on the die. We also combine our DTM steering mechanism with dynamic 
voltage and frequency scaling to provide robust thermal control across all workload 
types. 
Process variations, manufacturing defects, and wear-out errors will create 
dynamic heterogeneity among the cores of future chip multiprocessors. We mitigate 
the impact of these reliability issues by developing OS scheduling algorithms, based 
on the Hungarian Algorithm and Local Search that match application needs to 
available resources of the degraded cores. We also devise a new paradigm for global 
power management, called TAPAS, which directly controls power, rather than using 
voltage and frequency control as a proxy, delivering increased performance, accuracy, 
and tolerance to variability. 
Finally, we present the first comprehensive and theoretically rigorous analysis 
of the scalability of application scheduling and global power management algorithms 
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for unpredictably heterogeneous many-core processors. Studying architectures with 
four to two-hundred and fifty-six cores, we find that the high computational overhead 
and sampling requirements of contemporary runtime managers designed for small-
scale CMPs will prevent their use as the number of cores on a chip increases. We 
address this deficiency by creating a Hierarchical Hungarian Algorithm for application 
scheduling and adapting Steepest Descent for global power management and show 
that both are highly scalable due to their high performance and low computational 
complexity across chip multiprocessors of all sizes. 
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